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ABSTRACT

The Gullah Geechee are descendants of enslaved Africans who worked on the island
coastal plantations of Georgia, North and South Carolina, and Northern Florida. The Gullah
Geechee are known for having retained African cultural connections and practices in the United
States through intergenerational knowledge transmission. On Sapelo Island, Georgia, during
their 250 years on the island a least 15 historic communities have been acknowledged as
epresentative of their distinct presence on the island. Hog Hammock which was established in
1878, is the last intact Gullah Geechee owned community, due to forced abandonment of the
other communities during the early 1950s. Today, there are only 40 Geechee members in Hog
Hammock and the remainder of the island now belongs to the Georgia Department of Natural
Resources.
For this thesis research, archaeological reconnaissance survey, historical research, early
20th century maps, and LiDAR data were used to locate, identify, and record the house sites
associated with five post-bellum communities that were occupied prior to forced removal. The
data from this survey create a locational record for the families of Geechee residents as well as to
guide mostly state-owned land management. I use the site data to interpret post-emancipation
settlement patterns and daily life on Sapelo Island. Supplemental interviews with Geechee island
residents highlight the significance of unresolved displacement, newcomers to the island, and the
importance of historical and cultural resources to the community.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION

This thesis presents the results of the Sapelo Island Geechee Settlement Survey project
and fieldwork for which began in May 2016 and was completed in May 2017. Although a great
deal of archaeological research has been conducted on Sapelo Island, Georgia (Figure 1-1), this
was the first archaeological survey to focus on the postbellum homes of the formerly enslaved
Africans—the people known today as “Gullah” or “Geechee”, or collectively “Gullah Geechee.”
Cornelia Walker Bailey (2004:4) describes the origin of the designation Gullah Geechee:
As to the labels ‘Geechee’ and ‘Gullah’, there is a belief that they came
from two neighboring tribes in West Africa-the Kissi, pronounced
“Geechee”, who lived where the modern-day countries of Sierra Leone,
Liberia and Guinea converge; and the Gola, a tribe on the Sierra LeoneLiberia border. Many members from both tribes were brought to these
islands, and while it has never been proven-it could very well be that what
we were called stemmed from the two tribal names.

It is possible that these ethnic groups already shared some commonalities since they were
from neighboring countries and had a rice culture prior to their arrival in the Americas, and or
alternatively, these groups merged to form a similar culture. In the recent past, Geechee were
known to be from the Georgia Coast and Florida, while Gullahs were from South Carolina
(Walker 2000:4, National Park Service 2005). There does not seem to be an agreement as some
people from Charleston, South Carolina referred to themselves as Geechee rather than Gullah.
Today, two groups who once had perhaps minor differences, are now virtually indistinguishable
and are considered to have a common cultural heritage (Bailey 2000:4-5). Cornelia Walker
Bailey (2000:5) stated that she and some community members could determine which island a
1

Figure 1-1. Location of Sapelo Island, Georgia. Courtesy of Thomas Pluckhahn.
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person was from by hearing their regional island accent. This was also noted by researchers over
100 years ago in South Carolina: “On St. Helena Island, the tendency toward local variability
was recorded by several twentieth-century researchers who noted tightly knit communities based
on former plantations with distinctive speech patterns” (Barnes and Steen 2012:198-199).
Differences were made in jest between Saltwater Geechee, the Georgia Islanders and Freshwater
Geechee, those who lived 30 miles inland (Bailey 2000:5).
Despite this, the Gullah Geechee are very ethnically diverse with origins from West and
Central Africa. The designation of Gullah was also given to various people enslaved from
Central Africa as a misnomer. They were brought to the region of “Angola or n’Gola which was
a large expanse of land that included present-day Angola, the Congo, and part of Gabon”- where
they were transported to the Americas (Barnes and Steen 2012:181). According to William
Pollitzer (1993:1-2) local antebellum Charleston South Carolina newspapers lists their origins of
present day Gullah Geechee people: “eight coastal regions of West Africa are recognized:
Senegambia, Sierra Leone, the Windward Coast, the Gold Coast, the Bight of Benin, the Bight of
Biafra, Angola (which includes Congo), and Mozambique-Madagascar”. Outside of Africa, this
includes the West Indies. Additionally, language studies of the Gullah Geechee dialect by the
black linguist Lorenzo Dow Turner (1949), who lived among the Sea Island people for seven
years, found indications of thirty-two languages of West Africa in vocabulary, syntax, sounds,
and perhaps several thousand words. Among the ten languages that account for 75 percent of the
total African vocabulary, Kongo and Yoruba are highest on the list, with 15 percent each and
‘other’ which refers to the twenty-two languages that make smaller but significant contributions
to Gullah. Kongo, Yoruba, Mende, and Ewe account for almost half the linguistic sources of
personal names identified by Turner (Pollitzer 1993:3). While it is not clear exactly when or how
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long ago the people began using “Gullah” or “Geechee” as self-designations,“Gullah” first
appears in 1869 in local South Carolina newspapers.
This project involved using various archaeological methods to identify and record
historic settlement sites that they were forced to abandon during the early 1950s, in conjunction
with interviews of community members. This settlement pattern survey investigated areas with a
high probability of containing sites associated with Geechee homes, as identified using
topographic maps and historical maps and documents. In addition to reconnaissance survey, the
project included interviews with members of the Geechee community, which presented an
unusual opportunity to talk to the former residents of the homes that were the focus of the
archaeological study. The use of interviews in this archaeological survey add a component of
ethnoarchaeology to compliment the methodologies.
A number of previous ethnographic studies by cultural anthropologists, historians, and
others have focused solely on Geechee culture. However, interviews for this study were more
directed towards acquiring perspectives on their former homes, the landscape, and the
importance of their island home. Ethnoarchaeology is defined by Michael Deal (2017) as a
subdiscipline of anthropology using a combination of methods and theories while comparing
archaeological and ethnographic data. Ethnoarchaeology is used for interpretation of
archaeological data by including native informants who give insight into culture and identity.
Amanda Kearney (2010) calls this the ethnoarchaeology of engagement where living
archaeology working with living communities. We gain perspectives on emotions and feelings,
the political, religious and spiritual, the landscape, how people memorialize their environment.
This archaeological survey was an opportunity to include the descendant population who
continued to belong to the area. Due to time constraints, I was not able to acquire nearly as many
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as interviews as I wanted, but this study did provide a meaningful perspective from an
underrepresented community.
Before it was colonized, and claimed by people of European descent in the 1500s, Sapelo
Island had been home to Native people for thousands of years, as evidenced most dramatically
by the remains of the massive shell ring complex on the island. These ancient shell rings, as well
as other sites associated with the Indigenous occupation of the island, have been a focus of
archaeological study for many years (Simpkins 1980; Thompson 2007; Thompson et al. 2004).
The first European contact with the local Native people came with the establishment of missions
by the Spanish, including the foundation of Mission San Joseph de Sapala on Sapelo Island in
the 1600s (Jeffries and Moore 2011:72). Rumored to have been constructed of tabby, this
Spanish mission, would be the earliest tabby structure on Sapelo Island (National Park Service
1934; Singleton 2010:154-155; Sullivan 2010:2), but no architectural remains, tabby or
otherwise, associated with a mission have been found (Chalmers 1997:6, Sullivan 2010:2).
Notwithstanding, as Theresa Singleton (Singleton 2010:154) has noted, archaeological research
(SINERR 2008) makes it clear that these were plantation structures. After arrival of the Spanish,
subsequent European colonizers and enslavers were the French and then the English who
established plantations on the island. It was the French who first enslaved the ancestors of the
Gullah Geechee. This was followed by the American period, which lasted into the early 20th
century.
Historical archaeology is text and document aided archaeology. It is the study of the more
recent past or the modern world. As a research method, it is the combined use of archaeological
methods, historical sources, and cultural anthropology. In the United States, it begins with
worldwide European exploration, colonization, and conquering beginning in the 1400s and
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beyond. In short, it tends to focus on the lives of “the people without history” (Wolf 1982).
However, while acknowledging the validity of the goal of giving a voice to those who have been
marginalized within our society, Singleton sees this as too simplistic; it overlooks “race, gender,
and class, cultural interaction and change; relations of power and domination; and the
sociopolitics of archaeological practice” (Singleton 1999:1). The focus on African American life
in plantation spaces can lead archaeologists to become engaged in what Singleton calls “moral
mission archaeology,” wherein while the goal may be to demonstrate the lives of African
Americans from their perspective, this can unfortunately lead to the view of African Americans
as a static and permanent underclass (Singleton 1999:2).
Within historical archaeology, a main field of study has been plantation archaeology with
a focus on African-American life. Sapelo Island is no different. Archaeologists have surveyed
and excavated the remains of slave cabins on the island in an attempt to uncover life of the
enslaved during this period (e.g., Crook 2008; Honerkamp 2008; Honerkamp and Bean 2009;
Honerkamp and DeVan 2008). However, like most contemporary plantation-affiliated spaces,
what continues to draw visitors to Sapelo Island are not the personal spaces of the enslaved, but
the lighthouse, plantation ruins (seen as spaces of the landowner), and the Reynolds Mansion
(which is open for tours). First, people are attracted to such grand structures because they are the
most visually impressive, providing a clear connection to the past. Second, slavery is a very
uncomfortable topic. Tourists often want authenticity, but not necessarily, reality (McKercher
and du Cros 2002:27) and most plantation tours were clearly never meant for visitors of African
descent. A study done by Derek H. Alderman and E. Arnold Modlin Jr. (2016) showed that
Americans, both people of color and White, as well as visitors from outside of the United States,
are interested in the lives of the enslaved. Docent-led tours can either reinforce the opinions of
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visitors, challenge them, or leave them unsatisfied with their experience (Alderman and Modlin
Jr. 2016:276). Modlin (2008:269) discusses how many tours use symbolic annihilation, which is
the act of completely overlooking the lives of the enslaved and their essential relationship to the
plantation for the benefit of planter class through 1) deflecting the discussion of slavery, 2)
trivializing the institution of slavery, and 3) segregating information and artifacts related to
slavery. Segregation includes separate tours, which assumes the enslaved were a separate part of
plantation life and displays related to the enslaved are located in secluded areas of plantations
(Modlin 2008:269). During plantation tours, slavery is rarely mentioned and its discussion is
often upsetting to visitors who prefer positive experiences while in pursuit of leisure activities.
Plantations are rarely sites where Black Americans feel welcome and the narratives presented on
tours can be uncomfortable, unpleasant, and isolating. Fortunately, this has begun to change, but
all-inclusive tours remain the exception rather than the rule.
In the past, the Geechee population were thought of and studied as a curiosity, which
further marginalized them and maintained stereotypes of African Americans. They became a
major focus for early 20th-century studies on Africanisms, an academic movement focused on
discovering whether Black Americans retained any African culture after their arrival in the
United States (Georgia Writers’ Project 1940). This came to the forefront with the advent of the
Frazier-Herskovits debate, which will be discussed later. In both academic studies and popular
culture, the Geechee were considered an isolated culture that maintained outdated belief systems.
Today, we recognize such characterizations as insulting and dehumanizing; the Gullah
Geechee’s self-imposed isolation has been utilized to protect them and their belief systems that
are culturally West African.
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Archaeology has been neglectful of African American history and when it is addressed,
there is a one-dimensional focus on plantation spaces. Another issue is that projects do not often
consult with or include the African American community. In turn, this has isolated Black
Americans from the discipline. As a Black American myself, I think this is because we do not
see ourselves as the center of study in a holistic manner. For example, the presence of African
Americans in the United States has been reduced to enslavement and the struggle for civil rights.
This leaves a wealth of information that has yet to be studied. Black American archaeologist
Maria Franklin (1997:3) examined why there are very few Black American archaeologists and a
lack of interest among Black Americans:
Archaeology might hold more appeal for black Americans if they knew of its
potential as a powerful tool for uncovering black histories. Yet, despite the
growing number of historical archaeologists studying African-American culture
and history, black Americans in particular remain unaware of such endeavours.
Thus, archaeology's potential as a means of empowering black communities
remains largely unrecognized by the very people who stand to gain or lose the
most as a result of these interpretations of various black pasts. This is largely due
to the omission on the part of archaeologists to communicate their findings
specifically to impacted communities and descendant groups.

Although historical archaeology continues to grow ever larger, and research remains diverse, in
general, archaeology continues to be an overwhelmingly White practice. According to African
American archaeologist Dr. William White, “In the last survey of the U.S. archaeological
workforce, done by the Society for American Archaeology in 1994, a whopping 98 percent of
1,502 respondents identified themselves as being of European heritage. Only two identified as
African American, while four identified as being of Asian heritage, 15 as Hispanic, and 10 as
Native American.” With this, there has been an increase in the number of Black archaeologists.
The Society of Black Archaeologists (SBA) was founded in 2011 with the goals of supporting
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archaeologists of African descent across the diaspora and associated projects-which includes
allies of different heritage. The SBA has expanded to include collaboration with other
communities of color, most recently Native American academics and researchers while
supporting the trend of partnering with African American communities in respect to projects that
concern the African American past. Classroom visits to primarily African American students can
expose them to archaeology and demonstrate that they can learn their own history through the
practice and analysis (Franklin et al 2020:755). Consulting with African Americans in our
research projects and or as employees of CRM companies is a key factor to transforming and
changing the biases and anti-racism within the discipline (Franklin et al 2020:755, 757, 758).
However, prejudices are not just found here, but also within academia. More importantly,
Franklin et al. (2020:761) discuss the role of academia in dismantling prejudices BIPOC (Black,
Indigenous, People of Color) students encounter: “Educators can start by decolonizing the
discipline through their curriculum and pedagogy…and be prepared to ensure their retention and
success. Graduate programs can be isolating for BIPOC students at best, and at worse, can be
demeaning and hostile spaces.” These students are more likely to need special support from
advisors and faculty who are willing to take on the role of activists when engaging in political
projects (which many students of color are drawn to), or to assist them in navigating potential
difficult social experiences that may be affecting their ability to thrive. More importantly,
breaking down prejudices and biases within academic programs, can have an impact on the
discipline outside of educational institutions and begin to transform archaeology where everyone
feels accepted and welcome. Most of Sapelo Island is now owned by the state of Georgia.
Following his death, R.J. Reynolds’s second, German-born wife sold the land to the state
for a relatively nominal sum-by millionaire’s standards-to ensure its long-term protection. The
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Georgia Department of Natural Resources (GADNR) manages the island as a natural preserve,
and the University of Georgia maintains its Marine Institute in a portion of the old Reynolds
mansion. The island is now popular with visiting scientists, vacationers, and tourists who engage
in hunting and fishing, camping, tours, and various other recreational activities. Of course, for
the Geechee, Sapelo is a living community and a condition of the sale was that the Hog
Hammock community and Behavior Cemetery would always remain in Geechee possession.
These multiple and competing uses of the island sometimes come into conflict. For
example, the GADNR currently has environmental projects aimed at restoring the wetlands on
the island to its antebellum conditions. Mapping the homes of previous Geechee residents could
aid in project avoidance of these areas, helping to protect endangered ones, and keeping hunting
traffic at bay. Another possibility is to cordon off sections of the historic communities for
preservation efforts or create signage memorializing them if members of the community desire it.
In Chapter 2, I provide an overview of the environmental and historical contexts. After
briefly reviewing the natural environment and geography, I give a historical account of the
plantation era through to the 1950s ownership of the island, with a focus on the Geechee
occupation during both the antebellum and postbellum eras. In particular, I describe how vibrant
Geechee communities developed on Sapelo in the years immediately following the Civil War,
and how the Geechee residents were eventually pressured to give up many of these settlements.
Chapter 3 focuses on the theoretical perspectives and frameworks that I applied with an
emphasis on anarchic archaeology as applied to the Geechee social organization and as a
framework for understanding historically non-western-based American communities. I also
utilized the concept of homeplace and landscape archaeology within the context of African
American archaeology. Heritage and memory contribute to the significance of the landscape and
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community-led tourism is emphasized in order to convey their identity, heritage, and historical
connection to the island.
Chapter 4 describes the methods and results of the archaeological reconnaissance survey. I give a
historical account of each settlement, as well as a descriptive overview of each of the 24
archaeological sites that were recorded for this project. Then I identify some commonalities
among the Geechee domiciles that were identified.
From the outset of this project, I wanted to incorporate the voices of contemporary
Geechee. Toward this end, I conducted informal interviews with four members of the Geechee
community on Sapelo Island. Foremost among these were my conversations with Cornelia
Walker Bailey, a long-time community leader. Chapter 5 details what was revealed from the
interviews.
Finally, Chapter 6 gives a final analysis and discussion of the project. I review the
findings of the archaeological survey and ethnographic interviews and offer some suggestions for
how the results of my study might be of benefit to the Georgia DNR and, most importantly, the
Geechee community on Sapelo Island.
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CHAPTER 2: ENVIRONMENTAL AND HISTORICAL OVERVIEW

Environmental Context

The island is approximately 12 miles long and 3.1 miles wide, and has about 6 miles of
beach on its eastern coast (Georgia Department of Natural Resources, Wildlife Resources
Division, Sapelo Island) (Figure 2-1) Geologically, the barrier islands are on top of limestone
formation and provide protection of the mainland coast from storms and other inclement
weather. The islands are in the direct path of hurricanes and cyclones which occur during the
months of August through October, but are generally most likely to strike during the month of
September. Such storms have caused serious damage to the island over the years, including the
deaths of Geechee residents during the early part of the 20th century. Most recently, these
weather systems have resulted in island-wide evacuations, and felled trees that have blocked
roads and created power outages.
The highest elevation on the island is only about 25 feet above sea level, and the average
elevation is 15 feet. The climate on the island is mild with highs in the 80s and 90s during the
summer months and lows in the 40s to the mid-50s during the months of December and January.
Annual rainfall averages 53 inches per year. Rainfall is the most plentiful from June to
September, and the least during the months of November through February (National Park
Service 2005). The topography of the island includes upland flat hammocks or forests that are
gently rolling, with the highest elevations at the central and western part of the island. The
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elevations are found in the marsh areas. There are many freshwater sources on the island and, in
the past, an abundance of artesian wells. On the island, most trees consist of palmetto, live oak,
pine, magnolia, and various brush and scrub. Sapelo Island’s soil is a fine, porous sand that is
acidic and deficiently draining. The soil of the upland areas on Sapelo Island is typically
comprised of marine deposits (National Park Service 2005), mostly consisting of oyster shell,
which is a result of human action. Consequently, these marine deposits counteract the natural soil
acidity.
Previous landowners introduced many species of animals that were non-native to the
island from other mainland areas. For example, Sapelo Island is one of several Sea Islands that
have a native white tailed deer population, but the fallow deer was later introduced to the island
from other areas of the East Coast region in the United States. Several bird species, such as
guinea fowl, adapted to the island’s environment. Other domesticated animals such as dogs, cats,
and horses were also historically introduced. Hogs, chicken, and cattle were imported
domesticates raised for food, with hogs and cattle in particular having become feral populations
on the island (National Park Service 2005).
Lindsey Cochran (2017) researched sea level rise and shoreline erosion on Sapelo Island.
Shoreline erosion is of specific concern on the eastern portion of the island, particularly at the
community of Raccoon Bluff, which is the most gravely impacted and is of considerable
importance to the Geechee community. On Sapelo Island, the shorelines experienced erosion,
forcing the residents of Raccoon Bluff to move their homes. This is due to natural processes of
tidal movement, but today is also the result of boating activity and changes in sea levels. Further
complicating these events, Georgia has the highest tidal levels on the southern United States
coast. As Cochran (2017:10) explains:
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Figure 2-1. Map of Sapelo Island, Georgia. Courtesy of Thomas Pluckhahn.
14

The effects of anthropogenic and natural climate changes are drastically reshaping the shorelines
and waterways on Sapelo Island. Higher sea levels, more extreme tidal fluctuations, increased
wave action, and boat traffic are damaging cultural resources through erosion and deposition of
sediments that inundate sites.
With severe sea level rise on the eastern portion of the island, it is imperative that
archaeologists and the Marine Institute remain vigilant to coastline erosion in order to assist in
protecting historic Geechee community sites on the island.

Historical Context

The extensive pre-colonial Indigenous settlement on Sapelo Island spans at least 5,000
years, as evidenced most dramatically by the large shell ring on the northwestern margin of the
island that has long been a focus of archaeological investigations (some of which left
considerable damage to the structure) (Sullivan 2014; Thompson et al. 2004). Initial subsequent
European settlement began with the Spanish from 1573 to 1686, who founded settlements on St.
Catherine’s and Cumberland Islands, including a presence on Sapelo Island, naming the local
Indigenous community Guale. Later, Native peoples known as the Yamacraw, Yamassee, and
Creek occupied the Georgia coast.
The state of Georgia, founded as a British colony in 1733, was the youngest of the
original thirteen colonies in the early history of the United States. Initially, the Georgia colony
was an early antislavery region and was for a time, “the only free-soil region in the western
hemisphere” (Morgan 2010:25). Initially, slavery was considered a moral issue as a corruptor of
White Georgians. This sentiment was based from the White perspective, rather than a Black one,
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as engaging in it was seen to debase Whites and create unfair employment competition as
opposed to it being a moral wrong that caused immense suffering to enslaved Africans
(Morgan 2010:15-17).
Although the Creeks and other native peoples of the Southeast were familiar with
enslavement, this was wholly distinguishable from the chattel slavery of the English. Because the
Creek had a decentralized society, enslaved people were not viewed as economic commodities or
personal property nearly to the same extent as was the case among Europeans (Morgan 2010:22).
Within Creek society, tribal absorption, inclusion, and acceptance of enslaved Africans and
others were the standard practice. However, in the early 1750s (Stewart 1996:89), slavery in
Georgia was legalized due to its high profitability as an economic system, the influence of
surrounding Southern states, and racist sentiments. Any opposition to it was largely unspoken.
By this time, Whites held racist sentiments towards Africa which was regarded as a dark
continent full of uncivilized savages and heathens, genetic inferiors barely a part of the human
race (Charles Joyner (1999:31,35). With these beliefs, it was easy to justify enslavement and
designate this entire system to only one racial group.
The states of Georgia, Florida, and the Carolinas were connected through their coastal
region slave economies, as well as through their association with the Caribbean. Rice, indigo,
and long staple cotton, also called Sea Island cotton, were grown along these coasts. Short staple
cotton was cultivated outside of both these distinct coastal regions and other southern states.
Alternative varieties of sugar, the ribbon strains, often served as a buttress crop. Originating in
Jamaica, the ribbon varieties, which have striped stalks, were introduced by John McQueen from
Savannah Georgia in 1814 (Steward 1996:122). Ribbon varieties of sugar cane eventually
replaced indigo, and became an important third crop, but were never as critical as long staple
16

cotton and rice. The most highly sought after and highest quality long staple cotton grew only
within a coastal oceanic environment, with exposure to salty sea air and salinity found within the
soil (Stewart 1996:118). In the United States, rice cultivation became one of the most important
crops growing in the swamplands and coastal climates of Florida, Georgia, and Carolina. The
landscapes of the Carolina and Georgia coastal areas and islands also permitted a near replication
of Caribbean plantations, with Barbados being of particular importance. Bahamas is the origins
of long staple cotton while indigo cultivation also had its roots in the Caribbean. With similar
environments, the island coastal regions of the Carolinas, Georgia, and Northern Florida had
almost identical economic history, crop type, enslaved labor, and plantation organization and
patterns, which were highly influenced by Caribbean models. Short staple cotton, other varieties
of sugar, and additional crops that used enslaved labor were grown in the non-coastal areas of
Georgia, the Carolinas, Florida and other southern states that used captive Africans as a labor
force.
Some early Scottish enslavers, via the Caribbean, established plantations in the coastal
areas of Georgia (Morgan 2010:25). They brought with them long staple cotton, the cash crops
of indigo, ribbon sugar cane, rice, and the ancestors of today’s Gullah Geechee. One fifth of
enslaved Georgians came from the Caribbean and altogether twice the number of enslaved
people who entered the United States came from the Caribbean rather than directly from Africa
(Morgan 2010:27). What is now known as the Gullah Geechee culture emerged, which has its
origins in what is called the Gullah Geechee Cultural Heritage Corridor in the coastal regions of
North and South Carolina, Georgia, and Northern Florida- also known as the Low Country.
These southeastern states share the use of tabby, as a building material, which may have
originated in Florida but spread to other regions of the Southeastern United States. Tabby
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buildings are a distinguishing feature in this region and “it’s use in the New World derived from
African slaves assigned as construction workers, who knew its properties from their earlier
residence in the Guinea Coast of West Africa” (Noble 2007:92).
The African knowledge of rice production is central as to why particular ethnic groups
were enslaved and brought to this region in the United States. Still, Gullah Geechee heritage
consists of a diverse mixture of ethnicities and languages from Western and Central Africa. Due
to their knowledge of rice production from the Niger Delta and Senegambia regions in West
Africa, their ancestors were specifically targeted by enslavers first in the Caribbean, and second
in the United States. Without the ancestors of the Gullah Geechee, rice would not have been a
viable venture because slaveholders knew very little about rice and were completely dependent
on their enslaved for their economic success (Carney 1998:529; Steward 1996:129-130). It is
also now acknowledged that one type of rice cultivar of Oryza glaberrima, grown in the Low
Country is a purely African derivative, as opposed to an Asian variety that has been widely
assumed in the past (Carney 1998:527-529). However, different varieties of rice were grown in
the region. Although enslaved labor was used for their knowledge of rice production and water
management on the coastal areas, the planters used different methods to grow rice than in Africa.
During antebellum times, major Sapelo Island enslaver, Thomas Spalding II, is credited with the
technique of intercropping: planting alternating rows of cotton and corn (Stewart 1996:119), but
intercropping as a technique is a West African system. Not only is rice is an important heritage
food from this region in Africa, it continues today as a large part of the culinary traditions and
diet of the Gullah Geechee people.
During an over two hundred year antebellum and postbellum occupation, tracks of land
on Sapelo Island changed hands many times. At various times the population lived at a number
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of settlements or communities, divided geographically into three portions or sections. The North
End had the communities of Chocolate, Bourbon, and later Moses Hammock, Belle Marsh, and
Raccoon Bluff. Settlements in the section of the island known as Kenan or Middle Place
included Hanging Bull and Kenan Field/Lumber Landing. The South End contained the
communities of Shell Hammock, Behavior/Bush Camp, Hog Hammock and Johnson Hammock,
Drink Water, and Riverside. These are documented community names, but there may have been
other historical communities whose names are known only to the Geechee community. The
purchasing and selling of land, population fluctuations, economic changes, and the establishment
of different communities at various historical times have all contributed to the history of
settlement patterns of the Geechee on Sapelo Island.
Frenchman Picot de Boisfeuillet founded the earliest plantation establishments Raccoon
Bluff, Kenan Place/Lumber Landing, and the South End in 1789 who established the French
Sapelo Company. Another Frenchman, John Montalet, a French aristocrat and immigrant owned
High Point and Bourbon in the earliest part of the nineteenth century, succeeded by Frances
Hopkins. Tabby ruins and associated outbuildings at Chocolate Plantation date to the French
ownership of the island. Until 1835, Edward Swarbreck, a Sea Island cotton enslaver, owned
Chocolate Plantation and adjacent southern and eastern areas of the island. He built a tabby
house and additional outbuildings at Chocolate (Sullivan 2014:3-4) (Figure 2-2).
In 1802, Thomas Spalding II purchased the South End of the island where he had a
plantation house built. Spalding was of dual Scottish parentage and was born and raised on
nearby St. Simon’s Island, Georgia. He and his heirs would become the majority landowners in
1843, when Charles Rogers who had acquired most of the North End and Kenan/Middle Place,
sold it to him. The slave settlements associated with these areas and plantation enterprises were
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Bush Camp Field, Behavior, and Hog Hammock. The exception was the community of Raccoon
Bluff, purchased by the Street family from de Boisfeuillet, and thus was never acquired by the
Spaldings. (Sullivan 2014:4). Sullivan (2014:1) summarizes the state of Sapelo population on the
eve of the Civil War:

According to the McIntosh County, Georgia, Population Census of 1860
(Slave Schedules), there were 370 slaves on Sapelo Island living in 50
dwellings just prior to the Civil War. This total included the 252 slaves of the
Spalding plantations on the South and North ends of the island (Long Tabby,
Chocolate, and Bourbon), and 118 slaves at Kenan Place.
In 1861, at the onset of the Civil War, plantation owners Catherine and Michael Kenan,
forced the Geechee from the Hanging Bull community to an inland, rented plantation in Baldwin
County, 150 miles away (Crook et al. 2003:21). After the war ended, many Geechee walked
back from Baldwin County and made their way to Sapelo Island. There, they were reunited with
those who had hidden or were left behind. According to a government count, there were 352
freedmen on Sapelo during this time (Sullivan 2014:2).
The federal government gave newly freedmen and women land for settlement:
Signed early in 1865, William Sherman’s Special Field Order No. 15
set aside Sapelo and other coastal lands for settlement by freed blacks.
This order promised an opportunity for Freedmen to claim a
homestead of up to 40 acres so they could build new and independent
lives (Crook et al. 2003:21).
The Federal Government also created Freedman’s Bureau to assist all newly freed people with
rebuilding their lives. On the Georgia islands, the Bureau oversaw resettlement. Immediately
following emancipation, a school was established on Sapelo Island for the formerly enslaved and
in 1866, the community founded the First African Baptist Church (Bailey and Bledsoe 2001:60).
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.
Figure 2-2. Tabby Ruins at Chocolate Plantation. Photograph by the author.

Tunis Campbell, a Black American man of non-Geechee origin, was assigned to Savannah as a
civilian agent of the Freedman’s Bureau. Campbell was from the northeast and was an supporter
and champion of the rights of Black Americans. He advocated separation and independence of
Black people from the White population.
After the Civil War, Campbell supervised the resettlement of Sapelo Island of some 900
total people by estimation (McFeely 1994:92). The majority were former residents, but also
included newcomers, formerly enslaved individuals from the interior who were not from the Low
Country or culturally of Gullah Geechee origin. The federal government’s plan to give land to all
freedmen dispersed non-Gullah Geechee to the Sea Islands. Each head of household was given
no more than 40 acres to farm, which they could rent for three years, then purchase and receive
title to the land. This lasted but a short time and subsequently President Andrew Johnson, a
Southern sympathizer, rescinded Special Order 15 and the island was returned to the former
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antebellum plantation owners. The Spalding family returned to the island to reclaim their land
and undoubtedly establish a postbellum plantation system. Almost immediately following the
end of the Civil War, South End landowners McBride and Dickson, created sharecropping
contracts for the Freedmen. Despite their objections, they complied.
In 1866, John Griswold bought the North End from the Spalding Estate, but was unable
to recreate a postbellum cotton empire. The North End then changed hands a multitude of times
until Amos Sawyer acquired the property in 1881. Another Spalding heir, Randolph, inherited
the remainder of the island and re-established the boiler at the sugar works. In the early 1870s, a
Kenan heir returned to the Kenan estate, where this land was subsequently passed down as
inheritance property to his heirs. Sometime during these transitory periods, non-Gullah Geechee
freedmen left the island and by 1870, records appear to show that all of the remaining residents
had antebellum ties to the island (McFeely 1993:97).
Dispersion of Slave Settlements
Enslaved settlements of Bush Camp Field, Behavior, and Hog Hammock were dispersed
but not centrally located, with homes appearing to be randomly distributed within settlements.
Spalding established separate communities around his different agricultural enterprises.
Singleton (2010: 169) suggests several reasons why this may have been the case. For one, it may
have kept coordinated uprisings at bay. Under general surveillance, it would be difficult for all
communities to come together and threaten the minority White population on the island.
Although the panopticon surveillance system was not used on Sapelo Island, dividing
communities was an alternative method of surveillance that “promoted efficient accounting of
slave production and distribution of slave provision” (Singleton 2010:170). Second, due to crop
diversification, certain crops were best grown under particular soil conditions on the island and
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dispersed settlements would allow the focus of production at that specific agricultural enterprise.
Third, the constraints of limited space on Low Country barrier islands may have required smaller
dispersed settlements. While smaller communities may have served Spalding’s purposes,
Theresa Singleton (2010:170) notes that this settlement plan may have had unintended benefits
for the enslaved:

By far the greatest advantage for enslaved people in isolated slave villages
was being part of a close-knit community with they identified and where it
was possible to undertake activities-imbibing alcoholic beverages,
gambling, dancing, participation in rituals, or taking short-term leaves
from plantation work-away from the watchful eye of slaveholders and
managers. These small slave communities nurtured the florescence Gullah
Geechee culture, and were sites of origin for community-level cultural
practices, traditions, and memories, some of which were shared with
nearby slave settlements, but others unique to specific settlements.

According to William F. McFeely (1994:57), Thomas Spalding created the slave villages
to instill a sense of family and communal life where new arrivals could be more easily
acclimated. From the perspective of Spalding, this would be advantageous in warding off
potential rebellions. The island of Sapelo maintained a larger population of Blacks as opposed to
White residents, and it may be that dispersing the communities lessened the threat of an uprising
against the enslaver, as they were not concentrated in one place. One theory which is more
plausible, according to Singleton (2010:170), is that it was easier to account for their activity and
monitor their behavior and productivity while in several small settlements. Like other Low
Country slaveholders, Spalding engaged in crop diversification on Sapelo Island to endure
economic hardship, and smaller settlements were centered on these various operations. However,
the true reasoning behind this method of organization is unknown.
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For the Geechee community, this arrangement may have been unintentionally but
culturally beneficial. This gave the Geechee the ability to function as somewhat self-sufficient
communities. They could engage in cultural practices away from the prying eyes of the
traditional surveillance system, particularly since drivers were often Geechee themselves. This
would have strengthened their community and their identity. According to Singleton (2010:170),
the Geechee people came to be identified with the settlement at which they resided rather than
the plantation space, an association that continues through contemporary times.
Five years after the Civil War, two landowning families on Sapelo Island began to sell to
Geechee inhabitants. The Sawyer family sold most of their North End land to Geechee families
in the 1870s and 1880s. In 1871, the Street family sold about one thousand acres which included
Raccoon Bluff to a mutual aid freedman’s association called William Hillery and Company
(Crook et al. 2003:24; Sullivan 2014:4). Bilali Bell, John Grovner, and William Hillery, who
saved a down payment of $500 for the purchase of Raccoon Bluff, founded this association.
Grovner and Hillery kept a little over 100 acres for themselves and divided the remainder into
tracts of 33 to 35. They sold each these tracts to 17 freed families who were residents on the
island prior to the Civil War (Bailey and Bledsoe 2001:49). This was the first and largest
Geechee-owned community on Sapelo Island. Cornelia Walker Bailey (cited in Bailey and
Bledsoe 2001:50) states that those who came up short on the yearly mortgage of $25 had the
support of other families who aided them and that by 1874 the entire community of Raccoon
Bluff had been purchased. Cornelia Walker Bailey (cited in Bailey and Bledsoe 2001:49) also
stated that most families, with the exception of the a few elderly residents, were eager to abandon
the former slave communities of Behavior, Hanging Bull, New Barn Creek, and Bourbon Field,
and did so within 10 years. During Reconstruction, Raccoon Bluff created a large port where all
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residents kept their boats. In 1885, landowner Amos Sawyer sold Geechee freedman Joseph
Jones, whose descendants were the Walker family, fifty acres “on the west side of the island
south of Chocolate” which became Belle Marsh. Caesar Sams bought 60 acres at Lumber
Landing. In addition, Sawyer sold a small tract to James Green, which was later reclaimed by
Sawyer in 1890 (Sullivan 2014:3-4). The Spalding heirs deeded two tracks of land that became
the Hog and Shell Hammock communities to the Geechee freedmen sometime after the war.
The 1880 Federal Census record indicates that the Hillery Company had become
successful in advocating and supporting community land ownership with sixteen families listed
as property owners and twenty-two as leasing land and farming tracks of land (Table 2-1).
During this time, Geechee people continued to buy small tracks of land for homes and
subsistence farming. By the early 1900s, the island had a Farmer’s Alliance, an Order of the
Eastern Star, and a cooperative to help the Geechee market their crops (Bailey and Bledsoe
2001:60). The communities of Shell Hammock, Hog Hammock, Lumber Landing, Raccoon
Bluff, and Belle Marsh were thriving by 1910. Concerning the Kenan family, they never sold any
land to the Geechee; however, they owned one property that a Geechee family continued to
reside on for a time (Sullivan 2014:7). Another indicator of success was a steady population
increase or relative stability during the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, as indicated in
Table 2-1.
The 1860 slave schedule recorded 370 enslaved individuals living in 50 homes. A total of
252 resided at the Spalding Plantations located at the south and the North End (Chocolate,
Bourbon, and Long Tabby). The remaining 118 enslaved Africans were located at Kenan Place,
cultivating Sea Island cotton.
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Table 2-1. Summary of Geechee Population on Sapelo Island (Sullivan 2014).
Year and Source
1860 Slave Schedule

No. of
Individuals
375

No. of
Households
50

End of Civil War

352

24

1870

311

-

Community/Antebellum
Landowner Property
252: Chocolate, Bourbon, Long
Tabby
118: Kenan Place
132: South End communities
100: Kenan/Middle Place,
Hanging Bull, and Kenan
Field/Lumber Landing
122: Randolph Spalding Estate
located at the North End
-

1904 Church Records

400

-

-

1910 Federal Census

539

109

1920 Federal Census

294

-

1930 Federal Census

345

75

194: Raccoon Bluff
163: Hog Hammock
41: Lumber Landing
Raccoon Bluff, Hog and Johnson
Hammock , Shell Hammock,
Lumber Landing, and Belle
Marsh
Raccoon Bluff, Hog and Johnson
Hammock
Shell Hammock

Immediately following the end of the Civil War, there were 352 freedmen on the island.
A total of 132 people living in 24 dwellings resided on the South End communities of Shell
Hammock, Bush Camp/Behavior, Hog Hammock, Drink Water, and Riverside, on lands owned
by Thomas Spalding II. Kenan Place (belonging to Thomas Spalding’s II sister and husband
Michael J. Kenan) had 100 freedmen including the communities of Hanging Bull and Kenan
Field/Lumber Landing. Lastly, the Randolph Spalding Estate had 122 people located at the North
End communities of Chocolate and Bourbon- later Moses Hammock, Belle Marsh, and Raccoon
Bluff. In 1870, the resident Geechee population totaled 311 people (Crook et al. 2003:23).
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Twentieth Century Changes to Sapelo Island
The population of Sapelo Island increased over the course of the first few decades of the
twentieth century. Church records indicate there were about 400 individuals on the island in
1904. The Federal Census of 1910 recorded 539 Geechee residents in 109 households: Raccoon
Bluff had 194, Hog Hammock had 163, and Lumber Landing had 41 people.
The 1920 Federal Census suggests the possibility of a decline in population, with only
294 Black residents recorded, which were mostly settled in Raccoon Bluff, Hog Hammock, Shell
Hammock, Lumber Landing, and Belle Marsh. However, the 1910 and 1920 census and 1929
soil map show discrepancies in the number of residents and homes that has several causes. Some
were recorded only as representations, only the landowner or homeowner was counted, families
were living on land that was not part of an established community, or others were simply not
counted (Crook et al. 2003:25; Sullivan 2014:6). In the 1910 Federal Census examples include
the Walker and Jones families, who lived in Belle Marsh, and single families who lived at the
small settlements of King Savannah, Riverside, Chocolate, High Point, and Bourbon Field
(Crook et al. 2003:25). This decade also coincided with the construction of two Rosenwald
Schools: one being in Hog Hammock and a second in Raccoon Bluff. In 1930, the Black
population had gone up to 345 residents comprising 75 households. Most of the families were at
Raccoon Bluff, Hog Hammock and Johnson Hammock, with 11 households at Shell Hammock.
Postbellum, ownership of various tracks of land on the island changed hands many times.
The influence of the White population was greatly diminished by the early twentieth century and
most had left the island. Only a few White households remained during this time and a scattering
held their employment with the lighthouse and post office, with a few working as carpenters,
managers, and a firefighter. In 1912, Howard Coffin purchased the majority of Sapelo Island
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from the Scottish American Mortgage Company and smaller tracts from various White owners,
with the exception being the Geechee hammocks. Coffin, from Michigan, was the Vice President
and Chief Engineer of the Hudson Motor Company. He sought an island hideaway with Sapelo
Island and had a home constructed where the former Spalding plantation mansion, now in ruins,
had been built in the early 1800s. The smaller tracts of land were purchased from the McKinley,
Cromley, Malcom, and Trainor families. He allowed the McKinley family to live on their former
property until their deaths, and he most likely did this with the others as well (Crook 2003:27;
Sullivan 2014:11). Aggressively purchasing tracts of land, he surrounded the Geechee
hammocks.
Sullivan (2014) discusses the changes Howard Coffin made to the island during his
tenure. The Coffin era of ownership was characterized by dynamic building and construction
project phases, economic enterprises, and continuous land purchases until near complete
ownership of Sapelo by 1934. Coffin was very active in directing island development through
the building of roads, drainage ditches, a marine railway, various farm complexes, a hunting
cabin, and the restoration of the Spalding House on the South End of the island. He imported
cattle, cleared pastureland, and established a dairy herd. Coffin further expanded his innumerable
projects on the island by building a boatyard, repairing and creating additional artesian water
wells, establishing a wetland area and hunting preserve, importing game birds, and restoring the
barn at Chocolate. By the late 1920s he set up an oyster factory, a sawmill, and seafood canning
operations at Kenan Field. All of these ventures created employment for the Geechee residents
as they provided the labor for these projects. Individual Geechee islanders filled the roles of
carpenter, porter, gardener, truck driver, laundress, fisherman, mail carrier, and farmer. His
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arrival and subsequent actions amounted to some of the most considerable and far-reaching
changes to Geechee life since the postbellum era (Sullivan 2014).
Towards the end of the nineteenth century, a commercial timber industry for shipbuilding
also developed on the island. Live oak and yellow pine timber sawmills, wood processing, and
turpentine production were some of the industries that the Geechee residents on the island were
employed through Howard Coffin and his predecessors. Along coastal Georgia, this timber
industry “was an important source of live oak timber for northern shipbuilding interests, as well
as the United States Navy” (Sullivan 2008:13). From the mid-1800s through the 1930s, many
Geechee livelihoods were tethered to the commercial timber industry and fishing of major
landowners (Crook et al. 2003:25) where there were sawmills and timber loading docks at
Lumber Landing and a sawmill at Kenan Field.
In 1934, Howard Coffin sold his land holdings and home to Richard J. Reynolds Jr., also
known as R.J. Reynolds of the tobacco empire. This sale was to have a devastating impact on the
five Geecheee communities of Belle Marsh, Lumber Landing, Raccoon Bluff, Shell Hammock,
and Hog Hammock. Coffin in truth, did not own these five communities, neither Behavior
Cemetery, nor the lighthouse (Sullivan 2014:3). Reynolds continued to provide employment in
the mansion for domestic workers, his mechanic and carpentry shops, and dairy. In general, he
expanded Howard Coffin’s enterprises and began new ones that continued to employ Geechee
residents. One of his major projects was the establishment of a research facility that collaborated
with the University of Georgia in 1949. This marine biology laboratory located at the South End,
was later named the University of Georgia Marine Institute and focused on studying Sapelo’s
ecology and protecting its estuaries. During his tenure on the island, Cornelia Walker Bailey
(cited in Bailey and Bledsoe 2001:255) described Reynolds as running the island “like it was his
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own private paradise” where he and his company men had control over their lives. They would
kick residents off the island, fire them for minor or perceived infractions, and—using the
company boat—control when they could come and go. By then, most Geechee no longer had
their bateau boats and were dependent on the ferry to leave the island. Residents who did have
them, were forbidden to use them and would be ordered to leave the island if caught using them.
Sometime after his purchase of Sapelo Island, Reynolds—like Coffin before him—
decided to create a hunting preserve, but on one large, continuous portion of the island. Geechee
communities, being dispersed in seemingly randomly ways, were an obstruction and
inconvenience for Reynolds’ plan. With residents unwilling to abandon their homes, he began to
coerce and threaten Geechee families off their land. Some households did not have deeds to the
land they resided on although they had been legitimately purchased. This may be because “some
refused to officially record deeds with the government for fear of reprisals from southern whites”
(Guthrie 1996:3). For those who did have deeds, Reynolds tampered with those and declared
Geechee non-ownership. Residents from the four communities were told to relocate to Hog
Hammock or leave the island and lose their jobs.
In 1950, Cornelia Walker Bailey’s family-owned community of Belle Marsh was the first
community Reynolds illegally forced to move. Cornelia Walker Bailey described how one of
Reynolds’ employees, Cap’n Frank, came to her father and attempted to convince him to move.
When he refused, he threatened the Walker family with banishment from the island where they
would have to “fend for themselves” (Bailey and Bledsoe 2001:99). Hicks Walker, the father of
Cornelia Walker Bailey, was also told that they would have four acres of land for their new
home:
They told him they’d swap him land in Hog Hammock, they’d provide the
lumber free, and all he had to pay for was the tin, the windows, and the
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doors. But when we moved to Hog Hammock, they took two acres for
payment of the lumber and traded him two acres in Hog Hammock. So it
wasn’t an even swap (Bailey and Bledsoe 2001:115).
Former resident Annie Mae Walker Green stated that people were no longer able to make
a living on Sapelo and that R.J. Reynolds was the cause of the population decline for the
community (Crook et al. 2003:107). By the mid-1950s, there were only the 250 Geechee
residents, with the majority residing in the communities of Hog Hammock and Raccoon Bluff
(Crook et al 2003:38; Sullivan2014:14). After Reynolds successfully moved the residents or they
made the decision to leave their island home, the school closed down, youth went away to
college, and there was a lack of adequate jobs. For first time in over 200 years, the Geechee
people were separated from their homes, spiritual places, emotional and ancestral bonds to the
island, churches, friends, families, and their Sapelo Island culture.
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CHAPTER 3: THEORETICAL PERSPECTIVE

My study of the Geechee community on Sapelo Island intersected with three main
theoretical themes of the postbellum era. The first being anarchy to understand how Geechee
communities are organized and maintain social cohesiveness and independence. Next, I used the
concept of homeplace to shed light on how the community created places of resistance and
cultural persistence in the home while having marginalized status outside of it. Third, I employ
the view of the archaeology of landscape as a means of going beyond the material and a
framework for understanding how the Geechee identity was formed and maintained through their
association with the landscape. Finally, these theories intersect with heritage studies and tourism
in that the island is a site of cultural maintenance, inheritance, and legacy.

Anarchy in Archaeological Theory

A recent development is the application of anarchist theory to the field of archaeology,
variations of which have been referred to as anarcho-archaeology, anarchist archaeology, or
anarchaeology. The Greek root of “an” in anarchy means without, and arkhos translates to
leaders (Borck and Sanger 2017:9; Black Trowel Collective 2016). It translates to a system that
is without hierarchy and a political governing entity that is based on non-coercive associations
between people. Consequently, one of the most common beliefs of anarchy is a society without
government and state-imposed order results in total and complete chaos, violence, mayhem, and
finally collapse (Amster 2003:13; Borck and Sanger 2017:9). This is an inaccurate interpretation
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of anarchy because it assumes that those who belong to society require government laws and
regulations or need a civic governing power for “order” to exist. Although some Indigenous
societies of the Pacific Northwest have been examined for their anarchic organization
(Angelbeck and Greer 2012; Morgan 2015:137), I suggest that anarchy can also be found within
historical archaeological studies of the Gullah Geechee.
Anarchist theory is relevant for subjugated populations of African Americans as they
navigated the oppressive systems of slavery and subsequent Jim Crow while internally mitigating
the effects of these in a state system within their communities. Theories of anarchy provide an
alternative theoretical perspective for historical archaeology and for understanding contemporary
descendant communities that have an anarchic structure and organization within the state. These
communities utilize self-regulation as much as possible; generally reject the capitalistic notion of
materialistic acquisition, and the punitive crime state system.
It must be stressed that the theoretical use of anarchy for the purpose of this study is used
to describe some characteristics of social organization among the Gullah Geechee. The
characteristics that are described as anarchic are West African traditions that represent continuity
and persistence within the African diaspora, but are not used to designate the Gullah Geechee as
anarchists. The use of anarcho-archaeology here is a Western theoretical application to describe
the governing, social behavior, and self-organization of the Geechee, and how they differ from
the western governance system of capitalism, social hierarchy, and punitive measures. These
social organizations predate anarchist theory. Non-hierarchical societies among many rice
growing ethnic groups in West Africa were observed by Europeans during the slave trade
(Fields-Black 2008). The goal of anarcho-archaeology theory is to use it as a methodology to
describe how different communities functioned internally and in opposition of the highly
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stratified, unequal societies of which they belong. Its principles are used to accept and respect
alternative forms of knowledge that will be discussed later. The use of this approach can benefit
research based on African Americans of non-Geechee heritage when examining the presence of
African continuity.
Although anarchism may have earlier origins, its known historical beginnings date to the
earliest theorists William Godwin, Max Striner, and Pierre-Joseph Proudhon, (Angelbeck and
Grier 2012:548). Proudhon, a philosopher of mutualism (workers receive equal compensation for
the labor they sell), was a virulent anti-statist, because he saw the government as representing
oppression. He became the first to declare himself an anarchist and is considered the founder of
anarchism. Moreover, he believed that people have the freedom to be themselves and express
their individuality when they engage in communalism. The state system with its intense social
stratification accompanied by a high level of complexity, which is rife with inequality, is
contrary to true human freedom. Anarchists believe that cooperation proves more advantageous
and harmonious for people and society through “self-organized local collectives” (Angelbeck
and Grier 2012:548). His theoretical position was that cooperation and collectivism was a more
natural way for people to organize society as they had done so throughout history. Proudhon saw
the possession of land or property as a right insomuch it is used to maintain economic
independence. He was also a pacifist and believed that anarchism would be achieved by its
principles through gradual change, with eventually even the bourgeoisie cooperating.
Initially on friendly terms with Karl Marx, a major dispute erupted which led to a split
between the two camps. Fellow anarchist, Mikhail Bakunin, who was a contemporary of Karl
Marx, established anarchy as legitimate theoretical school of thought. From its inception,
anarchy had much in common with Marxism due to their shared criticism of the state, but
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differed in regards to post revolution societal organization (Angelbeck and Grier 2012:548).
Despite this, Bakunin had an intense animosity towards Marxism. Both schools of thought focus
on the friction that materialism and the inequality it creates, but diverge on the replacement
economic system and how society organizes subsequent to the eradication of the capitalist state.
After a revolution takes place, Marxism proposes the vanguard party, democratic socialism, and
the dictatorship of the proletariat as the primary ways society should be structured, while
Anarchism counteracts these with the catalyst group, anarchist consensus, and the mass
commune, respectively (Ervin 2017). A rift developed during the First International Congress
Conference in 1872, which resulted in Marx banishing anarchists. Marx’s principles of
communism and theory became basis of the revolutionary movements followed by Europeans
during that time. Karl Marx eventually became the accepted alternative theorist among the
academic departments of the social sciences, including anthropology. For anthropologists,
Marxism has proven attractive in its usefulness for evaluating problems that arise within smallscale communities and how they transition to, or are incorporated by larger, capitalist societies,
resulting in greater inequalities. Perhaps presciently, Bakunin saw Karl Marx’s path to the
overthrow of the state as leading to authoritarianism, which proved accurate in Russia following
the 1917 Bolshevik (Angelbeck and Grier 2012). Anti-Marxist Peter Kropotkin, the author of
Mutual Aid (1902) was another major theorist who emerged in the late 19th century from Russia.
He made several conceptual contributions to anarchism such as the scientific application to
anarchism, espousal of anarchist individualism as opposed to economic individualism (laissez
faire) and Marxist individualism, criticism of democratic socialism, anti-Nietzsche philosophy
(Kinna 1995), theories of voluntary cooperation, and the self-sufficiencies of communities.
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Today anarchism is a broad set of ideals united by a core system that does not strongly
adhere to the early theorists, but which is augmented by the contributions of many other sources
and approaches. Their importance is found in the fundamentals of their doctrines that are
criticisms of domination and hierarchy aided by solutions. Their theories of how anarchic society
should be structured, are not fixed, but are mutable and continue to be relevant present day; the
problems early theorists identified with the state and capitalism are current- and arguably worse.
Anarchism today supports decolonization, anti-colonialism, imperialism of marginalized people,
In general, anarchy is best described as a self-organizing, fair, and just, society where individuals
are freely associated and cooperative with one another; anarchic societies are organized
relatively free from oppression handed down from elites and the state, instead relying on
decision making through consensus. Depending on the needs of the people, these societies can be
closely knit, more loosely affiliated, or can fluctuate when necessary or desired. Within a smallscale society, its core principles comprise of local autonomy, justified authority, and
decentralization. As Angelbeck and Grier (2012:551) observe, local autonomy is not defined at
the individual level, but is highly centralized at the group level:
Beginning with the individual and including families, households, and
local cooperative groups. The individual belongs to and works
cooperatively for the group, not for oneself. Society should be organized
from the bottom up, with groups freely associating with other groups in
broader confederations.

Randall Amster (2003:12) further supports this theory by postulating that the individual is the
most free when power is equally distributed among the group. Participation in the market system
is usually only when necessary such as the purchase of necessities or products that they cannot
produce themselves, with transactions tending to be short and episodic (Angelbeck and Greer
551:2012).
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Individuals who belong to these societies must trust one another and understand their
community to be one of mutual respect in order for anarchy to function. It does not mean that
individuals within these communities or societies always get along or agree, because this is
impossible in any society. Nor does it mean that there is no interpersonal or group conflict, but
despite this, the society or community does have an understanding of cohesiveness and mutual
support that binds them cooperatively and voluntarily together. This is referred to as freedom
with the absence of force (Borck and Sanger 2017:9). For Geechee communities, group
membership is more important than the individual (Amster 2003:12; Guthrie 1996:99). Group
membership was essential for survival, especially when first establishing their communities post
emancipation, and is important today. On Sapelo Island, this cooperation and organization has
endured as the community has fought to be the last remaining Geechee society still occupying
their ancestral homeland within the coastal Sea Islands.
Individual and local autonomy is one of several key factors of any anarchic society.
Individual autonomy does not correspond to individualism found in highly stratified and
capitalist states, but instead to personal freedom within the group. All are attempting to achieve
similar goals where “centers of control are more robust, at smaller scales, beginning with the
individual and including families, households, and local cooperative groups” (Angelbeck and
Grier 2012: 551). Anarchy does not include individuals who do not want any government
interference in their lives because they are highly individualistic, believe the desire of the
individual supersedes the group and its traditions, and have a strong belief in private ownership.
The concept of network organization is a key component of these communities. Network
organization is in the form of self-organization through Kropotkin’s concept of mutual aid
societies and other modes of cooperation between groups. An example is the aforementioned
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William Hillary and Company, who purchased land adjacent to critical water resources (Bailey
and Bledsoe 2001; Sullivan 2014). This mutual aid society was an effective tool for community
and family land ownership for their fellow Sapelo Islanders.
Anarchist theory supports the concept of justified authority. This is a practical system that
respects and accepts individuals who have a particular skill set, who are knowledgeable in a
field, or who demonstrate experience, leadership ability, or ideas that are beneficial to the
community. Justified authority is not rendered through force, coercion, domination, or
subordination. These designations are not static, but mutable. Examples would be people who are
skilled at conflict resolution, spiritual advisors such as Dr. Buzzard, the root doctor; Miss Katie,
the midwife; or Cornelia Walker Bailey, who served as the Hog Hammock gatekeeper,
community and land rights activist, tour guide in the community, and cofounder of several
organizations and projects on the island.
As proposed by the Black Trowel Collective (2016), there are many ways in which all
archaeologists, regardless of race, background, and ethnicity, can apply anarchist principles
within our discipline. One of the most important ways is by taking a decolonizing approach,
engaging in archaeology through candid self-reflection, and by truthfully examining our
positionality. Another way of decolonizing archaeology and anthropology entails acknowledging
and addressing struggles of oppression from the dominant power structure of the past using
archaeological methods. An anarchist archaeology is advocating, respectful, and embraces rather
than rejects the challenges of working with descendant communities that have been historically
hurt while uncovering painful pasts that include sensitive topics such as genocide, massacres,
violent expulsions, enslavement, or other injustices (Black Trowel Collective 2016). Through our
work, these realities expose “how race, gender, and class complicate the field of archaeology and
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make it relevant to the larger world” (Battle-Baptiste 2011:164). This is achieved by recognizing
and accepting alternative forms of self-governance, refusing to engage in top-down archaeology,
and rejecting hegemonic terms with a focus on examining alternative forms of past and present
community structure that are in opposition to the dominant one. Community is horizontally
structured rather than vertically and unequal. Anarchist archaeology insist that we examine
multi-vocality and discontinue holding the position that people are monolithic because they have
varied identities within communities, and intersectionality has always played a large part in the
lives of people of color. Identity and intersectionality are not static, but are ever changing and we
can use the material record to explore these realities. We should attempt to identify, within the
material record, the everyday ways the people resisted hierarchy and insisted on the right to selfdetermination when applicable. The biased, dominant narratives that have been historically
assigned to small, marginalized, and disenfranchised communities have been damaging.
Anarchist archaeology seeks to support these communities by rejecting these narratives by
placing value on their rights to their existence, culture, and knowledge.
Furthermore, anarchist archaeology entails an obligation to recognize the oftenoverlooked role that spirits, ancestors, spiritual practices, animals, plants, and spiritual
landscapes play in people’s lives (Black Trowel Collective 2016). Non-human entities are a part
of the landscape, in everyday life, and affect how people interact and view their world. These
beliefs may be visible in the archaeological material record if we understand how to recognize
them. It is necessary to include these spirits and animals and the importance they have in our
interpretation where applicable.
On Sapelo Island, there are many intangible spaces that have deep meaning for the
islanders. Cornelia Walker Bailey (Bailey and Bledsoe 2001) discusses these spaces and spirits
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in her memoir. Some of these entities include a spirit that guards the island’s ancestral cemetery,
Behavior. It takes the form of a large black dog and appears when a person has entered the
cemetery boundaries without permission. Another major entity is hag, who disturbs people
during their sleep, pinning them down, rendering them immobile. As Patricia Guthrie (1996)
explains, that hag is more than just an entity, but she plays a role in social enforcement within the
community that regulates behavior. Another story that Cornelia Walker Bailey reveals in her
memoir (Bailey and Bledsoe 2001) is during the process of joining the church as a young girl
where she was required to find a quiet and special place to pray. She chose a particular pine tree
in the woods, close to home, while always facing east, according to tradition. This space would
hold special meaning for her, but would not be known to anyone else. Cornelia Walker Bailey
also discussed the spiritual healer known as a root doctor who would come to the island upon
request. Roots, rootwork, or conjure- a spiritual practice by Geechee and non-Geechee Black
Americans alike, is derived from West Africa (Fett 2002:85; Walker and Bledsoe 2000:190;
Clarke 133, 135, 137:2010). People would use the root doctor to right wrongs, stop the undesired
behavior of others, and for luck, love, and healing. In another example, in congruence with using
anarchist archaeology, the spiritual and traditional healing practices are to be given priority.
Cornelia Walker Bailey (in Bailey and Bledsoe 2001) described a tradition in which people used
the earth as a mechanism for healing lameness in both people and animals.
I argue that within Gullah Geechee communities, all three core principles of anarchism
are visible. One misconception concerning the autonomy principle is that communities cannot
exist as anarchic when they clearly reside within a state system. These communities function as
anarchic communities within the state system, not outside of it. Geechee people like other
descendants of enslaved Africans have always had exposure from those outside of their
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immediate community within the dominant society. In the recent past, it was through the cruelty
of enslavement, later the economy of the White residents of Sapelo Island, and today it is
primarily through migration off the island. For example, many islanders were employed by the
small, but local, White elite during the early 20th century, which created very hard work for low
pay as laborers and domestics. These jobs represented the racialized inequality during Jim Crow
that many Black Americans faced. However, this low paid work still permitted families to obtain
necessary goods that they did not produce themselves.
Sapelo Voices, a book of interviews of Sapelo Island Geechee residents reveal traditional
values found in the community. One of the many examples is how every family had a sizable
plot of land of which to grow a large variety of food. There was no competition for resources and
families would occasionally swap food. Residents also discussed the building of bateau boats on
the island. These were made by skilled boat builders, who would not only make them for
themselves, but also for community use, which allowed people to fish and come and go from the
island as they pleased. Fences were virtually nonexistent and house building was commonly a
communal effort that involved family and or friends.
The management of crime, rule breaking, and social offenses is of great significance in
anarchic communities. The Geechee community self-regulates these and delinquent behaviors
through restorative justice or alternative dispute resolution (ADR) outside of a state’s punitive
justice system (Jenkins 2006). Dispute resolution traditionally had taken place within the praise
houses with elders present. It does not involve the punitive western American legal system.
Guthrie (1996) describes how community laws and social order function in Geechee
communities. The law outside of the community is referred to unjust law. Those who did decide
to use it were socially ostracized and often banished from the community. Sources of conflict
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range from small crimes, delinquency, civil matters, community grievances, and social wrongs.
Theft is considered a breach of social trust between community members. It is also based on the
Christian law of thou shalt not steal, and traditional African customs. Christian and African
religious syncretism which pre-date Western-based state law, exists to keep social structure and
amicability between people, where bringing cases of misconduct or law breaking to the police is
generally frowned upon and can lead to exclusion or expulsion (Guthrie 1996). Restorative
justice as summarized by Amster (2003:11) is corrected between the families and communities
where crime offends the entire community and these relationships. Resolution is between the
offender and the offended party and is considered a teachable moment. The correction of the
affronting behavior is voluntary for the offender, rather than forced.
Homeplace
With the forthcoming American Civil War, enslaved African Americans found
themselves in a new transitory period. The plantation system was quickly eroding and Black
women, in particular, found themselves in a position where they had the possibility of exercising
more power over their lives in new and different ways. The decisions they made during this time
reflected their roles as wives, mothers, or young women who simply desired agency to negotiate
their position in life. Leslie Schwalm (2017) describes the role of Black women from the South
Carolina Lowcountry, in attempting to shape their own destinies before and after the American
Civil War and the sometimes fatal challenges they faced in trying to do so. As Leslie Schwalm
(2017) describes, women were instrumental in the physical breakdown of the plantation
landscape before and during the Civil War. They sabotaged and destroyed the property of the
planter class, refused to work or set the pace for when they would work, stole from the plantation
mansion in front of the planter family, physically confronted and threatened the White planter
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class, and back talked with contempt towards their former enslavers. These women defended
their home economies and families, and their right to spend time with their families and children,
and change the status of their labor. Once freed, they also worked outside of the house engaging
in charity work with churches, assisted in building their communities, organized schools, and
created benevolent aid societies. During this period, women received threats of violence from
Whites who quickly wanted a return to plantation slavery or a de facto system. These threats
came in the form of previous overseers, White vigilantes, and nearby Confederates. With all of
this against them, enslaved women continued making decisions that reflected agency in order to
control their lives as much as possible.
In lowcountry South Carolina, freedwomen escalated the battle to define
black freedom when they sought autonomous control over plantation
lands, when they negotiated and reconstructed plantation and domestic
labor, and when they defended the new autonomy of their families and
household economies from exploitation by planters and unwelcome
intervention by northern agents of Reconstruction. In seeking control over
their field labor on lowcountry rice plantations, women sought to distance
themselves from the power and control of former slaveowning whites
outside of the rice fields as much as in them (Leslie Schwalm 1997:11).
During the Civil War, enslaved African Americans fled plantations on a massive scale.
They often went across Union lines hoping for protection and safety where Black women and
children made up the majority of those arrivals. Many enslaved men were attempting to join the
Union army, or found work on the Union side as laborers, and some were even forced to work as
laborers by the Confederates. This left many women to fend for themselves. Unfortunately, many
women who made these journeys found themselves in dangerous circumstances where some met
their premature deaths. Turned away and neglected by northern troops, living in unsanitary living
conditions, exposure, rape and attempted rape, attacks by Confederates, and a lack of necessities
for survival and shelter during poor weather conditions, all contributed to their abuse or demise.
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Schwalm (2017:396) posits that Lincoln’s lack of true commitment to abolishing slavery left
these women unprotected and the Union side with no clear directive resulting in a lack of code of
conduct. Union soldiers who were not at all sympathetic towards Black people, felt burdened by
their presence and were not at all interested in showing any kind of care and concern towards
them. As a result, because slavery was so horrific, women and children took the chance to escape
and many perished. The extreme trauma created during the antebellum and postbellum periods,
left black women in particular, with the need to create a safe space to settle with their families as
free people.
Homeplace, as conceived by Black feminist author bell hooks and can become useful in
archaeology when examining Black American domestic spaces and family structure (BattleBaptiste 2011, Morris 2016). hooks describes these families, homes, and communities as places
of resistance, safety, and freedom from external racist domination. Geechee communities in the
corridor chose to remain largely separated from whites, unless contact was necessary. Black
Americans were never safe, both during enslavement and after emancipation, but according to
hooks Black American communities and domestic spaces were places where “black people could
affirm one another and heal the wounds inflicted by racist domination” (hooks 1990: 42). For
Geechee communities their homes also provided places where their culture and language could
thrive.
When looking at the role of women in Black households, hooks is careful not to ascribe
the domestic role of Black women from the viewpoint of the western female role, rather as the
“site of resistance and liberation struggle” (hooks 1990:45). Writing of bell hooks, BattleBaptiste stated that her work challenged the “emphasis of and (often exaggerated) importance
black women as culture bearers” (Battle-Baptiste 2011:40) as well as the flawed Black
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matriarchal tradition (Battle-Baptiste 2011: 49). Using these viewpoints, homeplace represents
hidden places of political action through resistance, rather than the stereotypical and generic
gender roles commonly assigned to Black women. The role Black women played in the home
went beyond that of the matriarch, where these households are sites of complexity. Black women
were acting politically, rather than simply adhering to sexist behavioral norms. On Sapelo Island,
Cornelia Walker Bailey was a leader in her community through her engagement in political
activities that laid the groundwork to preserve the community. She, along with other descendants
who no longer lived on the island, were founders of the Sapelo Island Cultural and Revitalization
Society (SICARS), which serves to culturally protect and perpetuate the Hog Hammock
community, as well as educate visitors about Geechee culture.
The Geechee community on Sapelo Island demonstrates the crucial reliance of
homeplace in the construction of “a meaningful community of resistance” (hooks 1990:47).
Historically, and continuing today, the home was a place where families could feel like they
could thrive and be their true selves surrounded by a hostile environment. Annalise Morris
(2017) takes this further with an alternative perspective that homeplace within archaeology is a
space of persistence rather than resistance as a response to racism. Persistence is seen within
everyday practices that represent the Geechee culture and traditions that are still present in the
community. Both are useful within the study of marginalized people using archaeology.
Homeplace, which was led by Black women, gave Black people’s lives meaning in a country
where they were perceived as having very little value. The concept of homeplace serves as part
of the struggle for safety, liberation, and humanity. Annaliese Morris explains that, particularly
from the perspective of Black archaeologists, homeplace “allows us to understand that we
African Americans are a people with a history in a world that tries to make us invisible”
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(2017:29) and that these spaces “upheld a sense of selfhood by reiterating connections to place
and people through time” (2017:29).
In the early 20th century, theorists and academics were concerned with finding evidence
of African culture on plantation sites to either prove or disprove that enslaved Africans had
retained cultural practices from Africa (e.g., Georgia Writers Project 1940). However,
fascination with their language began in the late 1860s (Barnes and Steen 2012:198). The
legendary Frazier-Herskovits debates are an illustration of the interest as to whether there was
African cultural retention found within Black Americans and, if so, to what extent. E. Franklin
Frazier took the position that the trauma of the Middle Passage and enslavement had resulted in a
total loss of all African cultural systems but Melvin Herskovits believed there were surely
survivals (Cole 1985:120; Orser Jr. 1998: 66-67). Frazier concluded that there were no cultural
retentions to be found and newly arrived Africans had promptly dropped their belief systems
once they reached American shores (Orser 1998:66). Later scholars believed that spiritual
practices discovered were the result of enslaved Africans and their descendants holding on to old
European practices that Euro-Americans had long abandoned (Wilkie 2013:273) Neither are true.
In the early part of the 20th century, the Gullah Geechee came under intense scrutiny, once it was
discovered that they had retained African-based culture. This brought unwanted attention from
intrigued White American researchers, scholars, writers, and folklorists (Barnes and Steen
2012:197-200). They were labeled as people from the antebellum past, curiosities whose
language was a source of ridicule. We now acknowledge that cultural transmission is a part of
all ethnic groups in the United States and this is no different for the Geechee.
An accumulation of research over the decades resulted in the identification of African
culture, most notably language that survived among the Gullah Geechee. Language studies of the
Gullah Geechee dialect by the black linguist Turner (1949), who lived among the Sea Island
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people for seven years, found indications of thirty-two languages of West Africa in vocabulary,
syntax, sounds, and perhaps several thousand words. Among the ten languages that account for
75 percent of the total African vocabulary, Kongo and Yoruba are highest on the list, with 15
percent each. Twenty-two additional languages make smaller but significant contributions to
Gullah. Kongo, Yoruba, Mende, and Ewe account for almost half the linguistic sources of
personal names identified by Turner (Pollitzer 1993:3).
William Bascom, who did research in the 1940s, on Hilton Head Island, South Carolina
discussed a broad range of Gullah Geechee culture that had African origins (1941). He described
how cooperative work among the Gullah Geechee community there, showed distinctive African
patterns such as “hoeing side by side, hoeing in unison to music, and the association between
cooperative work and societies” (Bascom 1941:45). Cooperative work to help others with tasks
such as farming, guilds and societies were important among the Gullah Geechee and are essential
among the Yoruba and Dahomey in West Africa (Bascom 1941:44, 46). On Hilton Head,
islanders established mutual aid societies such as the Mutual Friendly Aid, the Jolly Boys, the
Golden Link, the Seaside Branch, and the Union Gospel Travelers. Beliefs and practices with
respect to childbirth and infants are also African- such as children born foot to mouth, twins,
burying the naval cord in the yard, and carrying children on the back, Traditional beliefs that a
nursing mother should not eat beans, green corn, crabs, prawns, or net fish are also of African
origin. Multiple souls, ghosts, hag (witch), special burial rites for people who die by drowning,
lightning, small-pox, suicide, and various folkloric traditions are of African origin (Bascom
1941). Placing glass and crockery on graves, as well as shells on and around graves are from the
Bantu people in Africa (Pollitzer 1993). The building of bateau boats, woodcarving, making
pottery, basket making, ironworking are also of West African and West-Central African origin.
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Importantly, William Bascom recognized that it was flawed practice to examine Gullah Geechee
customs by referencing European influences on African customs rather than analyzing these
singly as non-European traditions.
It is also significant to note the African beliefs that have been found within Gullah
Geechee culture also belong to non-Gullah Geechee African Americans. Some of these are: the
seventh child in the birth order and babies born with a caul or veil have special abilities, nursing
children for one, two, or three years, call and response at church, conjure/rootwork, sprinkling
black pepper and salt in a room to repel evil, and east-west burial orientation (Bascom 1941;
Pollitzer 1993:56; Schumann 2019:466). Archaeologist Kenneth Brown asserts that a number of
Geechee cultural patterns “have been observed being practiced by African Americans elsewhere
in the South” (Brown 2004:79) which indicates that there are cultural commonalities among all
African Americans due to shared African regional origins and ancestry. These and other cultural
systems found within Black American households and other spaces can give us a more complete
picture of how African diasporic-descended people of the United States lived their daily lives
within the confines of marginalization.
Leland Ferguson’s groundbreaking book, Uncommon Ground (1992) documented
conclusively that Africans in America made pottery, termed colonoware by archaeologists,
contrary to the previously held belief (Orser 1998:71) that they did not (Ferguson 1992, 1999;
Orser 1998:71). The first pottery fragments of this type were identified in the area of St. Helena
Island in South Carolina’s Low Country, within the Gullah Geechee coastal island regional
corridor. Not only were enslaved people here making pottery, but also the makers were
engraving marks on the base that represented West African spirituality of the Bakongo. These
inscriptions were initially thought to be maker’s marks. Ferguson (1992, 1999) further observed
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that the pottery was very similar to those made in West Africa and the Caribbean, rather than
European or Euro-American vessels.
Leland Ferguson was able to identify these pottery types because they had attributes that
were unlike other types of colonoware in the Americas or in Europe. They are also rarely found
among African American enslaved sites. Rather than reinforcing earlier stereotypes that Africans
in America shed all traces of their culture, his research confirmed that this was not accurate.
However, Laurie Wilkie postulates that through the title of Ferguson’s and other researchers’
books on this topic, that “this heritage is distinct and not shared by broader American society”
and through the title, “serves to isolate and reinforce stereotypes of the African American past”
(2004:113). I disagree with this viewpoint. One, this pottery has been found at very few other
enslaved sites. Two, it is suggestive that there is something dissociative and un-American about
being different from the dominant American culture or it promotes national disunity. This can
alternatively isolate the descendant community by denying them an opportunity to learn and
embrace their heritage. Third, Ferguson discovered that the pottery was indeed dissimilar to
other comparative pottery types found in North America.
Due to the dismissive and racist attitudes of the planter class and many other White
Americans concerning the origins of Africans in America and their descendants, Ferguson states,
“through time the contributions of the South’s African and Indian pioneers were hidden and
forgotten, denying future generations of Americans full knowledge of their history and heritage”
(1992:xxxiii). The work of Ferguson and other researchers serves to validate that African
Americans were active in pottery production in the United States as well as Indigenous and
European people were, and the title of this work is an affirmation. More recent research on the
subject suggests that these vessels were used to contain medicine and herbal remedies. Many of
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the bowls were found in the water and this may have been intentional since “the watery location
of most of these small number of cross-and-circle marked vessels is consistent with the Bakongo
notion of any body of water as a direct avenue to the spirit world” (Ferguson and Goldberg
2019:179). As Orser states, “There sherds were also symbolic representations of an otherness
that served both to empower African American slaves in their collective culture difference and
provide a Pan-African sense of sense of syncretic culture” (1998:68). As archaeology is the study
of the material record of people left behind, it is important to reveal, not obfuscate traditions of
Africans in America. While Wilkie states, “the history of Africans in the United States is part of
our shared cultural history and identity as a society,” I argue that this perspective ignores that
fact that as Americans, people of African descent are different culturally, and diversity is what
makes all of us American. Additionally, this particular viewpoint of a shared culture and identity
does not take into consideration that America has never fully included Black Americans and our
citizenship has always been in question (Franklin 2001:108). Archaeology offers a tool that can
be useful as African Americans and other members of the diaspora go about reclaiming
knowledge of their history and heritage in the United States and beyond. Archaeology also offers
perspectives and theories on how to use these tools and how to evaluate what is found in the
material record. In addition, for African Americans, this can give them a sense of belonging.
Furthermore, Orser takes the position that, “increased research may encourage some
anthropologists to move away from creolization studies in favor of studies of cultural
maintenance” (Orser 1998:71). I agree with sentiment of James Sweet (Battle-Baptiste 2011:50)
that as researchers, it is more productive to primarily focus on cultural maintenance with
creolization as a secondary objective (Battle-Baptiste 2011:50). Furthermore, within creolization,
cultural maintenance is still present. Subsuming Black American experiences within the
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dominant Euro-American one comes at the expense of the subordinate group. A widely held
assumption is that only the dominant Euro-American is representative of American culture and
identity. Ferguson argued that within the existence of creolization two discernable subcultures, in
fact, still existed on plantations (Ferguson 1992: xliii). Creolization does not result in the total
disappearance of a particular cultural system. It further reinforces the assumption that Black
Americans do not possess any differentiated cultural identity, or at least one that cannot exist
apart from the influences of the dominant one. It is critical to uphold and build on the
knowledge that Africans maintained traditions from their ancestral home and to identify what
these traditions are within the historical American narrative. Additionally, J. Lorand Matory
(2008) argues that the isolation model of cultural maintenance is not accurate and it is not the
cause of Gullah Geechee cultural retentions. One, once a creolized language emerged, it was
maintained to exclude outsiders (usually Whites who they had extensive contact with) through
private conversation and is not simply a “deficient form of English” (Matory 2008:969). Second,
Matory asserts that ethnicity emerges and is understood when people share spaces with different
populations, rather than through isolation from them, whether this be regional, ethnically, or
racial. Third, “far from having ‘preserved’ their African culture through isolation,
Gullah/Geechees discovered their Africanness, amplified it, and gave it a new social reality”,
which began during their discourse with scholar and researcher Lorenzo Turner in the early 20th
century (Matory 2008:970).
As a field, many historical archaeology research projects consist of projects that study
African Americans (Orser 1998:63; Franklin 2001:116). Archaeology is a vital tool for Black
Americans, many who do not see it as relatable due to a lack of practitioners, consultation,
project focus, or relevancy to our communities (Franklin 1997; Battle-Baptiste 2011:71). As
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Maria Franklin (2004:1) noted, archaeology is “a vital research tool for exploring the lifeways of
African diasporic peoples, both past and present” and this viewpoint serves the interest of all
Americans. African-based lifeways are of interest to Black Americans and creates relevance of
archaeology for them by identifying the origins of Black culture in the United States.
(Franklin1997:41, 2001:115). For non-African Americans, these revelations are educational as
well, as they demonstrate the aspects of American culture that indeed have African origins.
Landscape is the ecological and built environment, where communities are created and
sustained and places where people feel they belong. Customs, cultural survivals, traditions, and
meaning are maintained, produced, and reproduced. As archaeologists, we tend to focus on the
material left behind, but we have not always paid attention to human beings who have linked the
material remains and the landscape; and have given these power, relevance, and meaning

Landscape

The study of landscape archaeology is broadly defined with extensive meanings. In the
past, archaeologists have traditionally centralized their research on material culture to reconstruct
the daily activities and settlement patterns of past people and civilization, while overlooking the
people who created them. Anshultz et al. (2001:162) explain the challenges archaeologists face
when we simplify the interpretation of the material remains of the past, as “the ideal of the
archaeological sites are the single greatest impediment to interpretive thinking because scenes
and edges of archaeological investigations can become confused with patterns of past activities
that played out in different arenas.” However, landscape is much more complex and profound for
those who occupy its space. Human beings have a relationship with the landscape- it is not
simply a backdrop. We construct it and our behaviors are influenced by it. Landscape is the
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ecological and built environment, the spiritual world where communities are created and
sustained, including customs, cultural survivals and traditions. According to Anschuetz et al.
(2001:162) while examining past people, we direct our focus on archaeological remains but often
fail to examine and contemplate the active and complex significance and social framework from
which those remains originate. As researchers, we can neglect to humanize these sites.
To the Geechee, Sapelo Island is not simply a place where they were born and raised, but
where they belong. It is their home away from home (Africa) where their ancestors were first
taken to the New World. It is where they created new syncretic religious and cultural traditions.
Where they were once dispersed, as many as nine generations of Geechee-descended people live
only in the remaining Geechee community of Hog Hammock. Some current Hog Hammock
residents were raised in other communities, and given the chance, they would prefer to return to
these. However, Raccoon Bluff is a very important historical community to all residents because
it was the first postbellum community and everyone can claim ancestral ties to it. These historic
communities are where the social, political, and spiritual coexist. Over time, people conceive and
designate the spaces held by the landscape and here, their identities come to be defined by it.
These spaces cannot be moved to other locations because they were created and are embedded
on the island’s landscape through multiple generations. As Carole L. Crumley (1999:270)
summarizes:
People identify with not only the places where they live and work and
bury their dead, but with notable features of their surroundings such as
ostensibly ‘natural’ elements connect the individuals with the cosmic
frame that gives life meaning. The evidence for perceived landscapes in
the world, are considered liminal, tucked between the mundane and the
spirit world. The human past and the history the landscape holds are
always woven together, defining both past and human relationships. The
value people place on the land is much more than economic or
commodifying, but has much deeper meaning. They are created and recreated and are ever changing; they are not static places.
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Geechee community members and have a tradition of hunting and come across many
former homes on which is now on public land and see the material culture left behind. Visitors
also come to the island to hunt. At times, these are the homes of their parents, or the ancestral
homes of other community members. Both groups undoubtedly come across the remains of
homes, but they have a special meaning for the Geechee. Undoubtedly, they talk about how their
parents and grandparents grew up in these places. Cornelia Walker Bailey told me that used to
visit the site of her former home in Belle Marsh and reminisce about growing up there. The
landscape is intertwined with old roads, sacred spaces, those who have passed on, family, former
homesteads, the remains of old gardens, and places for fishing and gathering sea food. Sapelo
Island and other Sea Islands are regions where they were able to experience and conceive their
identity as both Africans and Americans with the continuance their culture: religion, foodways,
language, belief and knowledge systems, a strong desire for independence, and community
cohesion.
For the Geechee, home is a very specific place and for those not raised there, Hog
Hammock may never truly feel like home. Cornelia Walker Bailey (in Bailey and Bledsoe 2001)
discusses these feelings in her memoir where she remembers the forced relocation from her
family’s home in Belle Marsh that made this more palpable and undoubtedly more grievous for
her. She also discussed how she would sometimes go to her small familial community and
reminisce (Cornelia Walker Bailey, personal communication, 2017). According to Kealhoffer
(1999:61), “Landscape is where people create places which define spaces and people’s identities
are in turn defined by their place.” Sapelo and the communities are places where Geechee have
buried their loved ones since the time of enslavement and where culturally specific social,
political, and spiritual rules and beliefs are imbued. Even if the people who created these spaces
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move, these spaces cannot be relocated off the island because they were created on the landscape
by multiple generations.
Many outsiders are building seasonal homes on Sapelo Island. Many of them are
Many of them are unoccupied for most of the year, and are used as vacation or investment
properties. After some period of time when the value goes up, some of these homes are then sold
for a profit. There is a stream of different owners and renters over the years that are not
connected to the community. Many friends and families who used to live there are gone replaced
by outsiders; most of whom are rarely seen or interacted with. Additionally, with a few
exceptions, the newcomers seem uninterested in the people who have called this home for over
200 years.
Visitors to the island includes hunters who no doubt come across these abandoned
domiciles and see the material culture left behind. However, community members see these
spaces as their own, and can name the families who used to occupy them. For them, these places
have personal meaning. These spaces bring back memories and stories from childhood and life
celebrated with family and friends. For the Gullah Geechee, their identity is associated to their
sense of place: the Sea Islands and adjacent coastal communities. Due to geographic factors and
a shared African heritage, this region contains locations where they conceived and experience
their identity as Africans in America. These former homes are representations of their fight for
self-determination and the importance of Gullah Geechee community cohesion.
Suzanne Spencer-Wood and Sherene Baugher’s cultural and powered landscapes are
defined as “power relations that are expressed through human alterations to land and involves the
analysis of human relations and power dynamics embedded intentionally or unintentionally in
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cultural landscapes” (2010:464). Landscapes are not passive spaces. They are places representing
various forms of resistance and cultural maintenance, which contain socioeconomic, spiritual
spaces, racial, and ethnic attributes. They may be temporary or permanent, intentional or
unintentional, or subversive or obvious. These landscapes are how people negotiate their
relationship with spaces and others. It also reveals the lasting effects on the landscape and gives
archaeologists other interpretive alternatives to consider. On Sapelo Island, the powered
landscape represented liberty from the legacy of enslavement and the desire to live separately as
an act of persistence and resistance. Their power comes from being treated as a subordinate
group in the United States while maintaining “heterarchical …cooperative power” (Baugher and
Woods 2010:470) by way of collectivism with each other for survival and through the expression
of agency. Historically, the Geechee community has been opposed to the capitalist notion of
landscape, where “space is desanctified, controlled, economic, and linear. Capitalism effectively
strips meaning from the environment, secularizing and desanctifying it. The environment
effectively becomes a set of commodities that are exploited and stripped of symbolic meaning”
(Kealhoffer 1999:60). On Sapelo Island, the land is being used to grow, reclaim, and sell their
heirloom crops, which in turn will keep the community in existence rather than simply as
commodified property. In this way, the community connects their food heritage, to the
contemporary economic issues they face, but not in the traditional sense of how capitalism is
defined.

Heritage and Memory

There is a powerful component of heritage, memorialization, and memory for the
community, which has been significantly heightened by land loss. Heritage is a broadly defined
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concept that includes places on a landscape, and is comprised of tangible and intangible places.
Tangible heritage are places that are both natural, such as mountains, canyons, and national
monuments and the man-made: buildings, structures, and historical sites. Intangible heritage
represents language, food, culture, animals and spirits, art, cultural sites and landscapes, oral
traditions, cultural traditions that are reproduced, altered, and passed down through generations.
Western ways of thinking about heritage, often give priority to the tangible. For the Geechee
islanders, connection to the land is due to this strong sense of heritage which is inclusive of these
tangible, but particularly intangible places. Many in the community would like to be able to
return to Raccoon Bluff, particularly since the validity of the sale and land transfer has always
been in dispute. Although it was painful to lose their homes, they can be rebuilt but the land
cannot be replaced. While some places have been lost to development, many others could be
conveniently revisited in order to easily resume past activities such as visiting special places,
fishing, gathering food, and agriculture on family land.
Heritage is also what we inherit and consider as belonging to us, but the erasure of
heritage is also a part of heritage. We erase and then replace what we want others to see and
remember. Heritage is used for nation building and to create national cohesion, which becomes a
source of conflict. Nation building takes the “best” of our heritage that is positive and presents
everything that is “good” about us. This obscures histories of those who have experienced
oppressed social conditions as nation building is focused on the dominant group. African
Americans “until recently were seen outside the value system that promotes American ideals”
and although this is improving, they continue to remain “part of the American consciousness as
slaves” (Shackel 14:2003). These histories are considered adverse to the greater American
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narrative, and result in exclusion. This nullifies marginalized people and their history from
mainstream national memory.
On Sapelo Island, the past land seizure event by R. J. Reynolds has prevented community
members from permanently returning home. Further, Cornelia Walker Bailey (personal
communication, 2015) revealed that one older resident could not quite remember where her
childhood home due to overgrown vegetation. This overgrowth created difficulties for her in
locating her home, thus, causing her home to be erased from the landscape, when otherwise she
would have most likely still been living there. In her memoir, Cornelia Walker Bailey remarked
how many houses were razed to the ground, so the people could not return to their homes where
they would be forgotten and erased. The standing structures of their homes may have been
erased, but their homes and the memories of living there were certainly not forgotten. Although
it may be of cold comfort, community members are not restricted from their former homes
precisely because it is public land, but visiting is not the same as residing there. Likewise,
outsiders cannot purchase and build homes that would further erase the remains of these houses
from the landscape. It is a place at an impasse.

Tourism

Tourism for Gullah Geechee communities is a negotiation between themselves, the DNR,
and tourists (the consumers) which intersects heritage and cultural preservation. Nonetheless,
heritage and preservation are different for each group. For example, the lighthouse, mansion, and
tabby ruins will not be as personally important to the Geechee residents since their former
communities and home sites are places they are personally invested. For visitors, these standing
architectural structures are reasons to visit the island. Although the sites for this archaeological
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investigation are on public land, they are not for public consumption. Tourism at these sites
would be detrimental to site integrity and preservation. For the community, who are
understandably sensitive about these sites, access would be invasive. Currently, the community
has found ways to use tourism to help visitors understand their culture and long occupation on
the island, without exposing and compromising these particular sites.
Sapelo Island is located in a National Heritage Area within the Gullah Geechee Cultural
Heritage Corridor. The Gullah Geechee Cultural Heritage Corridor Commission (GGCHC) has
the important responsibilities of supporting Gullah Geechee communities by assisting with the
creation of public education, maintaining cultural pride, strengthening communities, working
with elders, listening to the concerns of communities and recognizing the contributions of the
Gullah Geechee people to American society. Additionally they aid communities through tour
planning, cultural preservation and interpretation, identifying and preserving sites, including the
inventory of all related resources, artifacts, and objects for public education.
Through commemoration and tourism, Paul Shackel (2003) discusses how minority and
dominant groups respond to various sites of regional or nationalist histories that have been
created and controlled by the dominant group. One of these, “refusing to be subsumed by the
dominant ideology”, has been used by the Sapelo Island community (Shackel 2003: 195).
Inaccurate perceptions of their communities continue to persist until present day, and community
led tours are an excellent way to dispel these and to provide participants with a factual way to
learn about Geechee culture and history from Geechee community members. These tours gives
them a way of controlling how their history is told and the ability to share their subjugated
knowledge while refusing to be ignored and accepting dominant stories of who they are. At the
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same time, the community can position themselves in the forefront of the island tourism
experience.
The telling of historic events obstructs or alters the story of the minority group as a way
to create national cohesion and histories that are contradictory to this endeavor are restricted.
These histories contain many unsavory historical events that challenge the moral character of the
country and how we choose to see ourselves. On Sapelo Island, community-led tours counteract
historical dominant narratives such as the belief that island isolation means the Gullah Geechee
are culturally closer to their antebellum era ancestors than other Blacks of American heritage
descended from slavery. In turn, tourists view the Gullah Geechee as suspended in time, virtually
unchanged, while their history has been sanitized and reimagined over time (Cooper 2017:1-4).
Community-led tours give them the opportunity to communicate their history and dispel cultural
misconceptions that have persisted since the 1920’s, by mostly White researchers who marked
them as “objects of interest” (Cooper 2017:156). Information that is available to the public can
act to reinforce stereotypes by describing the island as a place that is like taking a trip back to the
past.
Tourism on the island can be experienced in different ways. They can be guided by a
local Geechee of Hog Hammock. With this option, tourists are taken: to the entrance site of the
Raccoon Bluff community, the plantation tabby ruins, the Native American shell ring complex,
sites of slave cabins, the Reynold’s mansion, the historically important dock, American Civil
War, the island’s pirate history, the Marine Institute, and the Hog Hammock community. These
visits are comingled with talks about their community, Geechee traditions, and their people’s
contributions to the island’s antebellum agriculture. Visitors are taken to areas where they able to
see the local wildlife such as sea turtles, eagles, alligators, and dolphins, and other introduced
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feral animals. Tours reveal places of historical interest for history buffs and show areas of nature
for naturalists. Tourism also includes the outdoor recreation activities of walking, hunting, bike
riding, relaxation, beach visits, and a taking in of the natural coastal scenery- all of which visitors
can do on their own. The annual Cultural Day Festival, sponsored by SICARS, is a chance for
hundreds of family members, friends, former residents, and tourists to connect with, celebrate,
and learn about Geechee culture through community members. There are tours, food, music,
historians, and storytellers. Although many traditions that non-Geechee visitors are observing at
the festival have their origins in the past, such as the ring shout, slave songs, or other customs,
these represent cultural continuity and persistence rather than the stereotype that the Geechee
have not changed since antebellum times and live on an island where time has stood still. Most
importantly, the festival has the dual purpose as a cultural festival and as a benefit fundraiser for
the island community.
According to Melissa L. Cooper (2017:4), tourist literature about the Gullah Geechee is
not inclusive of the racial challenges they have faced since their ancestors’ enslavement but
community-led tours include sites directly related to the enslavement of their ancestors. While
the mansion and tabby ruins are viewed as having White American or European origins, they
were built by Geechee Islanders and plantation places are adjacent to where the descendants have
lived continuously since the period of enslavement. Antoinette Jackson (2008:150) reveals how
there is very little discussion about the importance of enslaved people to the plantation system.
Enslaved people were doing “essentially everything, yet nothing about their legacy is captured in
the literature dispersed to visitors…..nor shared in formal promotions about the site and
marketed to the general public.” This places separation between historic structures, the physical
landscape, and Black descendant communities, as if they are not all related. “Failure to critically
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address realities of race and politics of exclusion based on race as an educational imperative such
as at National Historic sites expands the distance between racial and racialized groups in terms of
historical knowledge….” (Jackson 2019:672). Through tourism, the community is able to
address these discrepancies, counter narratives, and share their knowledge in a way that is
positive, informative, and lacking stereotypes.
Nonetheless, Sapelo Islanders and other Gullah Geechee communities have additional
pressing concerns that will be discussed later in more detail. With a dwindling population on
Sapelo Island, and few tiny communities remaining on other islands such St. Helena, land loss is
at the forefront. Ben Johnson commented that “Sapelo Islanders had grown tired of African
survivals, the past, and old time ways- they were more concerned about their future” (Cooper
2017:151-152). They are more preoccupied about their future ability to keep their homes and
land from outsiders; most of whom are changing the landscape and infringing on long
established Geechee customs and social norms. Erve Chambers discusses an alternative
manifestation of new property ownership where they (the new owner) “may not appreciate local
characteristics and customary associations-such as work locales, certain agricultural pursuits,
favorite meeting places, and even the appearance of local residences-if these appear to impact
property values…”(2006: 31-32). Keeping these homes keeps the community together and
maintains their presence on the island. This is a way of resisting. As Morris states, “maintaining
this space is both a social and political act that ensured the social and economic persistence of
the family who kept it” (2017:29). The homes are their legacy and a method of survival through
inheritance of these homes. Lastly, the ownership of land is crucial to these communities as they
see the land as survival and property ownership is a pathway to maintaining freedom- to be left
at all costs to future generations (Cooper 2017:185).
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Geechee heritage, landscape, and historical communities are in contrast to tourism and
private land ownership from outsiders. These types of alternative use and ownership contribute
to physical erasure of their heritage sites on the landscape. This makes Sapelo Island a
complicated and disputed space for Geechee residents. Localized cultural inheritance, rather than
public spaces, summer homes, and investment properties are the most significant to the Geechee.
With the remaining Geechee population fighting to reside in Hog Hammock, continuing to live
there rather than selling, they are openly engaging in resistance. Through tourism, the
community has been able to demonstrate that they are a “make do people”. Through tourism, the
community has taken the unfortunate events of removal and replacement with a recreational
heritage (of which the island is well known today) by R.J. Reynold’s, to help them keep their
land while promoting and accurately representing their culture and heritage.
Using anarchist theory, the concept of homeplace and heritage studies demonstrates that
there are differing ways and perspectives of viewing postbellum Black American spaces through
archaeology. These theoretical perspectives can not only be used for Geechee spaces, but
extended to non-Geechee Black American communities as well. Evolving perspectives are
relevant within historical archaeology in concordance with other disciplines as researchers move
past looking at Black American sites through a static lens. These perspectives take into the
consideration the additional cultural differences that enslavement created for Black Americans,
which can make these spaces more complicated and in need of alternative interpretations.
Despite the arrival of the first enslaved Africans in America, in 1619, there continues to
be non-western cultural differences belonging to African Americans. Postbellum communities of
American descendants of enslaved Africans left behind their own unique material culture that is
reflected in the archaeological record. Applying different theoretical perspectives and
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archaeological methods can give us the means to understand how Black Americans viewed their
world differently and acted accordingly. Although various social factors related to their past as
enslaved people are related to their relationship with the dominant culture and social status
within the United States, Gullah Geechee self-reliance as well as social and political structures
represent West African traditions. Finally, as historical archaeologists, we often have the chance
to work with descendant communities, whom help us provide a more complete picture for
understanding sites of complexity.
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CHAPTER 4: ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECONNAISSANCE SURVEY

Methods

This settlement pattern survey investigated areas with a high probability of containing
sites associated with Geechee homes, as identified using topographic maps and historical maps
and documents. In addition to conducting pedestrian archaeological reconnaissance survey, the
project also included interviews with members of the Geechee community, which presented an
unusual opportunity to talk to the former residents of the homes that were the focus of the
archaeological study.
Over the course of Sapelo’s settlement history, there were 15 or more Geechee
communities (Sullivan 2014:1). As noted in previous chapters, these Geechee settlements on the
island were divided into three general areas or sections. The North End contained antebellum
slave settlements of Chocolate and Bourbon and the succeeding settlements of Raccoon Bluff
and Belle Marsh. Kenan or Middle Place consisted of Kenan Field, Lumber Landing, and
Hanging Bull. The South End comprised of the communities of Hog Hammock and Johnson
Hammock, Shell Hammock, and the older communities of Bush Camp/Behavior, Drink Water,
and Riverside. Chocolate, Bourbon, Hanging Bull, Drink Water, Riverside, and Bush
Camp/Behavior, were an antebellum communities. Most were abandoned soon or within a few
years after the Civil War, as the freedman did not want to be reminded of enslavement by
continuing to reside in these settlements.
Reconnaissance survey was completed on Sapelo Island in order to understand settlement
patterns and locate archaeological remains associated with postbellum Geechee homes. To guide
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the survey toward potential house locations, I georeferenced a United States Department of
Agriculture (USDA) 1929 McIntosh County Soil Map (Figure 4-1) on to modern topographic
maps in ArcMap (ESRI, Inc.), paying particular attention to areas around the formerly occupied
Geechee communities of Raccoon Bluff, Belle Marsh, and Lumber Landing/Kenan Field, and
Shell Hammock. The georeferencing identified a total of 46 potential domestic dwellings on the
island.
The fieldwork for this project was conducted between May 11, 2016 and May 17, 2017.
The first few weeks of the survey were investigated under the direction of Dr. Thomas
Pluckhahn, with the author as Assistant Field Director, and with the assistance of a USF
archaeological field school (Figurer 4-2). Subsequent fieldwork was completed under the
direction of the author, with the assistance of student volunteers.
In the field, surveyors walked transects, looking for surface artifacts and features, in the
areas where houses were depicted on the 1929 soil map. The transect intervals varied
depending on the amount of ground surface visibility, from 10 m in areas where visibility was
limited by vegetation to 25 intervals in areas with more open vegetation.
Once a site was identified, we looked opportunistically for additional artifacts on the
surface. Sites were assigned a Field Site (FS) number and were documented with sketch maps
and photographs. UTM coordinates were noted for at least one landmark on each site using
Garmin GPS receivers. The location of each site was plotted on a 1:24000 USGS topographic
map. Site limits were approximated from the distribution of surface artifacts, slope, and water.
Additional notes regarding setting and condition were recorded on project specific field
site forms. Since this was not an intensive cultural resources survey, we did not evaluate the
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Figure 4-1. Portion of a 1929 soil map (USDA 1929) showing structures on Sapelo Island.
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eligibility of the sites for the National Register of Historic Places, although I make a few general
observations in this regard in the concluding chapter of the thesis.
We generally excavated one Shovel Test Pit (STP) on each site (Figure 4-3), to get a
sample of additional artifacts for dating the sites and to provide a window on stratigraphy and
preservation state; in a few cases, no shovel tests were excavated. The STPs measured 30 cm in
diameter and were excavated until we reached sterile soil. The fill from shovel tests was sifted
through 1/4 inch (0.64 cm) wire mesh screens. Artifacts were bagged and the bags labeled by the
appropriate provenience. Stratigraphy was recorded on the field site forms. We used a Munsell
soil color chart to describe soil colors at least one shovel test profile on each site. Positive shovel
tests were marked with flagging tape. Artifacts recovered during the survey were transported to
the Department of Anthropology on the USF campus in Tampa for processing (washing,

Figure 4-2. USF field school students and graduate students wait for the ferry to Sapelo Island.
From left: Savannah Rudolph, Brianna Ridge, Colette Witcher, Rachel Westfall, Teddy
Horowitz, Jean Lammie, Shannon McGuffey, Kira Benton, and Kate Padula.
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sorting, counting, weighing, and
identification). Individual Field
Specimen (FS) numbers were
assigned to distinct proveniences.
FS numbers, together with the
provenience data and other
pertinent information, were
recorded on an FS log. Historic
artifacts, which constitute the
majority of the artifacts that
were recovered on the survey,
were sorted by functional type.
Temporally diagnostic historic
artifacts were compared with
established guides to identify
function, manufacturing type,

Figure 4-3. View to the southwest of the excavation of
STP1 on site 9MC529. From left: Jean Lammie and Colette
Witcher. Note pile of brick chimney rubble in background.

and period of manufacture.
After artifacts were cleaned, dried, and analyzed they were transferred to 4 mil
polyethylene bags with sealable closures. Provenience information and FS numbers were
marked on the bags in waterproof ink. Site number and FS number were marked on all artifacts
of sufficient size using archival quality pens and sealed with B-72 lacquer. All artifacts, notes,
photographs, analysis forms, and other information generated by the survey have been submitted
to the University of Georgia Laboratory of Archaeology for permanent curation.
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Results

The survey resulted in the location of a total of 24 sites, all likely representing house sites
associated with the postbellum Geechee settlement of the island. However, additional
components are present on several of the sites. In addition, for a few sites, the evidence of houses
is equivocal as no structural features or artifacts were recorded. Table 4-1 presents summary
information for the 24 sites, the locations of which are mapped in Figure 4-4. Site forms with
sketch maps and artifact summaries are included as Appendix A, and a catalogue of artifacts that
were collected is included as Appendix B. I present brief descriptions of the sites here, organized
by community.

Raccoon Bluff

Raccoon Bluff was the first, largest, and most populous Geechee settlement on Sapelo
Island through most of the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. The land purchased was
originally owned by French slaveholder Picot de Boisfeuillet in the late 1700s, as part of the
French Sapelo Company (Sullivan 2014:4). Raccoon Bluff had one of two Rosenwald schools
built in the 1920s on the island, and it is located toward the Northeast end of Sapelo Island,
adjacent to Blackbeard Creek and Blackbeard Island. Howard Coffin purchased the majority of
Sapelo Island in 1912. He only managed to purchase small tracts of land in Raccoon Bluff during
his ownership (Crook et al. 2003:27). Likewise, R.J. Reynolds was not able to purchase this
community either (Crook et al. 2003:37) when he purchased Sapelo Island in 1934. Regardless,
this did not preclude him from forcing the residents off beginning in 1950.
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Table 4-1. Summary Data for Sites Recorded on the Survey.
FS
#
1

GASF #

COMMUNITY

DESCRIPTION

NOTES

9MC526

Artifact scatter representing probable home site

2

9MC527

3

9MC528

4

9MC529

Kenan Field/
Lumber Landing
Kenan Field/
Lumber Landing
Kenan Field/
Lumber Landing
Belle Marsh

5

9MC530

Belle Marsh

Artifact scatter representing possible home site

6

9MC531

Raccoon Bluff

8

9MC532

Raccoon Bluff

Artifact scatter representing probable home site
with one tombstone (reportedly displaced)
Artifact scatter representing probable home site

10

9MC533

Raccoon Bluff

Artifact scatter representing possible home site

11

9MC534

Raccoon Bluff

12

9MC535

Raccoon Bluff

Artifact scatter representing probable home site,
with possible grave
Artifact scatter representing probable home site

14

9MC536

Raccoon Bluff

Artifact scatter representing probable home site

15

9MC537

Raccoon Bluff

Artifact scatter representing possible home site

16

9MC538

Raccoon Bluff

Artifact scatter representing probable home site

18

9MC539

Raccoon Bluff

Artifact scatter representing probable home site

25

9MC540

Raccoon Bluff

Artifact scatter representing probable home site

29

9MC541

Shell Hammock

33

9MC542

Shell Hammock

Artifact scatter representing probable home site
with later trailer home
Artifact scatter representing probable home site

34

9MC543

Shell Hammock

Artifact scatter representing probable home site

42

9MC544

Shell Hammock

Artifact scatter representing possible home site

45

9MC545

Shell Hammock

Artifact scatter representing probable home site

47

9MC546

Shell Hammock

Artifact scatter representing probable home site

48

9MC547

Shell Hammock

Artifact scatter representing possible home site

49

9MC548

Shell Hammock

Artifact scatter representing possible home site

Corresponds to structure on 1929
soil map
Corresponds to structure on 1929
soil map
Corresponds to structure on 1929
soil map
Corresponds to structure on 1929
soil map
Corresponds to structure on 1929
soil map
Corresponds to two structures on
1929 soil map
Corresponds to structure on 1929
soil map
Corresponds to structure on 1929
soil map
Roughly corresponds to structure
on 1929 soil map
Corresponds to structure on 1929
soil map
Corresponds to structure on 1929
soil map
Corresponds to structure on 1929
soil map
Corresponds to structure on 1929
soil map
Corresponds to structure on 1929
soil map
Corresponds to structure on 1929
soil map
Roughly corresponds to house
shown on 1929 soil map
Roughly corresponds to house
shown on 1929 soil map
Roughly corresponds to house
shown on 1929 soil map
No correlating structure on 1929
soil map
No correlating structure on 1929
soil map
No correlating structure on 1929
soil map
No correlating structure on 1929
soil map
No correlating structure on
1929 soil map

50

9MC549

Shell Hammock

Artifact scatter representing probable home site

Artifact scatter representing probable home site
Artifact scatter representing probable home site
and later industry
Artifact scatter representing probable home site

71

No correlating structure on 1929
soil map

Figure 4-4. Locations of sites recorded on the survey. Map courtesy of Thomas Pluckhahn.
Map has been intentionally blurred to protect the locations of archaeological sites.
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The 1929 soil map indicated there were 28 potential domestic sites on the upland flat that
was the location of Raccoon Bluff. However, a portion of the area had recently burned and the
resulting growth of scrub was so thick that surface survey was impossible. Ultimately, I recorded
10 sites in this area of the island, all corresponding to homes depicted on the 1929 USDA soil
map. Several home sites in this community were close together, possibly indicating clusters of
related families. In Sapelo Voices (Crook et al. 2003:86-87) Annie Mae Walker Green noted that
Raccoon Bluff was a highly populated community, suggesting that it was crowded. She stated
that her family’s home was so close to the Walker family that they could sit on their porch and
talk to each other.
9MC531 (FS #6). This site comprises the former location of two structures denoted on
the 1929 soil map on a high bluff at the northern end of the Raccoon Bluff settlement, just west
of the bluff edge, on both sides of the Eastern Perimeter Road. Vegetation consists of an open
field surrounded by pines and hardwoods.
The surface artifact scatter is large and diffuse, oriented northwest-southeast, and
measures about 150 m long and 40 m wide. Surface artifacts consisted mainly of diffusely
scattered metal and brick. Diagnostic artifacts included a 1930s-1940s Coca-Cola bottle with the
majority of the finish missing and a clear glass bottle with six laterally embossed lines. No
shovel test was excavated. I also noted the presence of a tombstone in a patch of scrub east of the
road (Figure 4-5). The stone reads “Hester Mo, DOD June 15, 1956.” Research from Find A
Grave determined that the person named on the tombstone was likely Hester Moudry. A
conversation with Cornelia Walker Bailey (personal communication, 2015) revealed that Hester
Moudry is buried in the community cemetery at the southern end of the island. Thus, rather than
a grave, this headstone might have been a preliminary one that needed correcting or was
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removed when a new headstone
was placed on the grave.
Cornelia Walker Bailey also
stated that there was a male resident
of the island that made headstones;
it seems possible that this was his
home and the headstone was one he
created but never used. However, it
is worth noting that a fragment of
what may be a ceramic funerary urn
was also observed to the north of
this headstone, so the possibility
that graves are located in the area
should not be dismissed.
9MC532 (FS #8). This site is

Figure 4-5. Tombstone on site 9MC531.

located in an open area and adjacent woods where the Eastern Perimeter Road comes close to the
bluff above Blackbeard Creek, on the north end of the Raccoon Bluff settlement. One structure is
shown in this approximate location on the 1929 soil map. The artifact scatter, which has a
northeast-southwest orientation, measures about 80 meters long and 40 meters wide. I noted a
diffuse scatter of historic artifacts in the woods and the adjacent open area. Surface artifacts
included glass bottles, metal, and ceramics. A large fragment of stoneware was observed on the
surface near the center of the scatter. Bricks and shell were most common in association with a
shallow depression at the southernmost end of the site.
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A single shovel test excavated in the area of this depression was positive, producing
unidentified iron fragments, machine cut nails with round heads, five partial nails, six whiteware
ceramics, porcelain, milk glass, brown bottle glass, pale green vessel and window glass and one
hand-drilled metal button, ironstone plate rim, and glass of various colors. The soil profile
consisted of 22 cm of grey brown sandy loam, over 6 cm of light grey sand, over a brownish
grey sandy loam.
9MC533 (FS #10). Site 9MC533 was identified in an area immediately east of the
Eastern Perimeter Road and about 750 meters north of Raccoon Bluff Church, where a house is
indicated on the 1929 soil map. The site is located 20 meters from the road, on a flat upland area
covered mostly by pine but also with a scattering of magnolias hardwoods, and a relatively dense
understory. There was a heavy concentration of magnolia leaf ground cover.
Surface artifacts were found across an area roughly 50 meters in diameter and included
oyster shells, several glass jars, and metal buckets and washbasins. A single shovel test was
positive, producing clear vessel glass at 0-20 centimeters below surface (cmbs), and bone at 2035 cmbs. Soil types were recorded as 0-20 cmbs dark gray sandy loam, 20-35 cmbs gray sandy
loam, and 35-48 cmbs dark gray sandy loam.
9MC534 (FS #11). This is a somewhat unusual site, probably representing the former
location of a house (the 1929 USDA soil map depicts a house in this general area) but also
including a possible grave. The site has a roughly round orientation, measuring about 80 meters
long and 70 meters wide (Figure 4-6). It is located west of the Eastern Perimeter Road, on an
upland flat covered mostly by pine, with some hardwoods. The surface scatter extends into an
adjacent clearing. No surface artifacts were collected at this site and no shovel test was
excavated.
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The light scatter of artifacts included a few bricks and some glass in the cleared area,
with mostly metal buckets to the south in the woods. Also in the woods we observed a
rectangular feature consisting of an outline of brick over loose tabby, enclosing a rectangular
depression. The feature is longer than most of the chimney bases we observed on other sites, and
lacks any associated brick fall. It could represent the remnants of some other type of domestic
feature. However, the rectangular shape and roughly east-west orientation raise the possibility
that it represents a grave.
9MC535 (FS #12). This site has a northeast-southwest orientation, with a length of
around 50 meters and a width of about 30 meters. The probable house site, which corresponds to
the location of a structure depicted on the 1929 USDA soil map, is located on an upland flat in an
open clearing surrounded by mainly oak and magnolia.
I observed two piles of brick and a large and diffuse surface scatter of metal, brick, glass,
and occasional shell. Surface artifacts included one large clear base of a “Duraglas” jar and four
plain ironstone. One shovel test was excavated between the two chimney piles. Soil types were
recorded as 0-25 cmbs gray sandy loam and 25-43 light gray sandy loam. The former soil layer
produced a brick fragment, a sherd of cream-colored whiteware with a floral decal, and a
fragment of round glassware.
9MC536 (FS #14). This probable house site, also corresponding to the location of a
structure depicted on the 1929 USDA soil map, is located on a bluff above Blackbeard Creek.
The surface scatter extends through a clearing and into an adjacent woods characterized by
palmetto scrub, oak, and pine. We collected ceramic sherds (plain whiteware, plate rims,
scalloped edged ironstone, and coarse earthenware) from the surface. Additional surface
artifacts—including a metal washtub and glass, as well as shell and brick (the latter two found in
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Figure 4-6. Map of site 9MC534.
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a relatively discrete concentration)-were not collected. A single shovel test excavated on the site
was positive, but produced only barbed wire fragments. The soil profile consisted of 0-19 cmbs
gray sandy loam and 19-36 cmbs light gray sandy loam.
9MC537 (FS #15). This is a small scatter of artifacts that roughly corresponds to the
location of a structure depicted on the 1929 USDA soil map. The site is located about 20 m east
of the Eastern Perimeter Road, a short distance north of the First African Church. Topography
consists of an upland flat with pine, dense scrub oak, and palmetto.
We observed surface artifacts in a roughly circular clearing surrounded on all sides by
dense scrub vegetation. The clearing measured about 40 meters long and 30 m wide. From the
surface of this area, we collected whiteware (plain and floral decorative), a clear Hoyt’s Cologne
bottle, milk glass, and glass (clear and colored window, clear and colored vessel glass, burned).
Additional observed surface scatter (not collected) included metal, glass, and oyster shell. A
single shovel test revealed an abundance of ceramics (scalloped edged and plain whiteware,
earthenware, porcelain), glass (solarized amethyst glass, clear and colored bottle and vessel
glass, porcelain), a “Blue Buckle” brand button, nails (machine-cut corroded nails with full and
partial shafts, round and square heads, and nail fragments), brick, slate, burned bone, and metal
shotgun shell casing top. Soil types were recorded as 0-25 cmbs dark gray sandy loam, 25-36
light gray sandy loam, and 36-46 dark gray sandy loam.
9MC538 (FS # 16). Site 9MC538 is an extensive artifact scatter that includes a fireplace
base and clearly represents the remains of at least one structure depicted on the USDA soil map.
The site is located east of and adjacent to the Eastern Perimeter Road, just northeast of the First
African Church. The topography is an upland flat covered by heavy brush and pine, with
occasional clearings.
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I observed a number of discrete concentrations of artifacts (including several junked cars)
(Figure 4-7) and features across an area measuring approximately 125 m and a width of around
100 m. The artifact scatters consisted mostly of bottles (particularly Coca-Cola), medicine
bottles, and other glass, but also included barbed wire, metal washbasins, and hand-painted
ceramics. A surface collection includes a ceramic drainage pipe fragment, a “Sloan’s Liniment”
bottle, decorative whiteware, a “Homer Laughlin” ceramic vessel, and blue-green glass.
Features included a depression on the southern end of the surface scatter, representing a
possible well. In addition, near the north end of the scatter in a small clearing, I found the base of
a fireplace constructed of tabby and brick (Figure 4-8). STP 1, excavated just west of the
fireplace rubble, was positive and produced various metal artifacts (unidentified metal, wire
nails, machine cut nails), tabby, mortar, and clear window glass. Soil types were recorded as 020 cmbs gray sandy loam, 20-30 cmbs light gray sandy loam, and 30-37 dark gray sandy loam.
9MC539 (FS #18). This site consists of an extensive but generally diffuse scatter of
artifact scatters on the west side of the Eastern Perimeter Road in Raccoon Bluff, in an area
where the 1929 soil map depicts a structure. Most of the scatter is located in a forest of pines and
scrub, although I also observed artifacts in an adjacent clearing. The site is located on an upland
flat.
The artifact scatter, covering an area approximately 70 m north-south and 40 m east-west,
consisted mainly of metal, brick, glass, and some oyster shells. We collected 2 clear glass
(“Duraglas”) bottles and a clear glass medicine bottle with horizontal lines on both sides. Just
into the woods from the clearing, we found a pile of brick that likely represents chimney base
and fall. STP 1, excavated just north of the brick pile, produced brick and glass fragments. Soil
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types were recorded as 0-27 cmbs gray sandy loam, 27-32 cmbs light gray sandy loam (glass),
and 32-45 dark gray sand.
9MC540 (FS #25). Site 9MC540 contains the remnants of a house, including structural
features and an associated artifact scatter. The site is located east of the First African Church, in
an area that corresponds with a structure depicted on the 1929 USDA soil map. The setting is an
upland flat just west of the bluff above Blackbeard Creek. Vegetation consists of relatively
mature mixed maritime forest with moderate understory.
Structural remains on this site included two large piles of brick, one of which was
connected to what appears to have been a brick pier by a wooden floor joist. The surrounding
surface scatter, oriented roughly east-west, contained several rusted barrels, a bicycle frame, a
heavy iron sugar pan, a large concentration of glass bottles (including medicinal and baby food
jars), and diffuse metal. We collected a few glass bottles: one small “Sani-Glas” medicine bottle,
a small rectangular medicine bottle, a baby food jar, and another large bottle. No shovel test was
excavated on this site.

Belle Marsh

This small community was located at the North End, on the western side of the island, on
a narrow peninsula that extends west into the marsh and borders the Duplin River. The property
was owned by the Jones-Walker family. Fifty acres of Belle Marsh was purchased by Joseph
Jones, which included Moses Hammock from landowner Amos Sawyer in 1885 (Crook et al.
2003:24 ). In 1910, there were three households on the land (Crook et al. 2003:25), but only two
houses were recorded on the 1929 soil map. Former family resident Hicks Walker recalled the
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Figure 4-7. Remains of a truck on site 9MC538

Figure 4-8. Tabby and brick chimney base on site 9MC538.
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adjacent Moses Hammock was an unoccupied area used by the family for farming (Crook et al
2003:275).
Two sites were recorded in the area of the former settlement of Belle Marsh, both
identically corresponding to locations where houses are depicted on the 1929 soil map.
Site 9MC529 corresponds to the home of Hicks and Hettie Walker, and site 9MC530 with the
home of Nero and Nancy Jones (Crook et al. 2003:32). Nero Jones was the uncle of Hicks
Walker, the father of Cornelia Walker Bailey. In the past, and as indicated by the 1910 Federal
Census there was a third home in this area, belonging to the grandmother of Hicks Walker, and
the mother of Nero Jones (Crook et al. 2003:25,277-278. Although we surveyed extensively in
this area, we did not locate the remains of a third home, although it is possible that it is also
represented by one of the two sites we found. Alternatively, it may have been located to the west,
where another structure is depicted on the 1929 soil map in area where the Georgia DNR has
several support structures (and which was thus not surveyed for this project).
9MC529 (FS #4). As noted above, this is an artifact scatter that appears to correspond
with the former home of Hicks and Hettie Walker (Crook et al. 2003:32). The roughly circular
site is located between Belle Marsh Road and the marsh, in a mixed pine and hardwood forest.
Artifacts were scattered on the road and in the woods to the north. We found a large pile
of oyster shell near the marsh. We also observed a circular depression that could represent an old
well. The surface scatter included large amounts of glass bottles, including medicine bottles,
Coca-Cola bottles, and milk glass. We collected two whiteware ceramics with a decorative red
and green floral pattern and a fragment of stoneware with a lead glaze. We excavated a single
shovel test near the pile of oyster. The shovel test was positive and contained window and vessel
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glass, one brick fragment, an unidentified iron fragment, and one pig tooth at 0-30 cmbs. Soil
types were recorded as 0-30 cmbs with dark gray sandy loam and 30-45 cmbs with a yellowbrown sandy loam. The topography is a hammock with mixed pine and hardwood.
9MC530 (FS #5). This is a small site that may represent the former location of the home
of Nero and Nancy Jones (Crook et al. 2003:32. Although no structural features were observed,
the site includes artifacts and corresponds with the location of a structure shown on the 1929 soil
map. The topography is an upland flat with heavy underbrush, palmetto scrub, young pine, live
oaks and a large magnolia tree. We observed artifacts on the surface of Belle Marsh Road and,
less commonly, in the adjacent woods.
Surface collected artifacts included a variety of ceramics (including embossed and plain,
cream-colored whiteware), cut nails, and glass (dark and light green clear bottle glass, one
window glass, one base of a Coca-Cola bottle). One shovel test excavated to the south of the
road was positive and produced one clear glass bottle shard. Soil types were recorded as 0-30
cmbs dark gray sandy loam, 12-20 cmbs light gray sandy loam, and 20-40 cmbs medium brown
loam.
Kenan Field and Lumber Landing
According to Sullivan (2014:7-8), Kenan Field and Lumber Landing are located in the
area known as Kenan or Middle Place. The tract was originally a part of the French Sapelo
Company in the 1780s and was bought by Thomas Spalding in 1802 after its dissolution. Amos
Sawyer from Northampton, Massachusetts purchased the majority of the North End in 1881 and
in 1885, sold 60 acres to Geechee resident Caesar Sams. Crook et al. (2003:32) describe the
families, both Black and White, who resided at Kenan Field. Over the next thirty years, a small
community of mostly Sams’ descendants developed there, but by 1930, the population was down
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to two families: Mattie Sams and Janie Sams. Mattie lived at her home with her three daughters,
Jessie, May, and Marie. Janie lived with her two sisters, Daisy and Mamy.
A third family, the Jones’s, resided in the old Duplin House in Kenan Field. Thomas
Spalding gifted his daughter, Catherine, and her husband, Michael Kenan, Lumber Landing and
60 enslaved people as a cotton plantation. The Duplin House was a two-story frame house that
the Kenans resided in from 1854 until 1861 (Crook et al. 2003:19-20). In the 1920s, Charlie
Jones and his wife Georgia moved into the old Duplin House with their ten children (Crook et al.
2003: 29-30). Sometime in 1929, Georgia, now a widow, relocated to Hog Hammock with her
children (Crook et al. 2003:32).
We recorded three sites in this area of the island. Two of these sites appear to be historic
Geechee homesteads. The third includes the remains of a house with a tabby foundation in a
location designated “ruins” on modern USGS topographic maps; we assume these are the
remains of the Duplin House built for the Kenans and later occupied by the Jones family. We
searched for a cemetery also depicted on the USGS map, but could not locate it.
9MC526 (FS #1). This site, located northeast of Lumber Landing on the eastern side of
the Western Perimeter Road, may correspond with the former domicile of Mattie Sams (Crook et
al. 2003:31). In a number of ways, it is typical of many of the Geechee house sites that were
recorded on our survey, and we include the sketch map of the site to illustrate what a “typical”
postbellum Geechee home site looks like (Figure 4-9).
We identified a pile of brick, wood, metal, and oyster shell adjacent to large live oaks in
an upland flat covered by a mixture of pines and oaks. Additional artifacts, including brick
fragments and a metal washbasin, were observed on the surface of an adjacent field. We
collected several glass bottles and bottle fragments (including Coca-Cola bottles), clear
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Figure 4-9. Sketch map of site 9MC526.
window glass, milk glass, two cream-colored whiteware plate rims with embossing, two
porcelain fragments (one plain and one with a pink floral decal), brick fragments and mortar.
A single shovel test excavated on the edge of the field was positive and contained
corroded unidentified metal, one partial nail, milk glass, clear window glass, and one plastic
Mickey Mantle baseball keepsake. Soil types were recorded as 0-20 cmbs dark gray sandy loam,
20-22 cmbs light gray sandy loam, and 22-39 cmbs grayish brown sand, and 39-49 cmbs dark
reddish brown sand.
9MC527 (FS #2). Site 9MC527 is also located northeast of Lumber Landing and east of
the Western Perimeter Road, in an area corresponding to the location of a structure on the 1929
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USDA soil map. This location roughly corresponds to the household of Janie Sams (Crook et. al
2003:31. The site is located on an upland flat covered by a mixture of pine with live oak; a marsh
area is located just to the northeast of the site.
We identified two piles of bricks, probably representing chimney fall, as well as two
circular depressions that may indicate wells or privies. Surface collection of the surrounding area
revealed a number of glass bottles, including one condiment jar, one cobalt blue “Vick’s
Vaporub” jar, one cobalt blue prescription medicine bottle, and one clear beverage bottle.
STP 1, excavated just to the south of the brick piles, yielded a partial whiteware cup base,
as well as several cut nail fragments. The soil profile was recorded as 0-22 cmbs dark gray sandy
loam and 22-41 cmbs mottled dark gray and light gray fine sand.
9MC528 (FS #3). Site 9MC528, located just south of Lumber Landing, likely
corresponds to the ruins of the Kenan Family’s Duplin House, later occupied by the Jones
family. The site, located in a stretch of woods between the road and marsh, measures
approximately 120 m long (north-south) by about 50 m wide (east-west).
The site includes a number of features from various periods of occupation and use. At the
southern end of the site are a series of tabby foundation walls and chimney bases, along with
several brick piers. These are presumably the remains of the Duplin house. A shovel test
excavated in this area was positive, producing shell, wood fragments, one plain whiteware, plain
and light green frosted window glass, an unidentified plain ceramic, mortar, unidentified metal,
tabby, and burned bone. The soil profile consisted of dark gray sandy loam at 0-17 cmbs, sandy
loam at 17-28 cmbs, light gray sand at 28-43 cmbs, and dark yellow-brown fine sand at 43-60
cmbs.
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To the north of the tabby foundation, there is what appears to have been a brick fire pit,
as well as a large circular depression. Moving further north, we observed two large concrete
cisterns, as well as a line of cement blocks, all presumably relating to twentieth century
agricultural activities. Still further north, we mapped several large depressions bordered by
berms, as well as a scatter of metal and another scatter of twentieth century ceramics, metal,
glass (brown with “LAW” embossing), and one brick fragment.

Shell Hammock

This community was located at the southern- and southeastern-most end of the island,
along the marsh at Doboy Sound and near the lighthouse, according to the 1929 soil map. In May
and September of 1878, Thomas Spalding II began selling land in what was to become Shell
Hammock (Crook et al. 2003:26).
An area to the southeast where the Marine Institute is now located had two domiciles,
according to the 1929 USDA soil map. I observed a large amount of shell and some brick on the
surface of the Institute grounds, but there were no other, more conclusive indications of any
older, Geechee-related domiciles. Any homes that might have been present in this area were
most likely razed.
Based on the georeferencing of the 1929 soil map, I expected as many as 13 potential
sites in Shell Hammock. Nine sites were identified on the field survey, three corresponding to
these potential sites and six apparently not correlated with structures depicted on the 1929 soil
map. Although it is possible that the survey missed some house sites that remain intact, it is
seemingly apparent that several former house locations on this part of the island have been
impacted by more recent development. This seems especially so for a cluster of houses that
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formerly stood at the southernmost end, where a number of modern trailer homes have been
placed.
9MC541 (FS #29). This site, which roughly corresponds with the location of a structure
depicted on the 1929 soil map, is located immediately west of an old road, within a clearing on
an otherwise wooded upland flat that includes magnolia, pine, and palm. I was first alerted to the
presence of the site by an old, rusted barrel about 3 m from the road. The surrounding surface
scatter included a car frame, miscellaneous metal, bricks, an iron pipe, red clay tiles, broken red
clay sewage pipe, glass bottles, and a decorative earthenware vessel. We limited the surface
collection to a clear prohibition-era bottle and a cut glass “Log Cabin” syrup bottle. The presence
of metal wheels and cinder blocks suggest that a trailer may have been placed on top of an older
home site.
We excavated two shovel tests on this site. Both were positive. STP 1 contained shell,
brick, bone, and cement. The soil profile here consisted of 0-8 cmbs dark brown sandy loam and
8-50 cmbs grey sandy loam. STP 2 produced a brick fragment, unidentified metal, a clay tile
fragment, plain and embossed vessel glass, and a nail head. The soil profile was recorded as 0-9
cmbs dark gray sandy loam and 9-50 cmbs gray sandy loam.
9MC542 (FS #33). Site 9MC542 roughly corresponds to a structure depicted on the
georeferenced soil map. The site is located near the edge of an upland flat with hardwoods, oak,
and palmetto. Artifacts were observed on the surface of a low area (possibly burrowed or
ditched) that now serves as a marsh inlet. Nearby, we observed a pile of bricks (both old and
new) possibly representing chimney fall. To the west of this in a clearing, we saw three push
piles of earth. The surface scatter included a metal bucket, an animal trap, miscellaneous metal,
and glass bottles (including one Nehi soda bottle).
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Four shovel tests were excavated and all but one were positive. STP 1, located near the
brick pile, produced brick, and one whiteware rim. STP 2, to the west of the push piles, yielded
one cream-colored whiteware, one ironstone, UID metal, shell, and nails. Finally, STP 3, in the
depression, produced shell, mortar, and miscellaneous metal.
9MC543 (FS #34). This site, located near the intersection of two old roads, also roughly
corresponds with a structure indicated on the 1929 soil map. The site is located in a clearing on
an upland flat with magnolia, oak, pine, and palmetto surrounding. South of the site there are
several trailers and a large oak tree. On the surface of the clearing, we observed a car tire, metal
buckets and a tub, glass bottles, and shell. Two scatters of brick, shell, and cement may indicate
the former presence of a chimney. One shovel test was excavated within one of these scatters. It
was positive, producing nails and miscellaneous metal, clear and clear brown vessel glass, and
shell. The stratigraphy was recorded as 0-9 cmbs brown sandy loam, 9-28 cmbs gray sandy loam.
9MC544 (FS #42). This site does not correspond with the location of a structure on the
1929 soil map, and may or may not represent a former home site. The site is located south of the
modern, paved road known locally as the “north-south autobahn,” at its intersection with an older
road. A scatter of tile, wood, and glass was observed on the surface of a clearing, despite
limitations on surface visibility introduced by a dense layer of leaf litter. We collected a Pepsi
bottle and dark brown “Lysol” bottle base. No shovel testing was excavated at this site.
9MC545 (FS #45). 9MC545 is a probable house site, although it does not clearly
correlate with any of the structures depicted on the 1929 soil map. Artifacts were observed on the
surface of two clearings and adjacent woods to the east of a small road. In the northern clearing,
we observed a pile of bricks likely representing chimney rubble, as well as glass and metal
buckets. At the southern clearing, we mapped scatters of shell, brick, and metal.
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We excavated two shovel tests on this site, both of which were positive. STP 1, in the
northern clearing near the brick pile, produced shell and exhibited a stratigraphic profile
consisting of 0-20 cmbs gray sandy loam, 21-30 cmbs light gray sand, and 31-50 cmbs light
brown sand. STP 2, in the southern clearing, yielded miscellaneous metal. The soil profile here
consisted of 0-17 cmbs dark brown sandy loam, 17-25 cmbs light gray silty sand with charcoal
flecking, and 25-40 cmbs dark brown silty sand.
9MC546 (FS #47). This is another possible house site not corresponding to any marking
on the 1929 soil map. It is also located to the east of a paved road in an area of thick pines.
Recent storm damage had downed a large tree; this, combined with a dense growth of scrub
made our reconnaissance difficult. Nevertheless, we observed a surface scatter of concrete mixed
with shell, rusted metal, and wood siding. STP 1, excavated in the surface scatter, was positive. It
produced artifacts consistent with historic Geechee house sites on Sapelo Island, including shell,
metal (including wire nails), brick, and glass. The soil profile consisted of 0-30 cmbs dark gray
sandy loam over 30-45 cmbs dark brown sandy loam.
9MC547 (FS #48). This site is another possible house site not clearly corresponding to
any structures shown on the 1929 soil map. Like the previous site, which is located nearby, it lies
to the east of a small road. Topography consists of an upland flat covered by pine (including new
growth) and palm. The site consists of a scatter of large blocks of concrete mixed with oyster
shell and some brick. No additional surface artifacts were observed other than sheet metal and a
modern toilet tank cover. Two shovel tests were excavated, but only one of these was positive.
STP 1 produced shell, a metal strap with rivets, and miscellaneous metal from a soil profile that
included 40 cm of dark gray sandy loam.
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9MC548 (FS #49). Like the two previously described sites, this is another possible house
site that does not clearly correspond to any structures depicted on the 1929 soil map and which is
located to the east of a small road. The topography is an upland flat covered by palmetto, oak,
and magnolia.
The site is represented by a large pile of concrete mixed with shell, glass, and brick. A
low-density artifact scatter surrounds this pile in a clearing measuring about 40 m east-west by
20 m north-south. Our surface collection included one brown glass bottle with screw top, a small,
clear glass baby food bottle, a cobalt blue Phillips bottle, and two clear glass bottles with screw
tops. No shovel tests were excavated on this site.
9MC549 (FS #50). This is an isolated site, located on the edge of the island in an area
where no houses are depicted on the 1929 soil map. The topography is an upland flat with
vegetation consisting of a hardwood hammock surrounded by pine, oak, magnolia, and palmetto.
The site includes several brick features. One of these is a square, well-preserved chimney base,
while the others are smaller circular and square brick features that may represent piers. A surface
scatter in the surrounding area includes a variety of glass bottles (including one medicine bottle
and a Nehi soda bottle), metal buckets, and a large metal tub. Inside the center of the square
chimney base we found a decorative ironstone with a floral pattern.
One shovel test was excavated. STP 1, to the east of the brick features, generated nails,
miscellaneous metal and clear vessel glass fragments, the soil profile included 41 cm of dark
brown sandy loam.
Summary
Sapelo Island and its residents are also well known to archaeologists and historians.
However, the bulk of the archaeological and historical research focuses either on the island's
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prehistory (e.g., Crook 1980; Simpkins 1980; Thompson 2007; Thompson and Andrus 2011;
Thompson et al. 2004), early Spanish occupation (e.g., Larson 1980), or plantation-era
settlements and cemeteries (e.g., Cook and O'Grady 1980; Honerkamp and DeVan 2008;
Honerkamp and Bean 2009; Honerkamp and Crook 2010, 2012; O'Grady 1980). Little or no
research of this sort has been investigated on the post-emancipation settlement. Prior to this
study, only a dozen or so archaeological sites had been recorded for the island (a conservative
estimate would suggest that several hundred remain unrecorded) and these mainly only represent
the prehistoric mounds, Spanish missions, and early historic plantation houses and slave quarters.
In Sapelo Voices (Crook et al. 2003). Geechee residents spoke about their former homes
and communities on the island. Houses are described as having been small, wood frame
structures that sat back from the dirt roads that wound through the communities. Not
surprisingly, wood was rarely observed on the sites we recorded, although wooden planks
probably associated with former houses were noted on sites 9MC528, 9MC544, and 9MC546.
The lack of wood may reflect not only poor preservation but also reuse; Cornelia Walker Bailey
(in Bailey and Bledsoe 2001:109-110) recalled that her father took wood from their house in
Belle Marsh and used it to build the porch for their new home in Hog Hammock after their
forced relocation. In any case, the more durable nails that would have used to fasten siding and
framing were found on many sites. Nails were machine made and most of the identifiable ones
were of the wire type (with round heads), but a few cut nails (with square heads) were also
identified. Although it has been reported that many homes did not have glass windows, it is clear
that some did owning to the window glass that was invariably found at sites recorded by my
survey.
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Cornelia Walker Bailey (in Bailey and Bledsoe 2001:64) recalled that houses were raised
off the ground, rather than flush at ground level, but did not have full foundations. Consistent
with this description, brick and cement piers were observed at several sites, including 9MC528
and 9MC542.
Geechee residents had to purchase their own brick but would build their own fireplaces
and chimneys (Crook et al. 2003:114). Brick rubble consistent with chimney or flues (perhaps
for metal stoves on later houses) was observed on a number of the sites I recorded. On a few
sites, presumably those dating relatively early (soon after the Civil War), the chimney bases were
constructed of a combination of brick and tabby. A good example of this was observed on site
9MC538 in Raccoon Bluff.
According to the informants who are represented in Sapelo Voices (Crook et al.
2003:150), some Geechee homes had tin roofs. Examples of this construction may be
represented by the sheet metal observed as various sites, including site 9MC531 in Raccoon
Bluff and sites 9MC547 and 9MC548 in Shell Hummock.
Although there is no single “model” of what a Geechee house site looks like
archaeologically, my reconnaissance survey revealed a few major commonalities of many sites
that were identified on the survey. One is that Geechee home sites are located in close proximity
to oak and or magnolia trees. No doubt, large trees such as these were preferred for their shade.
A second common characteristic of many of the Geechee house sites identified on the survey
is the presence of galvanized steel buckets and tubs, sometimes in large quantities. Ben, a
descendant of Cornelia Walker Bailey, who was visiting, (personal communication, 2017)
revealed that these were used for tasks associated with food preparation, such as shelling peas
and steaming oysters. It was revealed conversationally, with the community members, that
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they were sometimes used for
burning moss to keep the
mosquitos away which is also
supported in Cornelia Walker
Bailey’s memoir (Walker Bailey
and Bledsoe 2000:150). The
larger examples could have been
used for various household
cleaning purposes. It is clear that
community members continue to

Figure 4-10. Metal tub of the type common to Geechee home
sites on Sapelo Island.

use these buckets. During a visit to Hog Hammock I noted a contemporary, galvanized metal
bucket located on the back steps of a home. It was identical to the ones observed and recorded as
surface scatter during reconnaissance. The steel metal drums observed on a few sites were likely
used to hold water for household use. A third common characteristic of many of the house sites
is the presence of shells, usually oyster, but also sometimes including conch, clam, and other
mollusk taxa (Figure 4-11).Oyster shells were plentiful on the surface of several sites and were
also found in shovel tests. The presence of oyster shells is consistent with the Geechee traditional
focus on marine resources, especially those that could be procured locally.
Bricks are another defining feature of many of the postbellum Geechee house sites
identified on this survey. On some sites, these were found as well preserved remains of chimney
bases and associated disarticulated. In other cases we observed only diffuse scatters of bricks and
brick fragments. As noted above, a few sites—presumably some of the oldest—had bricks mixed
with tabby.
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A fifth characteristic is the presence of ceramics. Fragments of ironstone, whiteware, and
stoneware were plentiful on the surface of many sites, as well as in shovel tests. Most were plain,
although a number were decorated with scallop-edge, embossing, or colorful decals (Figure 412). It bears discussing the importance of ceramics in Black American households, particularly
during the 19th and early 20th centuries. The access to goods such as these was a highly
racialized affair in the United States. The purchase and usage of a particular class of goods, such
as brand-named ones, was generally reserved for Whites. This reflected their respectability and
sophistication in American society. For Black Americans, consumption represented
“socioeconomic self-determination” and “opposition to racialized inequalities” (Mullins
1999:18). In the face of intense opposition, Black Americans utilized the purchase of goods to
express personal preferences, agency, and aspiration, which Mullins describes as a “complex
social and personal process”, that goes beyond the “static reflection of essential identity, the
result of imposed conditions, or a utilitarian need for material symbolism” (Mullins 1999:21).
The consumption of consumer goods represented pieces of the American dream and access to
citizenship. Through consumerism, Black Americans could have a sense of control over what
they chose to purchase and why. Brand names were often chosen over off-brands because they
were reliable and consistent in quality, price, and had a perceived social meaning and
representation. Non-brand named goods were rejected due to their low quality, but often higher
prices charged by White vendors. Importantly, the consumerism choices Black Americans made
was an exercise in protestation of White control over access to low versus high quality goods and
other racialized merchandise.
These observations apply to another variety of artifact common to Geechee sites on the
survey: glass bottles and bottle fragments. A large variety of glass in hues ranging from
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uncolored clear to blue, green, brown, cobalt blue, and shades of purple solarized glass were
identified. Various functional categories are represented as well, from soda and alcohol bottles
(Figure 4-13) to patent medicine bottles (Figure 4-14) were recovered. Coca-Cola appears to
have been consumed extensively, particularly in Raccoon Bluff, which had the largest population
and several general stores. Prohibition-era bottles once containing whiskey were popular on the
island. So were medicinal bottles, including specimens identified as “Atwood’s Jaundice Bitters”
(jaundice, headache, dizziness, fevers, loss of appetite, colds, liver complaints, and strangury),
“Sloan’s Liniment” (croup, dropsy, liver complaints muscle aches, minor sprains and strains
muscle aches due to overwork and strain), “Milk of Magnesia” (laxative), and “Vicks Vaporub”
(colds, inflammation, and congestion). Medicinal prescription bottles reflect the well-being and
health treatment choices of community members. During the early part of the 20th century, the
medicines reflected through these bottles, were common. The presence of these bottles requires
more than a simple interpretive approach. The pervasive, yet derogatory opinion of the day was
that Black Americans approached health purely from a supernatural perspective and rejected
Euro-American medicine. Differing African American belief systems about health were cultural
and originated from West African beliefs and practices, but also included Western medicine.
Non-Western cultural transmission was given a derogatory association while western medicine
was viewed as superior by the dominant culture. Inclusion or exclusion in reference to western
medicinal practices were likewise a form of resistance.
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Figure 4-11. Shells recovered from sites on the survey.
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Figure 4-12. Selected ceramics recovered from sites on the survey.
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As Paul Mullins (1999:51) explains,
Like much African health care, African-American treatments commonly
came in the form of a variety of herbs, naturally occurring mediums such
as water, and material charms that addressed the physical dilemma
wreaked by mobile spirits. Yet cultures of resistance constantly
reconfigure enduring cultural practices, subvert dominant symbolisms,
reject some traditions, and integrate elements of dominant practice.
African Americans commonly used a mixed approach to health care and chose which Western
medicines were the most useful and effective. Approaches to health care represented nonWestern cultural transmission along with the incorporation of Western medicine in the society in
which they lived. The presence of medicine bottles at these sites does not represent the total
adoption of contemporary medicine of that time, but with concurrent usage of traditional
medicine.
A special discovery from site 9MC538 was a turn of the 20th century partial base of a
Hoyt’s Cologne bottle made of clear glass, which had the price of ten cents embossed on it (see
Figure 4-14, lower left). What makes this item unique is that Hoyt’s Cologne was and continues
to be used for the purposes of luck, rather than as a fragrance for men in the African American
spiritual practice of conjure, also known as rootwork, or roots (Fett 2002:85). Within this
practice it is also used to draw out the essences of herbs. Rootwork is primarily of West African
origin, particularly the Bantu speaking region and has similarities found in African Traditional
Religions (ATR’s) in the Caribbean and Latin America. Although it is not considered an ATR,
rootwork is practiced within the traditions of ATR’s. Rootwork is an African American
syncretization of Western Christian religion, West African magic, some Native American beliefs,
with the use of a variety of minerals and herbs. Cornelia Walker Bailey (2000:189) describes the
use of roots as a supplement to prayers to God in order to aid in the manifestation and speed of a
desired outcome. The amount of whiskey bottles observed at some sites could have been utilized
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in other ways besides as a beverage. These containers could have been reused or alternatively,
the contents could have been used for rootwork as well. Whiskey, like Hoyt’s Cologne is used to
draw out the essences of herbs. Everyday household items can have alternative meanings and
usage for Black communities descended from enslaved people in the United States. For this
reason, African American sites require the use of alternative interpretative strategies in
archaeology.
Much less commonly, we recovered personal items related to Geechee home sites. Some
examples of these included a small, round piece of metal that had a hand-drilled hole in the
middle, a metal button from a pair of jeans or overalls, and a Mickey Mantle baseball memento.
In sum, the purpose of this survey was to record postbellum Geechee home sites for
archaeological research purposes, but also to serve as a record for the community-a form of
remembrance for the younger generation and a testimony of their historical links to the island.
For the Georgia Department of Natural Resources, the survey results may also serve as a guide to
the location of these historical sites and for the purpose of protection from looting or inadvertent
damage associated with projects such as logging and landscape restoration.
A third goal was to include community members in the work I was conducting at their
family home sites and to get a general idea of how they felt about the archaeology of their
ancestral communities and the land of which I was surveying. Cornelia Walker Bailey (personal
communication 2015) told me that archaeologists rarely come and talk to the members of the
community. As described in the chapter that follows, I wanted to take advantage of the
opportunity of conducting a historical and archaeological project in an area where the
descendants still reside, by incorporating their voice.
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Figure 4-13. Selected glass beverage bottles recovered from sites on the survey.
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Figure 4-14. Selected medicinal bottles recovered on the survey.
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Reconnaissance, observations, and artifact analysis revealed common characteristics
among many of the Geechee sites. These commonalities found at each Geechee home site show
very little income disparity, meaning there was very little class differential. The Geechee
describe themselves as a “make do people”-finding success by making use of what is available to
them. It appeared that most community members were using similar items, in similar ways, but
not necessarily how the item was advertised. Homes used simple, galvanized steel buckets for a
variety of household needs and plain, white ceramics were ubiquitous. Ceramics, medicines, and
beverage bottles were purchased using the money earned from hard work but low paying jobs on
the island. This was the reality and job prospects that Black Americans faced during the Jim
Crow era. Marine shellfish reflect Geechee foodways, which is common to all communities in
the Gullah Geechee Heritage Corridor. The locals appeared to live lives that were simple in
terms of commodities, but rich culturally. For the most part, there appears to be a lack of
materialism or the aspiration to it. The locals did not seem to value the acquisition of material
objects or wealth. People rejected the erection of fences around each home to demarcate property
lines and the scant chicken wire that was found was used to keep chickens in. People used
personal agency in deciding where to build their homes and many families were in closer
proximity creating smaller familial communities nestled within the larger communities
(hammocks). Although there were some who lived in more isolation from others, they were not
separate from their community by any means and this reflects differing identities found within
the larger community of the island. Each family had land for farming, so this may also have
affected proximity to others. Community cooperation and the pooling of resources were used to
create the hammocks of which my research was based. Although not physically present on the
landscape, research revealed there were many special spiritual spaces that were important and
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had meaning beyond what we could see or touch. Anarchist archaeology requires us to always
recognize this and respect these spaces and belief systems where appropriate.
Homeplace and anarchist archaeology crossover when examining these homes and spaces
as places of resistance from oppression. Community members could be themselves and live
according to their community rules. Home was the place where they took part in selfdetermination not under the watchful eye of the White minority on the island. Here, they were
free to speak their dialect, without ridicule, and were not subject to capital punishment if a crime
or offense was committed. Homeplace was where the community were free to practice cultural
continuity without inhibition or anxiety, thus fighting back in their own way, against larger
western society
The landscape was fundamentally where the Gullah Geechee culture was created. It was
through living and working together as enslaved people, sharing cultural knowledge as West and
Central Africans, creating culinary traditions based on marine life found within the coastal
marshes, and reinforcing rice culture. The landscape supported the community’s engagement in
traditions that are now tangible in the archaeological record. Although the structures of wooden
homes were long gone, ceramics, metal, glass, and shells held the cultural remains that we could
observe which reflect the daily lives of the past inhabitants. Decorative items, medicine bottles,
women’s beauty products, baby food jars, alcohol bottles from the Prohibition Era, multipurpose
galvanized metal buckets, stemware and ceramics reveal personal preferences, choice, and the
daily activities through household items. Here, culture was affirmed and reaffirmed, and the
island came to define the Geechee culture over time. Important elements defining the landscape
include heritage and memory. These tangible and intangible spaces are integral parts of the
landscape which have been inherited generationally by the community. Finally, the community
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has included the use of tourism, to convey their heritage and culture in a positive and factual way
to visitors and tourists, and to help prevent further land loss.
To the community members of Hog Hammock, the island of Sapelo represents their
heritage and inheritance. The Gullah Geechee have resided on the Sea Islands and surrounding
coastal communities, for over 200 years; and are for many, the only place they have lived. On
Sapelo Island, the three founders of Raccoon Bluff purchased this first community soon after the
Civil War and helped the remainder of the community purchase homes through what we now
call the egalitarian concept of mutual aid. Today, this is one of the most, important communities
on the island. The island exemplifies heritage that 1) is first and foremost Geechee, 2) is a
positive representation of their culture, 3) has shaped their traditions, 4) has protected them from
outsiders, 5) and needs to be maintained.
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CHAPTER 5: INTERVIEWS
Methods

In accordance with the IRB approval, a segment of this project involved interviews with
Geechee community members in order to get a better understanding of their perspective on the
importance of the former homes that were the focus of my archaeological reconnaissance survey.
The original intent was to interview 10-15 residents, but due to time and geographic constraints,
I was only able to secure four full interviews and shorter comments from a few additional
residents. Although it is a small sample, it provides a glimpse into the current feelings and
opinions of the community.
Before summarizing the results of my interview, it is important to consider my
positionality as both a researcher and a Black American. Josephine Beoku-Betts (1994) refers to
this as the insider-outsider, as opposed to simply an outsider. My insider status came from being
another African American, but I was still very much an outsider. Although I have southern roots,
I am not a Gullah Geechee woman, nor am I a southerner. I am from the West Coast of the
United States and my speech patterns and mannerisms highlight these differences, which were
easily detectible during conversations with community members. The other factor that influenced
my interactions was that I was a researcher from an educational institution, where my race may
have not been of consequence. The community may have been justifiably wary of me as a person
trying to pry into the personal lives of the residents and in turn, expose information that was not
to leave the community. Additionally, the Geechee islanders are mindful about the number of
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people have come to the island over the years to do research for books, which did not financially
benefit the community in any way.
For this ethnographic research, I decided to ask a series of open-ended questions for the
interviews because I wanted community members to feel free to discuss what was important to
them and this meant that the archaeological survey might not be central to them. It quickly
became apparent that the loss of their homes and keeping their community on the island was
most important to the community members that I spoke with. Contemporary issues and
challenges the people were facing were expressed and this added depth to the archaeological
survey.
It is worth noting three points regarding the transcriptions of the interviews that I present
in this chapter. First, this community is tri-dialectical, speaking the Gullah Geechee dialect,
African American Vernacular English, and Standard American English. Excerpts from the
interviews are quoted as they were recorded, which reflect the use of African American
Vernacular English by community members when they spoke with me. Second, names of
participants have been changed to maintain their privacy. Finally, I have omitted several
alternative place names within the communities, which were revealed to me during interviews,
owing to the fact that these toponyms may be considered private to the community.
Interviews were conducted in a variety of informal, comfortable spaces such as
community gathering places. The questions or prompts that I used to elicit responses are
presented in Table 5-2; in contrast with much of the previous ethnographic work on Sapelo
Island, my questions focused less on Geechee culture or history and instead more on land which
is in keeping with the archaeological survey that was conducted. In general, when I explained the
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project, participants expressed that they liked that the archaeology was taking place, but they
devoted a significant time to the pressing issues of current land and community loss.

Table 5-2. Core Interview Questions and Prompts
1. What community on the island did you grow up in?
2. How long had your family lived there? Were there other communities on the island that your
family lived at prior to moving to that one?
3. When did you or your family move to Hog Hammock and why?
4. Tell me how you or they felt about having to move.
5. Why have many people moved off the island? How important is it that they return or other
relatives move to Sapelo?
6. How often, if at all do you visit your former home?
7. Do you remember where it is? If yes, can you identify its location?
8. Do you tell your descendants about your former home? If yes, have you shown them where
you and your family used to live, (if possible)?
9. Tell me about the importance of the land to you. What does the land mean to you and your
community?
10. Tell me about the importance of what the preservation of your former home/settlements
means to you.
11. Would you like to move back to your former home?
12. Tell me about the importance of the Sapelo Island to the Geechee people?
13. How important is it that your community remain on the island?
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Results
During the interview, three main topics emerged: 1) concerns about the increasing
presence of White newcomers to the island; 2) fears about the loss of land and community; and,
3) the continued importance of Raccoon Bluff. Additionally, several residents discussed alarm
regarding language loss and the looting of their former homesteads. I discuss each of these, using
the words of the community members to guide the discussion.

The Presence of Newcomers

The influx of newcomers to the island was of particular concern to the people I spoke
with. There is a mix of permanent residents and temporary ones who use the new homes for
vacation purposes. The arrival of these newcomers, all of whom are White Americans, has
exposed the challenges of living within a raced-based and racially stratified country, particularly
in a region southern setting. Community members expressed concerns that newcomers are
moving to the island rapidly and in growing numbers, do not follow established social norms,
and often display behavior that the community views as anti-social and unfriendly.
With the exception of a few new residents, the refusal of many new White residents to
speak, wave when passing, socialize, or even introduce themselves to the Geechee as new
neighbors, has made the community feel uncomfortable in their own home. When I asked Paul
about his new neighbors he had this to say: “Only two to three couples are sociable. They look at
us like what are you doing here. It bothers me.” He continued, “At a BBQ, they ride by and we
waved and they didn’t. Half of the homes are vacation homes. It is hurting the people who have
to live here.” Although not a member of the community, I had an experience that reinforced their
concerns to me; driving into Hog Hammock, I passed a newcomer who stared long at me in
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passing, did not smile, and neglected the customary wave. I felt uncomfortable, as did another
archaeology student I was with (who likewise took notice of the newcomer’s behavior).
James explained to me that it is “important….to keep the heritage going and don’t forget
this is an African American community and not a place for the snobby outsiders. We don’t mind
outsiders coming in but if you come in with the right attitude with what we have, then that’s not
an issue but if you come in and say you’re better than us.” When I asked James if anyone has
ever stated that they were better, he said no, but that they “gave a vibe.” James further explained
why the community is mistrustful and gave some insight into general race relations. He was
concerned about how the community was perceived as well, but he wanted to,
“Try to break down that barrier between, the stigma that’s on the
community that we don’t like anybody and the stigma that’s on the
community that you know, we’re a racist people. I always tell people,
look, we’ve been treated badly for a long time, so we always got our
antennas up when we see White people coming up asking a lot of
questions—and not because we don’t like you but because so many people
were tricked for so long.”

Within this historical context, Geechee residents are sensitive to the behavioral attitudes of nonBlacks. Fred a Geechee resident with many multigenerational ties to the island, was quite
resolved when he said that he wanted the newcomers “gone-pushed out.”
These poor or awkward interactions with newcomers put the community in a difficult
position. They want to protect their culture by keeping it Geechee, but with this, they face
accusations of being racist and isolationist. This viewpoint ignores the racial attitudes they are
subjected to and invalidates their experiences with outsiders. Furthermore, it places the burden of
racial intolerance on them. By this, they feel forced to defend their feelings when they are on the
receiving end of racial incidences. Unfriendliness from newcomers, is clearly hurtful, and
justifies why they want their community to be remain an all-Geechee one.
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Another source of change to the community is that the majority of outsiders are not
permanent residents, but seasonal residents who use the island as their vacation homes, or rent
their homes out to others. From the perspective of several of the Geechee I spoke with, summer
homes represented a lack of investment in the community. The new owners do not feel the same
way as the Geechee residents, and perhaps do not feel the need to be friendly. Catherine
explained the degrees of friendliness and attitudes she has experienced from her new neighbors:
“We have some that are not, but I mean this island is so small, everybody
knows everybody. So you have some people who that come over here and feel
like they can do what they want to do or they can change things however, they
please, but that‘s not, that’s not how things should be here. That’s not gonna
go on Sapelo because we, we were here first. And if you’re going to change
something why don’t you talk to the community people and see how it makes
us feel or just to see if it’s okay first before you do it. It’s just coming to be a
problem but a lot of people that do build houses it’s just kinda like vacation
homes. They only come over here during the summer time or they’re rented
out or whatever. A lot of people pretty much, they just make money off of
Sapelo.”

The differences between longtime residents and newcomers are manifested in a variety of
ways beyond these sorts of fraught personal interactions. Catherine mentioned that the homes of
many newcomers have cameras on them, which is not something Geechee community members
would ever put on their own homes. This wariness of trespassers can be perceived as
distrustfulness of your neighbors, which can make locals feel offended. It speaks to the larger
issue of breaking core values and cultural norms of the local Geechee community and replacing
it with capitalist/Western notions of property regulation and protection, which is fear and
suspicion driven. Further offence could be interpreted by the Geechee as a racial matter where
there is the assumption by the new neighbors that there is intention to commit a crime and there
is a need to protect their property in response. This is not how the Geechee live on the island;
trust is an integral part of how their community functions. Charles, a 9-generation community
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member, stated that part of why he loves his community is because it is free from crime and
drugs. Most importantly, there is no state regulation of crime and nor does crime exist.
Catherine discussed another concern about newcomers: their tendency to build large
houses on stilts. While she under understood that the elevation might be required by code, she
expressed the feeling that these houses are imposing and her suspicion that some far exceed four
feet. She worried that once people start to build in this manner it will become the required
standard by the local government, and Geechee community members cannot afford to raise their
houses. She was concerned that this could be yet another way to force Geechee people out of
their homes. However, she also saw it as another example of the way in which newcomers bring
change even as they claim they want to leave things as they are. “A lot of people who do come
over here and buy land and build houses the first thing that come out they mouth is, a lot of times
is they love the island and they don’t wanna change the island and they wanna you know, pretty
much don’t want to cause confusion with the community.” While the newcomers may say they
don’t want to cause changes because “it’s the peace and quiet they love,” they nonetheless bring
such changes, whether purposeful or not.
Perhaps one of the most direct conflicts between Geechee residents and newcomers is the
latter’s attempts to restrict access to roads. There are a number of historic roads that run through
Hog Hammock. These roads are considered communal; they are not owned by anyone and
everyone is free to use them. The roads serve a variety of purposes, such as shortcuts through the
community and access to people’s homes. However, some newcomers have treated these roads
as a part of their private property and have blocked access to them, causing alarm for Geechee
residents. Catherine explained:
“You had a couple of people that blocked off roads, roads that been here for
decades, centuries. They blocked them off and pretty much in order by law if
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you have the right of way; you have to get to your property some kind of way
so he, pretty much, a couple of people they tried to blocked the roads off and
make a new road but see a lot of these roads they already should be, they
already grandfathered in so you got power lines, water lines, running through
the roads that been here for so long.” She continued, “So by them trying to
change and make a new road so you can have more, I guess more space in
your yard or whatever but you know that road been there before you even
bought the property. So why buy the property and then all of a sudden trying
to pretty much create new stuff on Sapelo.”

Another participant, Dominic, who works on the island also talked about the blockage of
community roads. He cited as the example of a new neighbor of Frank and Cornelia Walker
Bailey. This newcomer purchased a property and blocked off an old community road that
everyone used for traveling through Hog Hammock. His justification was that the road was on
his property. However, he has to use a road that is on the Bailey family property to access his
home. This makes the act on his part unfair and very frustrating for the residents; his concept of
property ownership one-sided. For the residents, the presence of newcomers has exposed the
differences between the principles they live by. Capitalistic outward displays of wealth do not
represent the more egalitarianism found within the community, and neither does a resistance to
sharing of what is defined as community resources. Principles of community trust and a desire
for mutual affiliation are tested by the new White residents, and their lack of adherence to these
principles run counter to established rules of conduct.

Land and Community Loss

It was clear that the loss of land and people is one of the greatest concerns to members of
the Geechee community. For the first time in their history, the Geechee are the minority on
Sapelo Island. Of course, the loss of land is not a new problem; the past history of land
acquisition by R.J. Reynolds continues to be emotionally raw for many members of the
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community. James remarked that during this time, land deeds disappeared. Others were forged
with “X’s” that community members say they never signed, resulting in the sale of their land. In
some cases, residents only found out that they no longer owned the land many years later.
More recently, the loss of land has been accelerated by tax hikes that have forced people
to sell. The majority of these sellers are retired and have a very limited income. Paul, another
participant, said that the land buying was hurting his people and the elders at first tried to stop it,
but some have given up. He said, “The taxes go up $800 to $3000 or some go up $1000 every
year.” For many, it is difficult not to view this sudden and exponential tax hike as deliberate.
When Geechee locals sell their land, then large, seasonal vacation homes are built in their place.
Catherine mentioned how this also took place on the islands of St. Simons and Jekyll; the result
is that only a small number of Geechee now reside on these islands. She talked in great detail
about impact of land loss on her and her community. As she saw residents sell their homes, she
wondered why there was a lack of familial pooling of resources to save homes, as people did in
the past. She thought that if, over the course of a year, families could each contribute a small
amount, they could easily save their homes. This is a very sensible and practical solution and
could prevent further land loss if implemented by families. The desire to sell and not fight, and
just pocket the money was upsetting to her. It led her to the sentiment that “Money talks. Money
is the root of all evil” since in the past, home ownership was never about its underlying economic
value. She felt that when people get the check in front of them, they give up. She then stated that
the grandchildren of those who sell would not have anything. Charles stated, “You couldn’t pay
me enough to sell.” With this happening across the entire Gullah Geechee Heritage Corridor, the
current residents of Sapelo Island are particularly concerned about holding on to what they have.
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Catherine was introspective and lamented the future of her people on Sapelo Island. She
was not optimistic about people moving back once they start a new life elsewhere. She expressed
a mixture of concern, resignation, but also hope about the future of Sapelo Island for her people.
She understood that one cannot stop people from selling their land and she was realistic that
people have to provide for their families. She thought the ideal compromise would be rather than
selling, to instead, “Keep a home here, but live elsewhere. Go back and forth.” Charles echoed
this opinion. He said it was very important that they return to the island and not sell their family
homes. He expressed that young people have said that they will return after they retire, but had to
wait and see if this would happen. This could also be of concern due to the actual time it would
take for younger generations to retire and if the community would still be there by the time this
happens. Catherine was worried about the demographic changes on Sapelo, where her people
might almost be gone in 10 years’ time and she would not recognize the island. As such, she
stated, “I feel as long as we stick together as a community we can, we can do anything, we can
defeat anything but as soon as the community get broken up then I feel like no, everything is
gonna go downhill.” It is noted that Catherine and Charles are explicitly espousing the historic
principles that led to their ancestors establishing and maintaining post-bellum Geechee
communities on the island: by their pooling resources.
Charles, while also lamenting that the community was getting smaller and smaller,
acknowledged they do not have anything to keep people there. He stated the young have to leave
the island, get an education, and a job. He did not like the land being sold to outsiders and felt
that one important reason it should be maintained as a Geechee community, is for the history of
their ancestors. He felt that new land ownership was economic and that this was more important
to the outsiders. Consequently, he stated that, they (outsiders) could be bought out and would
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leave if the price were right. Alternatively, for the local residents, they were alarmed that such a
high importance was placed on the monetary value of their homes. For the residents interviewed,
their concept of home is not something to be bought and sold, as a commodity because it is so
much more significant, but as Paul stated, the new residents are wealthy. In the past, their
ancestors made great sacrifices and worked very hard to acquire the first community of Raccoon
Bluff, something the community members honor through a variety attempts to hold on to their
land.

Importance of Raccoon Bluff

Apart from Hog Hammock, Raccoon Bluff is the most important community to Sapelo
Island residents due its history as the first and largest community in post-emancipation era.
Against all odds, formerly enslaved residents combined their resources to purchase the land and
help others do the same. All Geechee residents of the island have ancestral ties to this
community, no matter which community they are from. During the interviews, the history of
land disputes over Raccoon Bluff was recalled and every informant indicated they would like to
move to this community. This seemed to be a popular sentiment among those I spoke with, and
perhaps other community members that I did not have the opportunity to speak with felt the
same. Catherine remarked that Raccoon Bluff continued to be an important settlement for her
because that is where her ancestors used to be, even though she is from Hog Hammock. More
importantly, with flooding common in Hog Hammock, Raccoon Bluff is viewed as a safe place
to live because it does not flood. She stated, “I would rather be back at Raccoon Bluff rather than
at the community. We’re on the lowland. That’s higher land than what it is right here.” When
asked if he would ever move to Raccoon Bluff if he had the opportunity, Charles said, “I would.
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Right there on the waterfront. It’s nice down there. It’s pretty down there. On the marsh.
Everyone liked living down there.” He said the area he would like to live in is close to his
family’s land, but stressed he would keep his land in Hog Hammock too, if given the
opportunity. Charles stated that he knows exactly where his family’s home is and he is in the
vicinity three to four times a week. He stated that he has passed this locational information down
to his children who can also identify their family’s site. Unlike Charles and his family, and
Cornelia Walker Bailey, other interviewees did not make special visits to Raccoon Bluff for the
purpose of reminiscing. However, several indicated that they returned to Raccoon Bluff quite
frequently when hunting. Special trips did not seem necessary because coming into contact with
these sites were a normal part of life and it was then when they would think about their ancestral
communities.

Looting of Home Sites

James and Catherine discussed the looting of Geechee home sites and verified that this
was an occurrence in the past. Both found looting to be of concern. It was disclosed that when
newcomers first began coming to live on the island, some brought with them metal detectors.
James stated that people used to bring metal detectors on the ferry, but these have now been
banned. However, if a resident has a metal detector at their home, he or she can still use it or let
others do so. James recalled seeing a baby doll and some complete plates on a site and then
noticing that these artifacts had disappeared one day. According to James, visitors would
befriend Geechee community members, who would disclose the locations of the old
communities where they would be looted. Catherine said that in the past, she heard of a person
that knew some people who had gone to the site of Chocolate Plantation where they found silver
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coins. She understands this sort of hobby as something people like to do, including going to
different barrier islands, the North End, and the Shell Ring, but did not agree with looting. For
Geechee residents, the sense of violation on their sites is twofold: first, you lose your ancestral
land, and then outsiders steal from abandoned home sites.
The challenge is how to protect the sites while maintaining access to the land for the
public. The community does not want their ancestral homes looted. While the sites are protected
to the extent they are on state land, they are still not completely safe. The isolation of the
archaeological sites on Sapelo helps protect them, but it also could conceivably make them more
prone to looting since looters are not likely to be caught. Future development of the island could
increase the risk. For now, much of the risk might come from hunters who are more likely to be
in concealed wooded areas outside of Hog Hammock or the Marine Institute than everyday
tourists or visitors to the island.
Language Loss
James provided insightful commentary about the Gullah Geechee language, expressing
the opinion that it was a very important part of who the Geechee are. As he stated, “We were
bilingual before we knew what that was.” James explained that he was able to understand the
creole languages of people from the Caribbean when he lived in Miami and Palm Beach, Florida
for work, relating that the people he came into contact with were surprised he could understand
them. This suggests a common link between members of the African Diaspora from different
areas of the New World and furthermore common linguistic ties to Africa.
James discussed how Geechee who have left the island speak the Geechee dialect less
and less. He said that people ask him, “You still speak that?” The loss of language is, at least in
part, a natural result of moving away from the community of regular Geechee speakers. Many
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people when around non-Geechee try to talk like the person they are speaking with, as not to
stand out. However, language loss is also the result of structural factors; in the past, it was
instilled in the people that they should not speak Geechee because it was not proper English. As
a result, many people gave it up. James talked about the struggle to get people to accept their
language in the past:
“…we’re just trying to break that and let people know we’re human. Also
we have our own intelligence, our own way of doing things and if we want
to talk the way we want to talk that’s our language. So I usually tell
people, I used to be a tour guide also; people want us to change the way
we speak for years. It used to be Geechee-Gullah wasn’t accepted but you
didn’t say nothing about the guy that speaks Russian or Japanese or you
know, from any other place that has broken English. But we’re the only
one if we didn’t speak correctly then we wasn’t accepted.”
He discussed various texts that have been translated into his dialect, such as the Bible, but stated
that many cannot read the Gullah Geechee language in that way because they had no formal
training in their language. Lastly, he described how the language is used in everyday ways
amongst his community. Still, James indicated that although the children on the island were not
formally taught Gullah Geechee, they learn the language because it is spoken around them
naturally when community members are relaxed. James related that, because of the recent push
to preserve Geechee heritage, people now want the community members to speak their
traditional dialect. He is aware of the irony here; the dominant society that deeply criticized them
and their heritage through racist tropes now sees it as something of value—a unique regional
culture that needs protecting and conserving. Where in the past, the Geechee people were made
to feel abnormal because of their language and other aspects of their culture, is now considered
fascinating as a special part of regional or folkloric Americana. As he summarized it: “they want
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people to stop by and see us doing craft and talking Geechee but y’all the reason we don’t have
that anymore and y’all the reason people are afraid to speak anymore.”
The results of the interviews reflected the theoretical perspectives presented. These were
demonstrated through community members expressing how land loss, deliberate county tax
hikes, and White Americans purchasing homes on Sapelo Island felt to them. The attitudes of
most, but not all of the newcomers (White Americans) did not reflect community togetherness
and solidarity. A go-it-alone attitude or an individualistic perspective where neighbors are not
important is a feature of western capitalistic behavior that runs counter to the community. In fact,
it makes the locals feel uncomfortable in their own home. The building and presence of large
homes creates visually, highly stratified places on the landscape between those who are wealthy
versus those who are not. The new builds are out of place when compared to the local homes.
Geechee homes are modest, older, and vernacular and do not reflect aspirations of wealth.
Community members who reside on the island were taken aback by the monetary value
placed on their homes and how many community members gave up and sold. In the past, the
community pooled their resources to help others obtain home and land ownership. This was
successful in the past and Catherine wondered why people were not doing this today. The
importance of money that the newcomers brought with them was so foreign within their
community, it prompted Catherine to call money the root of all evil. Money is causing the
destruction of their island home as it has in other communities in the corridor. Capitalism cannot
replace the significance and meaning of the island, which is beyond any kind of monetary value.
The use of homeplace to brace themselves against this is increasingly difficult, as the challenges
they are facing are now in their community and not outside of it. Although the community
continues going about their day-to-day lives, socializing around the campfire, hunting and
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fishing, going to church, having potlucks and gathering at the little bar, and engaging in other
community activities, they are feeling pressure to leave their island home and abandon
everything they have known for generations.
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CHAPTER 6: SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Summary

Archaeological reconnaissance survey guided by a historic map, resulted in the
identification of 24 historic postbellum house sites distributed across the four communities of:
Raccoon Bluff (N=10), Kenan Field/Lumber Landing (N=3), Belle Marsh (N=2), and Shell
Hammock (N=9). The effort to record Geechee home sites is consistent with the state and federal
preservation initiatives. The mission statement of the Sapelo Island National Estuarine Research
Reserve (SINERR 2008) includes the initiative “to protect and monitor natural and cultural
resources through effective application of academic disciplines and resource stewardship.” The
Gullah Geechee Cultural Heritage Corridor was designated by an act of Congress on October 12,
2006 (Public Law 109-338), as part of the National Heritage Areas Act of 2006 (Gullah Geechee
Cultural Heritage Corridor 2016). One of the principal goals is to "Assist in identifying and
preserving sites, historical data, artifacts, and objects associated with the Gullah Geechee for the
benefit and education of the public."
Although my survey is an important first step toward recording the locations of former
Geechee home sites, much work remains to be done. Most obviously, Hog Hammock, an
antebellum settlement founded in 1856, is the only occupied Geechee community on Sapelo
Island today and was omitted from the survey to avoid disruption to the residents. One of the
four communities and historically the largest on Sapelo Island was Raccoon Bluff; it could only
be partially surveyed owning to extremely dense vegetation that made access very difficult and
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prevented inspection of the ground surface for artifacts and features. Finally, I was only able to
locate some of the house sites that the historic map indicates were present in the former
community of Shell Hammock on the south end of the island, near the University of Georgia
Marine Institute and the Reynold’s mansion. At least two former house sites appear to have been
located where the mansion and its outbuildings were built. While I was staying at the Marine
Institute, I examined the surroundings for any indications of sites and observed a few diffuse
brick fragments and an abundance of shell, but no definitive evidence of the two former house
sites. I concluded that these homes were destroyed for the development of the Marine Institute by
R.J. Reynolds. Other sites in the Shell Hammock community were most likely destroyed for the
placement of trailers for housing employees also affiliated with the Marine Institute.
One of the primary purposes of this project was to understand how post-emancipation
Geechee people on Sapelo Island adapted their settlement with respect to political, social, and
economic changes after emancipation. This was the first archaeological survey to record
abandoned Geechee homes during the post-emancipation period. As summarized in Chapter 4,
the resulting settlement data indicate that after the Civil War the people now known as Geechee
took advantage of their newfound freedom to establish small and dispersed, but tightly knit
communities in locations well suited for agriculture, as well as the use of forest, marsh and
marine resources. Arguably, however, the most defining event was the arrival of landowner R.J.
Reynold’s, who forced them out of their communities and off their land. Today, economic and
demographic trends are having a similar effect.
Several patterns are evident in the settlement data. First, and most broadly, although the
communities surveyed have a long history of antebellum occupation, is apparent that Geechee
families understandably preferred to living away from the former plantations of the enslavement
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period, an observation, confirmation by Cornelia Bailey’s recollections. For example, the
community of Behavior, which had been established during the antebellum period, was
abandoned after emancipation, although former resident Allen Green recalled seeing the remains
of homes further back from Behavior Cemetery (Crook et al. 2003:99). It can be presumed that
Geechee families wanted to stay within the established communities that they had ancestral ties
to during the period of enslavement. Using her research on Snee Farm, Antoinette Jackson
(2011) examines these diasporic spaces, which transcend plantation sites and post-emancipation
domestic sites as a separate continuum of the homeplace. In some cases, these places overlap. In
this case study, descendants did not move from the boundaries of the former plantation and
continued to reside there as their homeplace, even residing in the same house structure as their
ancestors.
A second observation from the settlement data is that Geechee families preferred living in
relative isolation. In comparison to other nearby plantations such as Butler Plantation, during the
period of enslavement on Sapelo Island, there was a low level of supervision accompanied by
more a scattered patterning of homes (Cochran et al. 2017:4) which may have also facilitated the
productivity of enslaved labor. The result of this pattern of dispersed communities was that
people came to identify more with strongly with the settlements in which they lived, and there
was little of a single, island-wide community. Crook and colleagues (2010:170) suggest that this
continued after the Civil War: “Even after emancipation, the tradition of identifying with a
specific settlement on a sea island, and not the island-wide community continued well into the
twentieth century.” During the course of the project, it was evident that the residents are indeed
very place-centered, continuing to identify first and foremost with the community into which
they were born and raised.
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Postbellum Geechee communities were separated by distances that, while not large by
contemporary standards, were sufficient to have made travel between them relatively
burdensome. In the late nineteenth century, people traveled mainly by foot, but also utilized
horse/ox/mule and wagon (Crook et al. 2003:55) or simply traveled on horseback. Even into the
middle twentieth century, very few people had cars (Crook et al. 2003: 120, 171; Bailey and
Bledsoe 2001:12, 15, 55).
Homes also tended to be placed in relative isolation from one another, although there
appears to have been variation from one community to another. As reflected in my survey data
and historic maps, the largest community at Raccoon Bluff was relatively crowded with homes.
This is consistent with the recollection of former resident Allen Green that his family could sit on
the front porch and easily talk to neighbors (Crook et al. 2003:87). However, even within a
single community, some houses seemed to have been placed at considerable distances from
others, while other houses appear to have been more tightly clustered; the house sites are
recorded are separated from their nearest neighbors by as little as 19 meters and as much as 152
meters. The placement of sites with respect to historic roads also varies considerably.
With an abundance of land and a small population relative to land mass, postbellum
settlement on Sapelo Island was largely a matter of personal choice and agency. While it was not
clear from the archaeological data why particular homes sites were chosen, historical accounts
demonstrate that relatives chose land close to their families. In general, when a couple married,
the woman usually went to live in the childhood community of her husband, and he would build
a new home for the two of them (Crook et al. 2003: 101, 203). Communities were usually settled
by related families with some living in close proximity, while some, such as the Walker family
(Belle Marsh), Charlie and Georgia Jones (Kenan Field), and Mattie and Janie Sams (Lumber
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Landing) desired more isolation, while Anthony Sams and Lee and Bell Sams chose to live
together in Shell Hammock. Interview participant James validated that the residents in Belle
Marsh chose that location because they wanted isolation from others. However, the seeming
isolation of Geechee houses and communities also no doubt reflects, in part, needed for farming
and firewood.
This pattern of Geechee land ownership on Sapelo appears to have been relatively stable
and may have even expanded during the period of Howard Coffin’s ownership of much of the
island during the early twentieth century. On the other hand, some residents were disposed of
their land even in this period. Hannah Green is said to have lost a 34-acre tract of land to Coffin;
her husband, Bilali Smith, rightfully purchased the land but she was unable to find his deed after
his death (Crook et al. 2003:102). In any case, incidents such as this one seem to have
accelerated after the 1929 stock market crash when Coffin was forced to sell his portion of
Sapelo Island.
My survey revealed that historic Geechee houses tended to be located near live oaks
and magnolias. Indeed, once this pattern was established during the first surveys, most sites in
Shell Hammock were located through this method. Forested areas were probably attractive for
settlement because of the shade they provided and the availability of construction materials.
Most male residents were skilled at building their own homes and those who needed assistance
could rely on other community members (Crook et al. 2003:113). Homes could be constructed of
oak, pine, or cedar shingles. Cornelia Walker Bailey recalls that “Houses were made of pine, one
board thick, in a style called overlapping shingle board, and it had four windows-wooded
windows, wood was cheaper than glass” (Crook et al. 2003:21). However, Allen Green
remembered houses being constructed of cedar (Crook et al. 2003:113). A lack of wood
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associated with the sites I recorded can be attributed to several factors. In Sapelo Voices, former
residents recounted that some of their people’s homes were torn down after relocation to Hog
Hammock. Second, the weather on the island would not be conducive to the preservation of
wood. Third, after residents discovered that Reynold’s would not live up to his promise to
provide homes for relocated residents, some families dismantled their homes and rebuilt them.
For example, Cornelia Walker Bailey remarked that her father used the wood from their previous
home to build their porch in Hog Hammock (Bailey and Bledsoe 2000:109). This would also
explain the abundance of nails at domestic sites across all communities.
Although pine and cedar may have been standard for framing and siding, there is
evidence that people cut and used live oak for the foundations of homes (Crook et al
2003:47,Cochran et al 2016:9). Cornelia Walker Bailey recalled that her family’s “house sat up
on huge timbers, about four feet off the ground” (Bailey 2000:21). She further commented that:
“Nobody’s house ever sat on the ground over here. The old people had sense
to know that if there was a real high tide, they’d rather the water go under the
house than in it, so, even though the water got close to us sometimes, our
house never got flooded” (Bailey 2000:21).

With communities such as hers so close to the marsh, residents had to be prepared for periods of
high tide that could result in the flooding of their homes. Elsewhere, however, houses may have
lacked such foundations. Former Hog Hammock resident Madeline Hudley Carter remarked that
homes there were made entirely of wood and did not have concrete, brick, or cement foundations
(Crook 2000:47).
Residents had to purchase their own brick in which to build the fireplaces or chimney,
they used to hear their homes (Bailey et al. 2003). Bricks were commonly found on the surface
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of the sites I recorded. One site contains a tabby fireplace foundation and likely represents either
a plantation-era home or one built soon after emancipation.
Surface and subsurface artifacts recovered from shovel tests give us a sense of what daily
life was like for Geechee residents. Oyster shells were common to many of the sites, consistent
with the aforementioned reliance on shellfish and other wild foods. Galvanized metal buckets
and tubs were found at almost all sites I recorded. Some of these were enameled and most were
small, although some larger examples were noted. This is exhibitive of how common, everyday
items have a wide range of practical uses within a household and above all, are indicative of
cultural continuity within the community.
Other metal artifacts such as nails, barrels, and car parts were also common. Chicken
wire, which was recovered from shovel tests at several sites, would have been used to keep
chickens in the yard rather than demarcate property boundaries. Additionally, people used small,
wooded-frames animal traps, which I encountered in Shell Hammock at sites 9MC544 and
9MC542.
Glassware was abundant on Geechee home sites. Bottles include those associated with
Coca-Cola, whiskey, and patent medicine. Smaller glass vessel and bottle fragments were a
variety of hues ranging from clear, to blue, green, brown, and solarized amethyst glass. Small
quantities of milk glass were also recovered as well as probable window glass. Plain whiteware
and cream-colored whiteware was the most abundant ceramic type recovered from the domestic
sites I recorded. Whiteware dates from 1830 to the present and was abundant and fashionable
during the postbellum period. Other, less common ceramic types included transfer-printed
whiteware, shell-edged whiteware with embossed feather patterns, porcelain, ironstone, and
stoneware. The range of types clearly demonstrates that Geechee residents had access to and
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utilized the same household ceramics that were on trend for the time period.
A second goal of this project was to conduct ethnographic interviews to understand how
people view community and home loss, how they understand their former home sites as heritage,
and how they might view the archaeology. Based on historical research, oral history, and
interviews, the resulting purchase of most of the island by R.J. Reynolds from Howard Coffin
was the single most important driver of catastrophic change for the Geechee. While Reynolds did
provide employment for many Geechee on the island, as laborers, domestics, and other work,
which was the primary source of income for many island residents (Crook et al. 2003:38), he
also illegally confiscated their land and homes. Meanwhile, Geechee households continued to
have a large degree of personal and economic independence through farming, house building,
making their clothes, and other subsistence activities
The Geechee population began to decline during the period of Reynold’s ownership
(Crook et al. 2003:38). Allen Green and his wife Annie Mae Walker Green remarked that they
were no longer able to make a basic living on the island and blame Reynold’s for the population
decline (Crook et al. 2003:107). Mrs. Green remarked that people had the land to farm to crops
such as cotton to sell and engage in animal husbandry. She further stated that Howard Coffin
used to have a cotton gin that is no longer in existence (Crook 2003:107-108). Eventually, the
remaining Geechee landowners were forced to relocate to Hog Hammock, ending the practice of
family agricultural plots of land; considering that there was simply not enough land available for
each family to grow crops needed to sustain each family. The resulting sentiment is that Geechee
residents of the island remember this relocation with bitterness.
What became evident during the research is how intensely self-sufficient and independent
the Geechee people were and continue to be today, despite the loss of their traditional homes,
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communities, and livelihoods. In order to keep the community culturally viable and to provide
economic stability, Hog Hammock has recently been involved in two agricultural projects. The
goals are to provide a source of income for current residents, attract younger descendants back
home, and teach them the agricultural skills of their ancestors through heritage-based food. One
such project is the reintroduction of purple ribbon sugarcane through the Purple Ribbon Sugar
Cane Reintroduction Project. This variety is an heirloom plant that was previously grown in the
region. The goal is to make products from this particular variety for sale which in turn will
generate income that can be returned back to the community and help those in need.
The second endeavor is the Geechee Red Peas Project, which was founded by Cornelia
Walked Bailey and other community members. Red peas are a variety that is native to Africa that
the Geechee people have been cultivating for hundreds of years since their arrival to the United
States. It is a staple in the traditional African-American culinary cuisine Hoppin’ John and other
recipes, rather than black-eyed peas, which is the food tradition of non-Gullah Geechee Black
Americans. The community hopes to increase the sale of the peas to not only citizens, but also to
restaurants. Hog Hammock is using the knowledge of their forebears to create a future for their
community. This is an obvious source of pride for the community as they are being proactive to
preserve their community. Although they have long supplemented their livelihoods with
employment provided by the Coffin and Reynolds estates, and more recently by the Marine
Institute and the Georgia Department of Natural Resources, the Geechee people have impressive
range of skills. This has enabled them to live on Sapelo Island without much reliance on outsider
assistance, by provisioning much of their own food, housing, transportation, and even clothing.
Historically, and continuing through contemporary times, Geechee residents have relied
on a large amount of shellfish, mostly oyster and fish. Geechee residents were skilled at making
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bateau boats and oars, and to this day, continue to make cast nets for fishing. According to
lifelong resident James, residents who possessed this skill would make these small boats and
others were free to use them at any time, return them, and clean them for others to use. Geechee
residents I spoke to rue the loss of autonomy and communal access to resources that has occurred
with dispossession from their land and the influx of outside landowners. During one of my visits
there, James showed me the location of a former fishing hole along the marsh that had been used
for generations. The land had been purchased by outsiders, a home stood adjacent to the site, and
the property was now off limits for them to use. The bateau boats long gone. Large homes have
been built privatizing the formerly communal land and cutting off Geechee community access.
When I inquired what the residents did in response to this loss, James told me they were forced
to move to another location. These fishing and gathering places are not only cultural in nature,
but also represent the need to put food on their tables and sustain their livelihood.
The traditional Geechee reliance on seafood is evident when examining the locations of
historic communities. All of the postbellum communities recorded were located along the coast
and or a marsh. Bateau boats were also an important part of transportation to and from the island
and the skill to create and manufacture their own transportation was an important part of
Geechee independence and maritime culture. Today, those in the Geechee community are no
longer allowed independent travel to and from the island. They are required to use the DNR
ferries, which adhere to a schedule. This has resulted in a loss of self-determination for the
islanders. With the exception of Raccoon Bluff and Hog Hammock, postbellum Geechee
communities were located along the western and southern regions of the island, providing the
easiest access to the mainland by boat.
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Recommendations
For the Geechee community, the issue of land is an impassioned one on Sapelo Island.
With their freedom won Geechee families in the years following the Civil War gained the right
to own land only to later have it taken away from them by Howard Coffin and R.J. Reynolds.
Hog Hammock, the community to which dispossessed residents were forced to relocate, has
never completely felt like home. The dispossession from their ancestral lands continues with the
ownership and control of much of the island by the state of Georgia, and by the steady intrusion
of new residents. Since most of the island is public land, community members can visit their old
home sites, walk among the scatters of bricks and other artifacts, and reminisce about their
childhoods there, but they cannot “go home.” Living this close to home, and yet not be able to
live there, is clearly painful.
Archaeology could serve as a bridge between the DNR and the Geechee community. The
DNR should make a stronger commitment to a more intensive survey of the locations of the
former Geechee communities in order to protect them. This intention should be made clear to the
community through participation in community meetings. While most of the sites that I recorded
seem to be reasonably intact, several former house locations have been lost to development over
the years. By having the locations of the former house sites recorded and better mapped with the
GASF, they can be protected from development or damage associated with land management
activities. For example, I was informed that DNR has been working to reestablish some of the
original wetland that were original to the island. This is a worthy goal, but also one that risks
potential damage to unrecorded home sites. I would note as well that many of the sites have
artifact scatter on the surface; these sites need to be protected from looters who may want to
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collect bottles and other artifacts of interest. If feasible, keeping these sites off limits from
hunters and other recreational visitors would probably facilitate their preservation.
Owning to the low level of investigation associated with a reconnaissance survey, I have
avoided making recommendations as to the eligibility of the sites I recorded for the National
Register of Historic Places. However, as I noted above, most of the sites retain their integrity as
archaeological sites and I believe they could be considered significant under Criterion D, at a
minimum, for their ability to provide important information regarding the postbellum lifeways of
an African American community in the rural, coastal South. The former home site of Cornelia
Walker Bailey could also be considered significant under Criterion B, for its association with a
person important to the local history. Other sites may likewise be important for connections with
people or events, but this would require additional archival research and ethnography.
Many of the sites, and the island landscape itself, could perhaps be eligible for the
National Register as a Traditional Cultural Property (TCP). As defined by Parker and King
(1998:1), a TCP is a property that is eligible for the National Register “because of its association
with cultural practices of beliefs of a living community that (a) are rooted in that community’s
history, and (b) are important in maintaining the continuing cultural identity of the community.”
Although additional, more intensive ethnography would be needed to make the case formally for
TCP eligibility, the Geechee on Sapelo are obviously a living community, and the house sites
and landscape of the island are just as obviously rooted in their history and important to
maintaining their cultural identity.
Today the community is fighting to keep it Geechee and the presence of newcomers has
been very challenging for them. The community feels slighted when outsiders move to their
community but do not seem to want to have anything to do with them. It makes the local
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Geechee feel uncomfortable in their home. It seems as if newcomers want the island, but not the
people that have called it home for over two centuries.
The community is experiencing gentrification and internal displacement from wealthy
newcomers and this phenomenon is currently taking place in communities across the United
States. Gentrification is not about living in your community, but my community where you used
to live. The Hog Hammock community does not want to lose their land and their homes a second
time. They are acutely aware of what this looks like and what this would mean as Hog Hammock
is the last intact Gullah Geechee community left.
The archaeological investigations and ethnographic interviews for this project reveal not
only that the Geechee had, and continue to have, a strong sense of belonging to the island but
also—at least to an extent—why this is the case. Specifically, the island is not simply a place
where they and their ancestors live, but is culturally intrinsic to who they are. It would be
difficult for them to simply replicate their lives at another location, even if it were within a
nearby mainland Geechee community. Today, constant home construction and a lack of social
cohesion (derived from outsiders), land sales, and suspicious tax hikes are the latest in a long
series of events that are disruptive and potentially ruinous to their small community. Separation
from Geechee community members, friends, and family is clearly stressful. Traditional
community norms, land use, and even the community itself are under threat. Nonetheless, by
being resistant, engaging in activities to weather financial storms, and through a continued
shared sense of togetherness, they are hopeful they can maintain their home on Sapelo Island.
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APPENDIX A

Table 1A. Catalog of Artifacts Collected
Community

FS
#/GASF

Lot
#

STP/SC

Kenan Field/
Lumber
Landing

FS 1
9MC525

1

Surface Collection

2

Description

Weight
(g)

6 clear, light green CocaCola glass: including 1
embossed with “Office”, 1
with partial “C” and 1
with partial “Cola”, 1
round partial base
1 clear thick cut glass,
partial curved base with
stippling pattern
2 jar or vessel glass
1 clear window glass
2 plain cream-colored
whiteware plate rims, I
with a wavy embossed
line
1 plain white porcelain
1 porcelain shard with
pink floral pattern decal
2 small brick fragments
1 piece of mortar
1 small milk glass

40.82

1 light green round plastic
baseball Mickey Mantle
keepsake in 2 pieces
1 milk glass
Corroded UID iron
1 partial iron nail spike
1 clear window glass

1.76

3.71

.84
10.84
5.41

65
1.74
.43
2.14
.65

Shovel Test

143

6.93
84.98
18.65
93

Table 1A. Catalog of Artifacts Collected (Continued)
Community
Kenan
Field/Lumber
Landing

FS#/GASF Lot
#
FS 2
3
9MC527

4

STP/SC

Description

Weight
(g)

1 small, clear, machinemade condiment jar with
screw top, with vertical
lines and two horizontal
lines, stippling on body
1 blue cobalt bottle,
machine-made with
screw top, fine wavy line
pattern all across body;
“Vick’s” on top Vaporub
on base with triangle in
middle
1 clear beverage bottle,
automatic machinemade, with crown top
1 cobalt blue partial
bottle neck with
prescription lip finish

113.72

Surface
Collection

78.01

420

30.15

Shovel Test
1 plain whiteware partial 12.33
cup base
2 machine cut nails, with 4.31
round heads and partial
shafts

Community

FS#/GASF Lot
#
Kenan
FS 3
5
Field/Lumber 9MC528
Landing

6

STP/SC

Description

Weight
(g)

UID iron/metal fragments
1 brown glass with “LAW”
embossed
1 brick fragment

106.94
2.07

Wood fragments
Charcoal pieces
1 plain frosted window glass

3.56
.15
11.26

Surface
Collection

16.25

Shovel Test

144

Table 1A. Catalog of Artifacts Collected (Continued)
1 light green of frosted
window glass
1 small plain whiteware
1 UID plain ceramic (dirty)
7 mortar pieces
2 UID iron
1 tabby fragment
1 burned bone
Community FS#/GASF Lot
#
Belle
FS 4
7
Marsh
9MC529

STP/SC

Description

Surface
Collection North
of Road

1 round, brown, machinemade Anchor Hocking bottle
with screw top; on base:
“7316-B” on top, “6” on left,
Anchor Hocking maker’s
mark in center, “4” on right.
1, clear, light green, round
bottle with double ring lip
finish, embossed “Atwood
Jaundice Bitters Formerly
Made by Moses Atwood”,
base mark: “P” on top with
“14” underneath
1 clear glass
2 light green vessel glass
3 Coca-Cola bottle glass
2 milk glass one with “Genu”
embossed, second is a partial
base
1 clear glass shard with
vertical and horizontal line
patterns
1 thick aqua blue drinking
glass
1 brown drinking/beer glass
1 partial clear narrow bottle
neck with screw top,
machine-made
2 cream-colored whiteware
with red and green decal
floral patterns
4 plain clear vessel glass of

145

.97
.30
1.01
40.94
18.22
2.54
.48
Weight
(g)
260

220

1.05
1.45
13.04
4.97

1.58

7.14
1.60
19.12

5.26

7.42

Table 1A. Catalog of Artifacts Collected (Continued)
various sizes and thicknesses
8

Surface
Collection
2 clear glass pieces (one thick,
one thin and curved)
1 thick bottle glass with “SK”
engraved
1 stoneware with lead glaze
(cream exterior, dark brown
interior)
1 thin light piece of green
window glass

Community
Belle Marsh

Community
Belle Marsh

FS#/GASF Lot
#
9

FS#/GASF Lot
#
FS 5
10
9MCC530

STP/SC

13.80
6.26
12.17

.61

Description

Weight
(g)

1 clear window glass shard
2 clear vessel glass pieces
1 small brick fragment
1 UID iron fragment with ridging
1 animal tooth (pig)

.39
1.47
3.61
.75
1.82

Shovel Test

STP/SC

Description

Weight
(g)

1 dark green bottle glass
1 Coca-Cola bottle rim base
1 plain window glass
1 pale green window glass
piece
1 machine-cut corroded nail
with square head
2 corroded nail flakes
1 thin, light green vessel
5 Cream-colored whiteware:
-1 rim with single,
embossed wavy line
-1 rim with 2 embossed
lines
-3 plain pieces
1 ironstone partial base piece

3.05
15.79
2.31
.73

Surface
Collection on
Road

146

4.28
.68
.36
1.63
2.67
6.90
3.40

Table 1A. Catalog of Artifacts Collected (Continued)
11
Shovel Test
1 thick bent clear drinking
glass
Community
Raccoon
Bluff

Community
Raccoon
Bluff

FS#/GASF Lot
#
FS 6
12
9MC531

FS#/GASF Lot
#
FS 8
13
9MC532

14

STP/SC

8.15

Description

Weight
(g)

1, 6 oz. 1937-1948, CocaCola bottle with majority
of finish missing, Patent
D-105529 on front
shoulder, Claxton, CA on
base of bottle
1, large clear glass bottle
with screw top with 6
embossed lines on each
side

380

Surface
Collection

STP/SC

340

Description

Weight
(g)

1, ½ pint brown, “Federal
Law Forbids…”
prohibition-era bottle with
screw top
1 large stoneware, cream
exterior, dark brown
interior, slip glaze, Albany
style

220

2 brown bottle glass
1 dark green bottle glass
1 clear, thick, cut glass
1 small milk glass
1 plain porcelain
1 plain Ironstone plate rim
piece
6 whiteware ceramic
sherds:
-3 curved pieces
-1 plain piece

1.68
1.38
3.52
.27
.54
4.56

Surface
Collection

240

Shovel Test, 0-37
cmbd

147

11.56
1.75

Table 1A. Catalog of Artifacts Collected (Continued)

Community
Raccoon
Bluff

FS#/GASF Lot
#
FS 10
15
9MC533

16

-1 embossed with
double lines
-1 scalloped rim piece
with embossed wavy line
pattern
1 pale green window glass
3 pale green vessel glass
1 plain, unmarked, hand
drilled metal button, with
off-centered hole
UID iron fragments
1 small brick fragment
5 whole, corroded,
machine cut nails with
round heads:
-1 iron spike
-3 nails
-1 small bent nail
5 partial nails

6.00

STP/SC

Description

Surface
Collection

Weight
(g)
125.11

1 martini glass with whole
stem and partial base of the
bowl
whole shells:
-1 clam
138.05
-1 oyster
70.46
-2 crown conch
161.58

Raccoon
Bluff

FS#/GASF Lot
#
FS 11
9MC534

.36
2.73
1.51

14.75
.58

16.56
12.46
3.25
10.44

Shovel Test
3 clear vessel glass shards
with single line etching
1 UID shell piece
1 clear, round, glass bottle
base with stippling, “12E”

Community

3.51

STP/SC

Description
No artifacts recovered, no
shovel test excavated

148

39.27
.74
57.24

Weight
(g)

Table 1A. Catalog of Artifacts Collected (Continued)
Community
Raccoon
Bluff

FS#/GASF Lot
#
FS 12
17
9MC535

18

Community
Raccoon
Bluff

FS#/GASF Lot
#
FS 14
19
9MC536

STP/SC

Description

Weight
(g)

1, “Duraglas” Owens-Illinois,
thick clear large glass jar
piece, round base with
stippling; “Duraglas”
embossed on base in script;
on base: “14” on left, OwensIllinois makers mark in
middle, “8” on right, “4”
underneath maker’s mark
4 ceramic plain ironstone:
-3 curved
-1 beveled

.32

1 brick fragment
1 cream-colored whiteware
ceramic with blue and orange
flowers in a red flowerpot
decal
1 clear round glassware
fragment

13.77
8.69

Description

Weight
(g)

Surface
Collection

18.76
10.63

Shovel Test, 0-25
cmbd

STP/SC

18.55

Surface Scatter
1, large ironstone plate rim,
77.38
scalloped-edged, with wavy
line patterns
2 plain whiteware plate rims
62.99
1 buff, coarse earthenware rim 23.85
sherd, white glaze with
possible pink floral pattern

20

Shovel Test
barbed wire fragments

149

42.52

Table 1A. Catalog of Artifacts Collected (Continued)
Community FS#/GASF Lot STP/SC
#
Raccoon
FS 15
21
Shovel Test
Bluff
9MC537

22

Description

Weight
(g)

1 small, scalloped edged
whiteware rim, above glaze
blue floral decal
4 window glass
5 solarized amethyst glass:
-4 plain
-1 burned
11 glass fragments:
-6 clear vessel glass
-3 pale green glass pieces
-1 clear bottle glass with
“LAW”
imprinted
-1 brown bottle shard
1 small buff earthenware rim
with white glazing
2 plain, beveled, creamcolored whiteware plate bases
1 small plain porcelain
“Blue Buckle” brand work
clothes button rivet
Nails:
-5 whole corroded iron
nails, machine cut, round
head
-1 corroded, machine cut
nail, square head
-2 nails, unknown nail
head type
-5 corroded iron nails with
partial shaft
-6 corroded nail fragments
UID iron fragments
4 brick fragments
1 metal shotgun shell casing
top
1 piece of slate
2 pieces of burned bone

1.60

1 whiteware rim, with decal

8.05

5.95
24.73
1.00
7.60
10.07
.53
4.19
2.82
15.77
1.06
1.06

41.67

6.55
8.10
10.42
12.78
44.35
7.91
2.78
7.36
.41 g

Surface
Collection

150

Table 1A. Catalog of Artifacts Collected (Continued)
floral design
1 clear, early 20th century
Hoyt’s Cologne Bottle base
(round): “Hoyt’s Cologne 10
¢”
1 plain beveled whiteware
1 thick blue/green square
vessel glass
1 small piece of milk glass
1 clear green bottle glass
1 clear window glass
1 clear light blue window
glass
2 burned clear glass

Community
Raccoon
Bluff

FS#/GASF Lot
#
FS 16
23
9MC538

STP/SC

Description

27.35

14.81
23.58
1.13
14.81
1.84
2.16
2.08

Weight
(g)

Surface
Collection
Ceramic sewage pipe:
-1 cream-colored, large
ceramic sewage pipe
fragment
-2 small associated
fragments
1 clear machine made, small
medicine bottle with attached
partial metal screw cap,
“Sloan’s Liniment” “Made in
USA”, “M” in a circle with
“3” underneath
1 partial blue/green glass
rectangular, machine-made,
medicine bottle, 5” in, “B”
inside diamond, “3A”
1 cream-colored whiteware,
hand-painted vase, round
scalloped on base, with pink
floral design and green
leaves reads
“Homer Laughlin, Hudson, 6
21 L on base
151

.80

69.71
112.64

162.54

200

Table 1A. Catalog of Artifacts Collected (Continued)
24

Community
Raccoon
Bluff

FS#/GASF Lot
#
FS 18
25
9MC539

26

Community
Raccoon
Bluff

FS#/GASF Lot
#
FS 25
27
9MC540

Shovel Test

STP/SC

UID metal/iron fragments
3 round nail heads
2 small tabby piece
1 piece of mortar
2 clear glass window shards
1 partial corroded machine
cut nail with round head
1 nail shaft

2.43
5.43
4.65
2.92
5.32
2.49

Description

Weight
(g)

1 clear Duraglas on base,
machine-made, rectangular
bottle with screw top
1 small, machine-made, clear
rectangular medicine bottle
with screw top with
embossed horizontal lines on
both sides, rust present from
missing cap

100.38

2 small brick fragments
1 clear thick glass vessel
shard

.79
2.18

Description

Weight
(g)

.94

Surface
Collection

68.85

Shovel Test

STP/SC
Surface
Collection

1 machine-made, small,
150.40
clear, screw top, rectangular
medicine bottle,“Sani-Glas”
on front, “Brockway” on
base
1 machine-made, small, clear 122.32
rectangular bottle with long
bottle neck, and screw top,
front piece missing
1 machine-made, round, clear 81.61
glass baby food jar with
152

Table 1A. Catalog of Artifacts Collected (Continued)
screw top, with Jackson
maker’s mark
1 machine-made, large,
rectangular clear glass bottle,
with screw top, “B” in a
circle maker’s mark on the
base
Community
Shell
Hammock

FS#/GASF Lot
#
FS 29
28
9MC541

29

30

STP/SC

320

Description

Weight
(g)

1 machine-made, clear,
rectangular screw top bottle,
with “Federal Law Forbids
Sale…., ½ pint, with HazelAtlas Glass Company
maker’s mark (“H” over
“A”)
1 machine-made, clear Log
Cabin Syrup cut glass bottle
with cabin motif between
numbers 6 and 3 on base,
intact metal red screw cap

260

1 piece of limestone
1 piece of cinder block
fragment
1 piece of mortar
3 whole Atlantic oysters
fused together
4 animal bone fragments
1 UID shell fragment
3 red clay tile pipe fragments

145.12
32.53

1 piece of red clay tile piping
3 clear, pale green vessel
glass pieces, one with “PA”
embossed
Metal/Iron:
-13 UID
-1 round nail head

29.00
8.09

Surface
Collection North

480

Shovel Test 1, 020 cmbd, North

14.39
107.28
17.85
2.38
42.29

Shovel Test 2, 030 cmbd, South

153

11.00
.38

Table 1A. Catalog of Artifacts Collected (Continued)
Community FS#/GASF Lot STP/SC
#
Shell
FS 33
STP 1 at
Hammock
9MC542
chimney fall
31

32

34

Weight
(g)

1 large brick fragment
1 whiteware
1 whiteware rim
1 whiteware

240
1.41
0.35
0.78

3 corroded nails
2 oyster shell fragments
1 wood

12.76
1.88
20.58

UID partial nails and iron
21 dark aqua glass
1 small pale aqua glass
1 medium thick aqua glass
3 pale green frosted glass
1 pale green frosted glass
with “U” embossed
1 pale green clear glass
charcoal
1 small brick fragment
1 thick, curved clear glass
1 thick, curved, clear glass
with beveling
2 small clear glass
2 small Atlantic oyster
shell
1 thick round wood, halfmoon shaped

200
46.38
0.43
9.90
4.93
2.40

1 clear, whole, bottle with
crown finish: “Nehi
Beverage” and Nehi Reg.

440

0-10 cmbd

11-22 cmbd
STP 2 between 3
push piles and
palm scrub
0-27 cmbd

33

Description

STP 3 in marsh
inlet
0-40 cmbd
d

0.35
0.29
44.88
21.68
23.99
1.66
1.89
20.45

Surface
collection from
embankment
near chimney
fall

154

Table 1A. Catalog of Artifacts Collected (Continued)

35

36

37

U.S. Pat. Off. “9 Fluid
Ounces” and “Minimum
Contents” on sides. On
heel: “Nehi” and
“Columbus, GA.”. On
base: “5 Design, Pat D,
Mar 25”
clear glass fragments

9.05

Surface
Collection NW
of chimney fall
clear Atlas mason jar with
screw top; front: “Hazel”
on top, large Hazel Atlas
maker’s mark in center,
“Mason” below; base
marks of “12” on top and
“J” on bottom
light aqua medicine bottle.
Front: “SCOTT’S
MULSION”, Side: “ER
OIL”, Side: “H Lime &
Soda
large ceramic ironstone
base with maker’s mark as
base mark in dark green:
“Extra Quality Ironstone
China Warranted” Lion and
Unicorn flanking a crest.
2 large, whole Atlantic
oyster shell

340

iron
3 oyster fragments
1 whole oyster

23.30
1.01
1.83

1 clear thick glass with
curved sides
2 thick dark aqua glass
1 small brick fragment
1 black plastic fragment
with unidentified white

24.52

0.24

152.00

112.09

Shovel Skim in
embankment

Surface
Collection within
marsh inlet

155

19.24
19.51
0.43

Table 1A. Catalog of Artifacts Collected (Continued)
logo/writing
1 clear, thick, dark green
vessel glass
1 pale, pale green, frosted
flat glass
1 flat window glass
1 small shard with beveling
1 flat, scratched, thick
glass
38

Shell
Hammock

FS#/GASF Lot
#
FS 34
39
9MC543

1.35
2.66
0.85
3.64

Surface
collection in
palmetto scrub
near 3 push piles
1 clear, glass jug with
screw top with handle on
neck, roughened surface
1 clear, jar with short
narrow square lip with
triangle patterns
1 clear, small, Vaseline jar
with screw top; on front
and center, “Trade Mark
Vaseline, Cheeseborough
New York”
1 small, Pond’s milk glass
jar, oval, on base, “Pond’s
14”, with screw top

Community

7.27

STP/SC

420

171.78

65.60

94.66

Description

Weight
(g)

4 clear window glass
1 clear brown glass
3 clear vessel glass
1 clear vessel glass with 2
vertical line etchings
4 whole Atlantic oysters
UID shell
1 clam fragment
UID iron and metal
1 piece of roofing material
2 brick fragments
nails:

4.31
1.27
5.05
2.32

Shovel Test 1,
0-28 cmbd

156

19.60
7.23
3.48
22.65
.66
2.04

Table 1A. Catalog of Artifacts Collected (Continued)
-1 nail with round head
-1 unknown corroded nail
40

5.80
26.02

Shovel Test 2,
0-30 cmbd
1 UID shell fragment
.88
1 cream-colored whiteware plate 1.51
rim, along rim: red line on one
side and green decal on the
reverse

41

Shovel Skim
1 pale green window glass
1 clear window glass
1 pale green glass
4 clear vessel glass
1 scalloped embossed glass
1 single line embossed glass
1 piece of solarized amethyst
glass
2 whole large Atlantic oyster
shells
UID iron/metal pieces
Roofing material
1 iron fastener
1 iron stay
1 plain, round, beveled, creamcolored whiteware

Community
Shell
Hammock

FS#/GASF Lot STP/SC
#
FS 42
42 Surface Scatter
9MC544

157

6.55
.49
4.12
15.33
2.87
.61
1.22
86.73
.80
13.66
29.55
17.45
1.56

Description

Weight
(g)

1 machine-made, dark round
amber bottle, with reinforced
extract lip finish, “Lysol”
written in script on bottle
shoulder. Base: “Lysol
Incorporated Bloomfield, NJ”,
In circle: “Bottle Made In
USA encircling upside
triangle with “W” on top of
“T”, “1” on left and “3” on
right of bottom of triangle
1 machine-made, clear round
10 oz. Pepsi bottle with glass

200

440

Table 1A. Catalog of Artifacts Collected (Continued)
swirl pattern and crown top,
“Pepsi-Cola” written in script
on one side. On other side is
“Pepsi” with a dot under
second “p” on neck of bottle
Community
Shell
Hammock

FS#/GASF Lot
#
FS 45
43
9MC545

44

STP/SC

Description

Surface
Collection

1 clear dark brown base of
Clorox glass, stippling on
base. “Clorox” with an “R” in
a circle under “Clorox”.
Owens-Illinois makers mark
with “I” within a circle on top
left of diamond, “16” enclosed
in a circle on top right of
diamond; a “6” on bottom left
of diamond and “7” of bottom
right.
1 large clear glass, curved
1 thick, curved, pale purple,
solarized glass, cloudy and
scratched
7 whole, fused Atlantic
oysters
1 thick, clear, partial base,
beveled glass
whole Atlantic oyster shells; 1
single, 7 fused

Weight
(g)
0.28

67.57
11.39

0.28
38.24
0.28

Shovel Skim
Near Brick
Chimney
Shovel Skim
near
Chimney
Base
clear glass
clear glass with embossed
“Pur” and top and “ssur” on
base
small, thin, clear, brown glass
3 mortar pieces
3 brick pieces ( 2 small, 1
larger)
158

1.48
8.38

0.11
5.96
21.86

Table 1A. Catalog of Artifacts Collected (Continued)
Atlantic oyster shells:
3 whole
1 partial
1 small rock
45

82.47
1.76
1.12

Surface
Collection at
Chimney
Base
Log Cabin syrup bottle, thick, 480
clear glass with screw top.
Stippling on outer edges of
base. On base, embossed log
cabin motif with “Log Cabin
Syrup” under motif and “10”
to the right of motif.
medicine bottle, small, clear
97.72
glass, with Anchor Hocking
makers mark on base; an
anchor motif positioned over
an “H” with “L-280” above,
“6” to the left, and “17” on the
right of maker’s mark
glass base, thick clear glass;
220
Hazel-Atlas makers mark with
“H” positioned over an “A”
with a “3” underneath the “A”.

46

47

STP 1
0-50 cmbd
9 whole oysters
13 partial oysters
2 partial marsh clams
1 limestone
charcoal
3 small UID Iron

48.28
23.14
10.47
3.00
2.79
0.54

1 white porcelain
1 clear glass vessel with
embossed “A” above and
“MAR” underneath
charcoal
1 clear glass, thick with small

4.44
1.53

STP 2,
0-40 cmbd
Level 1, 0-17
cmbd

159

0.13
3.67

Table 1A. Catalog of Artifacts Collected (Continued)
lines
1 clear glass, thick
1 window glass, clear
1 clear glass with 3 embossed
lines
3 clear vessel glass
UID iron
barbed wire fragments
5, modern machine cut round
head
nails
48

49

Community

FS/GASF# Lot
#

50

2.27
66.65
24.36
30.73

Level 2, 1825 cmbd
1 clear vessel glass
1 clear green glass with small
embossed lines
charcoal
UID iron

1.61
1.57

1 round nail head,
machine made
2 iron nail fragment shafts
charcoal
UID iron
1 whole Atlantic oyster
1 partial Atlantic oyster shell

2.42

4 clear vessel glass

4.89

Description

Weight
(g)
0.82

0.41
11.79

Level 3, 2640 cmbd

STP/SC

1 clear thin vessel glass with
embossed flower petal motif
1 brick fragment
FS 47
9MC546

1.28
1.97
0.50

Shovel Test 1, 045 cmbd
Level 1, 0-30
cmbd

160

7.79
0.65
6.55
1.38
2.06

2.48

2 whole Atlantic oyster shell

61.93

1 partial oyster shell
1 small brick fragment
UID iron
1 clear green glass

0.83
1.83
59.63
1.49

Table 1A. Catalog of Artifacts Collected (Continued)

51

Community

Community

FS#/GASF Lot
#
FS 48
9MC547
52

FS#/GASF Lot
#
FS 49
53
9MC548

1 clear window glass with
slight green tint
red limestone

0.20

2 partial machine made nails
1 whole Atlantic oyster shell
UID iron

4.66
18.09
12.26

Description

Weight
(g)

2 straps made of fiber
material with riveting
UID iron
UID nail
1 whole Atlantic oyster shell
Atlantic oyster shell
fragments

46.24

Description

Weight
(g)

4.60

Level 2, 31-45
cmbd

STP/SC
No Surface
Collection
STP 1, 0-40
cmbd

STP/SC

0.96
0.78
1.35
7.44

Surface
Collection
1 small clear brown bottle
with screw top; on base:
Anchor Hocking makers
mark with anchor over an
“H” with “36SB” above, “8212” below, “6” on the left,
“36” on the right
1 small clear glass bottle; on
74.66
base Owen-Illinois makers
mark with “2 9 57” to the left
1 small clear bottle with
200
screw top with unknown
makers mark with a scripted
“E” above an “H”
1 cobalt blue bottle with
300
screw top; on base from top
161

Table 1A. Catalog of Artifacts Collected (Continued)
to bottom: “M Phillips
(unknown mark) Made in the
USA”
1 clear glass bottle with
screw top, on base “WD-5”
with an unknown makers
mark

280

No shovel test
excavated due to
root obstruction
in area
Community

FS#/GASF Lot
#
FS 50
54
9MC549

56

STP/SC

Description

Weight
(g)

1 thick porcelain with blue
and green print pattern, with
broken handle
1 clear rectangular glass
medicine bottle with
reinforced extract lip with
collared ring. “3 VI = 6 oz”,
numbers “20” through “160”
in increments of 20. “B” and
“8” as base marks
1 whole lightning whelk
1 green glass drinking vessel
with crown top, front heel:
“Nehi Bottling Co.”, back
heel: “Min. Conts 6 FL OZ;
Property of”; base: “28 Sl”

26.60

UID iron
1 small piece of black plastic
1 small clear vessel glass
1 small clear vessel glass with
curved edge

140
0.17
0.65
0.36

Surface
Collection Inside
Chimney Base

180

320

STP 1, 0-41
cmbd

162

APPENDIX B

USF IRB Approval
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USF IRB Approval (Continued)
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